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The tradeoff between spatial and spectral resolution gives rise to a finite ground sample size, which
produces data with spectrally mixed pixels in a multispectral and hyperspectral systems. Assuming the
mixed pixel to be a linear combination of pure spectra known as endmembers, the fractional abundance of
the endmembers can be calculated by linear spectral unmixing. Constraints may be placed to force the
unmixed fractions to behave realistically. There are also different methods of selecting these endmember
spectra, including scene derived and laboratory measured spectra.
The stepwise unmixing uses an iterative regression technique to select the optimal endmembers on
a per pixel basis. It shows promise of improving the unmixing process by introducing flexibiUty in
endmember selection. However, stepwise procedure has not been rigorously tested, and its parameters are
not well characterized. It was the aim of this research to characterize the major parameters of stepwise
unmixing, including spectral resolution, library size, F-to-enter/exit, and pixel mixture complexity. In
addition to the parametric studies, a comparison between stepwise procedure and hierarchical unmixing was
made, as well as applications of unmixing algorithms to non-remote sensing data such as nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectra. The parametric studies were conducted on synthetic data for its advantages of
knowing exactly what is in the mixture. The algorithm was also tested with images to confirm the results of
the parametric studies. The result showed that the stepwise procedure is capable of results comparable with
the best traditional unmixing case.
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1. Introduction
Remotely sensed aerial and satellite data often contain pixels with combinations of target radiance and
background radiance. The major cause of this mixture is the finite ground instantaneous field of view
(GIFOV) of the sensor, whose effect can be modeled as some linear combination of the pure materials that
spatially mix together within the GIFOV (Boardman, 1991). This model, known as linear spectral mixing,
relates surface composition and reflectance properties (Adams et al., 1986) and allows calculation of
fractional abundance of the pure materials at the subpixel level. The pure materials that have unique spectral



















Figure 1-1 General unmixing process scheme (Konno, 1997)
There are two inputs to the unmixing process: the mixed spectrum or the signal from the image, and the
endmember library chosen by some endmember selection method from a larger spectral library. The
unmixing process may be subject to a constraint condition as well. The output is a fractional abundance for
each ofthe spectra in the endmember library. The process is performed for each pixel of the image, creating
a fractional abundance map for each material at the end.
Linear spectral analysis, otherwise known as spectral unmixing, allows investigation and
exploitation of images beyond their spatial resolution limit. Utilizing the spectral dimension available to the
hyperspectral data, this sub-pixel analysis tool is able to identify the constituents and their fractional
abundance for that particular pixel. This kind of analysis is particularly attractive when there are an
abundance of mixed pixels where classification schemes would fail. Preceding this research, Konno et al.
(1997) identified several basic parameters and observed trends in traditional unmixing including effects of
spatial resolution, constraint conditions, endmember library selection methods, and error metrics.
Some past application of spectral mixture analysis includes mapping of desert vegetation with
Thematic Mapper (TM) data (Smith et al., 1990b) and evaluation of sediments in surface waters (Mertes et
al., 1993). AVTRIS data, which contains many spectral channels, has been used to separate green
vegetation, non-photosynthetic vegetation, and soils (Roberts et al., 1993), to distinguish soil, grass, and
bedrock (Mustard, 1993), and to calibrate apparent surface reflectance (Farrand et al., 1994). Spectral
mixture analysis is also used to determine the optical components of inland tropical waters (Novo and
Shimabukuro. 1994). It has also been used along with image fusion to create a high-resolution spectral
mixture map (Gross, 1996).
Most of the applications mentioned above had been limited to traditional unmixing where the
endmembers were selected prior to analysis, and kept constant throughout the image. There had to be some
"smart"
interaction by either the user or some automated process in order to refine and improve the
endmember selection to produce good fractions. On the other hand, a stepwise procedure described in
Section 2.5 uses statistical analysis to pick the best combination from a given spectral library. Since this is
done on a per pixel basis, it gives more flexibility to the solution. Though the stepwise procedure shows
promise of removing the burden on the user to subjectively select endmembers through interaction, the
procedure has not been rigorously tested nor is its sensitivity to control parameters well characterized. The
goal of this research is to identify critical parameters in stepwise unmixing as developed by Gross (1996)
and Robinson (1997), and to observe and quantify any trends that improve unmixing accuracy. The
parameters of interest include spectral resolution and size of the spectral library.
2
1.1 Objective
The following objectives highlight this research:
Characterize fidelity and efficiency of linear spectral unmixing utilizing stepwise regression
endmember selection method (stepwise unmixing) as a function of spectral resolution.
Characterize fidelity and efficiency of stepwise unmixing as a function of spectral library size.
Empirical derivation of optimal F-to-enter/exit values or range of values as a function of pixel mixture
complexity. Pixel mixture complexity is referred to as the level ofmixing in the pixels. Scene becomes
more complex as the number of constituents in the pixel increases.
Perform a comparative performance study between stepwise unmixing versus hierarchical unmixing.
Hierarchical unmixing utilizes a priori organization of the spectral library in a categorical manner. As
the levels of unmixing increase, the libraries become more specific. Detail on hierarchical unmixing is
presented in Section 3.6.
Study possibility of utilizing stepwise unmixing in medical imaging applications, namely nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra.
2. Background
The technical section presents in detail the background theory necessary for the traditional and stepwise
unmixing procedures. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 explain the nature of mixed spectrum in remote sensing, while
Section 2.3 discusses three constraint options for spectral unmixing. Section 2.4 explains the various
traditional endmember selection methods, and Section 2.5 discusses the stepwise unmixing procedure.
Section 2.7 provides an overview of nuclearmagnetic resonance.
2.1 Spatial vs. Spectral Resolution
With few exceptions, most earth observing airborne and satellite sensors are passive sensors, meaning that
they simply detect incident energy, or radiance. There are various sources of this radiance including
reflection from the target, self-emission from the target, as well as background and atmospheric sources.
The digital counts for the image can be expressed as a linear function of the detected radiance, such that
dc = (gain IIJ radiance dA dQ. dA) + bias . (2-1)
The differential area dA and the differential solid angle dQ. both account for spatial resolution, while the
differential wavelength dA. account for spectral resolution. In order to have confidence in the measured
radiance, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the detector must be adequate. It is this requirement for SNR














Figure 2-1 Spectral vs. spatial resolution (Gross, 1996)
If a narrow spectral filter is used to give high spectral resolution as in system A. the amount of EM
energy arriving at the detector will consequently be small. In order to satisfy the SNR requirement, the
detector size must be increased, and the spatial resolution will be compromised as a result. Conversely, if a
small detector is used to increase spatial resolution as in system B, then the spectral filter must be widened
to allow more energy to fall upon the detector. The signal could be integrated over longer period to reduce
the SNR, but since the satellite and airborne systems are usually travelling at some speed, some blurring
will occur with longer dwell time unless the movement of the craft is compensated.
Typically, sensors with a few spectral bands are called multispectral and their bandwidths are
usually in the order of lOOnm. Hyperspectral sensors have narrower spectral bandwidth in the order of 5 to
lOnm and more contiguous channels. Until recently, hyperspectral data was not used extensively for Earth
observing because of two reasons. First, such data was not available until systems such as Airborne
Visual/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) and Hyperspectral Digital Image Collection Experiment
(HYDICE) became operational. Second, processing of hyperspectral data was prohibitive due to lack of
computational power.
2.2 Mixed Pixels
The region of the ground represented by one pixel in an image may contain a number of materials. The
definition of the materials depends on the specific application. For example, if one is looking for a broad
classification, they may be classified as vegetation, water, and urban. But if one is looking at a higher
spatial resolution image, vegetation may be broken down into trees and grass. So the determination of
whether a pixel is mixed or pure often depends upon the specific application.
It is helpful to divide mixtures of materials into three categories as depicted in Figure 2-2.
Consider first the situation where there are linear interactions between the materials and incident photons.
Distinctmaterials may be mixed at various spatial scales. A mixture is defined as aggregate if the materials
are combined at the macroscopic scale. The total radiance leaving the scene is a spatial average of the
individual materials but the sensor cannot spatially separate these materials. An areal mixture is also
characterized by linear interactions, but involves situations where individual materials can be resolved by
the (typically a high resolution) sensor. Linear spectral unmixing is able to accommodate both areal and
aggregate mixtures.
The third mixture involves materials combined at the microscopic level. This intrinsic mixture
involves multiple interactions between materials and incident photons. The average radiance typically
depends on a complex combination of the individual material properties. Such mixtures require non-linear
models and were not addressed in this research.
Intrinsic Aggregate Areal
Figure 2-2 Basic types ofmixtures (Gross, 1996)
The finite ground sampling of the sensors is responsible for mixed pixels. Increase in ground
instantaneous field of view (GIFOV) increases ground coverage per pixel, so there tends to be more mixing.
As shown in Figure 2-3, the detector elements see a small portion of the ground. The constituents of the
pixel are spectrally averaged together according to their fractional abundance within the pixel then recorded
as one spectrum, resulting in a mixed pixel. The insert shows in detail what conceptually happens to a pixel
of a scene where the it is sampled by a 10 by 10 array of detector elements. Considering only the areal and
the aggregate cases, the pixel includes two constituents, background mainly comprised of desert wash, and
some isolated tree crowns. Their spectral signatures are multiplied with their respective fractions in relation
to the area of the pixel. The resultant spectrum is the average of the two individual spectra according to




























What the detector elements see
at the focal plane
Image representing the scene
Figure 2-3 A cartoon illustrating the finite ground instantaneous field of view (GIFOV) causing
mixed pixels in the image. Sensor modeled here is a frame camera
Figure 2-4 shows how one pixel may change its spectral shape as the spatial degradation occurs.
Due to this effect, a change in spatial resolution affects both the input signal and the endmembers if the in-
scene spectra are used. In both cases, the unmixed results are affected significandy. The in-scene derived
endmembers take advantage of target pixels found within the image, where pixels of interest are picked by a





Target occupies one pixel
Surrounding dirt road is averaged together
Some grass next to the road is included
Grass predominant in the pixel
Figure 2-4 Spatial resolution degradation affects spectral purity
2.3 Unmixing and Constraints
Unmixing allows the determination of pixel constituents by trying to reverse the mixing that occurred
during the image acquisition process. Linear spectral unmixing is generally modeled as a simple
mathematical inversion of a linear equation.
Constraints in the unmixing process provide ways to incorporate mixing phenomenology in an
otherwise unrestricted linear systems problem. Partial constraint requires the sum of the unmixed fraction of
a pixel to sum to unity, and full constraint requires each of the fractions to be between 0 and 1 on top of the
requirement of the partial constraint.
2.3.1 Unconstrained Unmixing
To understand unmixing, we need to understand the linear mixing process. Consider the
hypothetical target shown in Figure 2-5 imaged with the given ground sampling distance (GSD), so the








Figure 2-5 Finite ground sample distance (GSD) causes mixed pixels
Note the GSD did not affect the pixels 1 through 3, though pixels 4 through 6 were averaged to form mixed
pixels. The mixed pixels contain fractions of the ground targets that were inside the sensor's field of view at
the time of the acquisition.




where DNC (digital count) is the relative uncalibrated radiance in channel c of an image pixel; Fj is the
fraction of endmember i; DNjc is the relative radiance (expressed in digital count) of endmember i in
channel c; N is the number of endmembers; and Ec is the error for channel c of the fit of N spectral
endmembers. Relating to Figure 2-5. DNC are the digital counts associated with the resultant image; The
number of endmembers, N, would be 1 for pixels 1 through 3, 2 for pixels 4 and 5. and 3 for pixel 6. The
DNij. would be the digital count associated with each of the endmembers so in this case the red, green, and
blue.
A linear mixing model can also be expressed in matrix form as
Ax = y (2-3)
where A is known as the endmember library comprised of spectra separated columnwise; x contains the











The straight forward inversion of matrix A which contains the selected endmembers, can results in
solutions for x which may not make physical sense (i. e. excessively large negative fractions, or fractions
that are tremendously large.) The solution is just a least square solution to a matrix problem, with no
account for any phenomenology. This is often the case using traditional unconstrained unmixing and it
would indicate a bad solution.
One of the advantages of unconstrained unmixing is its speed. Since there are no constraining
conditions that require an iterative process to reach a solution, the answer is achieved very quickly. In
ENVI, a data analysis package by Research Systems, Inc. (RSI), this method is used. A preferred method of
inversion of the matrix is the singular value decomposition (SVD) method because it provides a more robust
solution. (Boardman, 1991).
As an example, a simple unmixing of a 2x3 matrix with 3 endmembers is used.
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Pixels Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4
Figure 2-6 Image example of a 2x3 4 band image
where pixel 1 is pure endmember 1 (Fi) pixel 2 is pure endmember 2 (F2)
pixel 3 is pure endmember 3 (F3) pixel 4 is 0.5 Fi + 0.5 F2
pixel 5 is 0.5 F, + 0.5 F3 pixel 6 is 0.3 F, + 0.3 F2 + 0.3 F3








































Spectral Bands Spectral Bands
Figure 2-7 Spectral plots of the example data
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1 1 1 1
Fi =
2 1 1 2
A.
3 1 0 3
(2-6)
An inversion of the above equation to solve for the fractions vector x is
A"
y
= x which results in


















This calculation is done on a per pixel basis for the entire image by substituting the corresponding
y for that pixel to generate the fraction map for each of the endmembers. An additional RMS map is also
generated for error analysis. RMS shows the residual error for each pixel. RMS and other performance
metrics are explained in detail on Section 2.6.
To utilize the unconstrained unmixing effectively, user interaction is desired. An experienced user
has the ability to distinguish target and background classes visually. The endmembers in unconstrained
unmixing must be the same endmembers as the ones present in the pixel, otherwise the solution would be
inadequate due to either under-fitting (not enough terms in the regression) or over-fitting (too many terms in
the regression.) Since the coefficients are not constrained to any limits, the solution usually fails when there
are large numbers of endmembers in the endmember library. Placing limits to the coefficients is
accomplished by constraining the system. As a result, conventional unmixing is usually performed using
only a few endmembers at a time. They are normally selected by the user and may be adjusted for different
regions in the image.
11
2.3.2 Partially Constrained Unmixing
In partially constrained solutions, the endmembers must sum to unity for each pixel. This accounts
for the fact that the fractions should account for the entire given signal. Partially constrained unmixing is the
most dominant method of unmixing in many of the papers, including spectral mixture analysis ofMartian
soil by Adams et al. (1986) and adaptive multilevel classification and detection routine by ZavaTjevski et al.
(1996). This method justifies the inclusion of negative fractions with the existence of Gaussian
endmembers, where the endmembers have variances from the mean spectral curve used for unmixing.
A two dimensional example is useful to explain the source of negative fractions which are
produced in both unconstrained and partially constrained unmixing. Figure 2-8 illustrates mixtures of three
materials in two spectral bands. An arbitrary unit in each of two spectral bands forms the coordinate system.
The
'X'
symbols indicate the three pure materials, displayed graphically on Figure 2-9. For example, one
material has value [1,1] in bands 3 and 4 respectively. The
'O'
symbols in the same figure represent three
different mixtures: a pure material, an equal mixture of all three materials, and a 50% mixture of two
materials. The pure material has a spectral response of an endmember. while the equal mixture response lies
at the center (average) of the endmembers. The triangle formed by connecting the X's describes the region
of all possible mixtures of these materials. In other words, given the three endmembers defined by 'X', all
mixtures would plot within the triangle.
Figure 2-8 Three material mixtures in two spectral bands (Gross, 1996)
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^mmt'X Endmember 1
X Endmember 2 1
^
"X Endmember 3 1
12 3 4
Spectral Bands
Figure 2-9 A Graphical representation of the three endmembers
Figure 2-10 illustrates the effect of random variation on the endmember location. Endmembers are
derived from a library or from pure pixels within the image. To reduce noise, averages of many samples
may be used. Therefore, although the endmembers are plotted as single points, they really represent the
sampled endmember vectors. If the real materials exhibit normally distributed reflectance spectra about a
mean, their spectral vector could be described with a covariance matrix. The three endmembers from Figure
2-9 are plotted as the vertices of the dashed triangle. Here, the triangle delineates the set of expected
mixtures. Around each of these endmembers are drawn two contour curves, representing equal variance
from the mean values. Consider a given pixel where the three materials had reflectance values represented
by the vertices of the solid triangle. Then, the actual set of possible mixtures is contained within the solid
triangle.
0 12 3 4
Band 3
Figure 2-10 Gaussian distributed endmembers (Gross, 1996)
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Examining a hypothetical reflectance measurement completes the example. Suppose the measured
reflectance values for this pixel were [2,3]. This point is plotted as an
'X'
in Figure 2-1 1. The triangles from
the previous figures are repeated for clarity. In the
"true"
space relative to the solid triangle, the fractions
are [1,1,0]. These fractions satisfy all requirements for a fully constrained mixture. However, in the terms of
the
"average"
endmembers represented by the dashed triangle, the fractions are [.99,1.03, -0.07].
00
0 12 3 4
Band 3
Figure 2-11 Mixture requiring negative fractions, marked by an
'X'
As this example shows, if the library reflectance values are derived from an
"average"
material
response, fractions greater than unity and deviations in the
"negative"
direction from other endmembers are
expected. An algorithm may need to recognize small negative fractions and fractions slightly greater than
1 .0 as acceptable, while preventing solutions with unreasonable fractions.
The partial constraint is achieved with an orthogonal coordinate transformation. Lawson and
Hanson (1974) categorize this problem as an LSE (Least Square Equality) problem where the object is to
minimize Ily - Axil, subject to Cx=d, where C is the equality constraintmatrix and d is the equality constraint




The equality constraint reduces the dimensionality of the solution space, so a constrained solution can be
solved once the smaller number of unconstrained variables is identified after elimination of constrained
14
variables. This is done by calculation of the orthogonalizing matrix using the constraint conditions via
singular value decomposition; transformation of the original matrix using the orthogonalizing matrix;
calculation of the solution in the reduced dimension: and back transformation to arrive at the constrained
solution ofthe original set of equations.
An example by Gross (1996) helps to illustrate the equality constraint. We desire to minimize
lly - Axil, subject to Cx=d. Assuming the constraints are consistent, rank(C) = p < n where p is the number of
equality constraints, and n is the number of fractions. An orthogonal decomposition can be used to partition
C into apxp submatrixQ and ap x (n-p) zero matrix,
CV = C[V,IV2]
= [C1I0], (2-9)
where V is an n x n orthogonal matrix that when post multiplied times C, partitions C as desired. Therefore,






will suffice. In the singular value decomposition, U is a p x p orthogonal matrix, V is an n x n orthogonal
matrix, and S is a p x n matrix of singular values. A generalized pseudo-inverse can also be defined using
the singular value decomposition.
We can use the decomposition provided by V to solve a
p- dimension subsystem






for the p-vector wb whereQ is invertible because of the decomposition.
Similarly, one uses V to decompose the least square system into the same coordinates.
AK = A[V1IV2]-[A1IA2] (2-12)
where A] is m x p, and A2 is m x (n -p) where m is the number of channels. To solve the least square




Then solve a smaller dimension least square problem for the remaining (n -p) variables, w2
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y = A2w2
w2 ={A2 A2) A2'y
Finally, the intermediate results are transformed back to the original coordinate system by
x = Vw = \Vx\V2]
(2-14)
(2-15)
If the above equality constraint was applied to the 2 by 3 example set from Figure 2-6, on pixel 4












Then Cx , equal to CVX , gives -1.732, and w, .which is equal to C, ld . simply gives a value of -0.577.
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which is the correct mixture. The sum of all the elements in x should and does equal to 1 , signifying that the
equality constraint did work. It is not by coincidence that the unconstrained solution also gives the identical
solution, but this is because the example is quite a simple one.
Another method of such constraint is the use of Lagrange multipliers, which was not used in this
study. Both techniques result in identical results (Gross, 1996).
2.3.3 Fully Constrained Unmixing
The fully constrained unmixing requires that the resulting fractions sum to unity and each fraction
must be between 0 and 1 . The fully constrained system makes the most intuitive sense. The unconstrained
and partially constrained cases may satisfy the linear equations, but offer no logical correlation to physical
reality ifwe believe we have isolated
"pure"
endmember spectra.
To achieve such a solution. Least Square Inequality (LSI), Least Distance Programming (LDP),
and Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS) routines, also by Lawson and Hanson (1974), are used. The goal
of problem LSI is to minimize lly Axil, subject to Cx=d and Gx=h, where C and d are the equality
constraints explained above; G is the inequality constraint matrix, and h is the inequality constraint constant.
For example, in order to place full constraint for the three-endmember case, you need an inequality
















in addition to the equality constraint equation used in the partially constrained case.
Because there are two constraints (equality and inequality) in the fully constrained unmixing, one must be
implemented before the other. First the equality constraint is eliminated by orthogonal coordinate
transformation discussed as in the partial constrained case in Section 2.3.2. Any LSI problem can be
changed to LDP by the appropriate coordinate transformation. Similarly, a LDP problem can be solved with
an algorithm.
In summary, the linear spectral unmixing is accomplished by matrix mathematics, with three main
components: Matrix A known as the endmember library, vector y which is all the values corresponding to
the pixel being unmixed, and vector x which contains the fraction coefficients corresponding to each
endmembers. A matrix inversion of the forward mixing equation Ax
=
y gives the unconstrained unmixing
result. Constraints can be placed on the process to limit the possible values of the fractions to approximate
the physical reality. Partial constraint requires the fractions to sum to unity, and full constraint requires the
criteria of partial constraint to be satisfied as well as each fraction to be between 0 and 1 . Now let us take a
look at the endmember library in further detail.
2.4 Endmember Selection
Endmember selection makes a large impact on the accuracy of the unmixed result. It is entirely possible to
unmix an image with endmembers that do not even appear in the image. So, a method of selecting each
endmembers becomes an important issue. There are several methods of endmember selection, both
automated and non-automated.
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2.4.1 Image Derived Endmembers
Image or in-scene derived endmember are selected from the image that is being unmixed. The
advantage of the in-scene derived endmembers is that there is no need to do any atmospheric or sensor
calibration and correction because the endmember library will be in the same units as the image and will
have gone through the same transformation. It also will account for endmembers at the appropriate
resolution that are unique to the image which may not be available in a standard lab measured data library.
The disadvantage is that because it is image derived, the spectral purity is limited by the spatial resolution.
Naturally, the higher the spatial resolution, the higher the likelihood that the image will contain pure pixels
where the desired target fills the pixel. Obviously, the existence of pure pixels depends on the material
types.
Image derived endmembers are selected via several methods. The simplest is user defined, where
an experienced user uses a region of interest (ROI) utility to spatially select what they believe is a unique
endmember in the image. The advantage of this in-scene method is the ability and the flexibility ofthe user
to be able to recognize the targets in the image. A priori knowledge of the scene increases the chance of
identifying the correct (and sufficient) endmembers, which will increase the accuracy of the unmixing







Figure 2-12 A cartoon illustrating a traditional unmixing scheme with image-derived endmembers
The other in-scene derived endmember selection method is the Pixel Purity Index (PPI). As shown
pictorially in Figure 2-13, this iterative method uses a random vector projection in the spectral domain to
identify spectrally unique pixels. A random vector is selected and all of the data is projected onto this
vector. The data points that were projected onto the extrema, defined by the user, are marked, then the
process is repeated. The spectrally unique pixels have more chance of falling on the extrema of the random
















Pixels that fall within the
extrema are flagged and the process
is repeated.
Reflectance Band 2
Figure 2-13 Pixel Purity Index process of projecting multiple dimension data to find the spectrally
different pixels
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After the spectrally unique pixels are selected from the image, they must be sorted by the user to
distinguish between the different classes as possible candidates for endmembers. A multi-dimensional
histogramming tool such as N-dimensional Visualizer (an ENVI utility) can perform this process. In this
utility, a user simply circles classes, which are most likely to be clustered, and it automatically exports them
as regions of interest (ROI). Then it is processed just as it was in the user-derived endmember case. Utilities
such as N-dimensional Visualizer allows the user to comprehend a multispectral image by selecting up to
three spectral bands as axes.
N-Dimensional Visualizer Regions of Interest (ROI)
Figure 2-14 Selecting regions in the N-Dimensional Visualizermaps the pixels onto the scene as
ROI's
The in-scene endmembers are convenient and attractive because they eliminate the need for
atmospheric correction. However, the in-scene methods have their limitations. In both cases, user defined
and PPI, the spectral purity of the derived endmembers depends on the spatial resolution of the scene. If
there isn"t enough spatial resolution to resolve the desired endmember class so that the target pixel only
exist as fractional pixels, then that endmember is unlikely to be selected as spectrally unique by PPI. Even if
the user specifically selected that pixel as an endmember,
it is likely to contain background spectra, which
will cause problems during the unmixing stage.
2.4.2 Library Derived Endmembers
The spectral libraries are typically populated with spectra from combinations of two major sources; the data
that were measured by a spectrometer in a lab and/or collected in the field. The lab measurement often offer
purer spectra than the image derived endmembers because the footprint of collected data is usually smaller
than the GIFOV, and because atmospheric effect are non-existent. However, in order to use the spectral
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library as endmembers, the image must be corrected for the atmosphere and the sensor characteristics to
match the units of the sensor derived images. A cartoon representation of an unmixing process with a














Figure 2-15 A cartoon illustrating traditional unmixing scheme with the library-derived endmembers
The advantage of using the lab-derived spectra in the endmember library is the purity. Since the
equipment collecting the spectral samples is made just for spectral data collection, the instrument is better
calibrated, and at higher spectral resolution. In particular, targets not resolved or identified in the image can
be unmixed.
The disadvantage is the sheer size of the library. Often they contain tens if not hundreds or
thousands of spectra, that must be screened by the user to a few spectra to be included in the endmember
library. The endmember library in the traditional unmixing scheme must be carefully chosen since the
endmembers remain constant throughout the image. More effective ways of handling a large library are
needed to effectively utilize the whole spectral library.
One approach is to use regression to select the best
endmember subset on a pixel by pixel basis, allowing the algorithm to have more flexibility on what to
unmix. An initial study by Gross (1996) showed better unmixing results from the regression method than
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the traditional method. Gross performed spectral unmixing on a 15 band multispectral image using
traditional and stepwise methods and compared the squared errors. The results showed that stepwise
regression had the least error therefore it performed the best. However, his spectral library consisted of only
10 spectra, far from a realistic number in a well-populated spectral library. It is the aim of this research to
stress the stepwise procedure to a realistic operation level and solidify Gross's conclusion. The stepwise
procedure of endmember selection is discussed in the Section 2.5.
In addition to the target and background spectra, whether they are image or library derived, an
endmember called
"shade"
can be included. The shade endmember takes the illumination differences due to
topography and lighting geometry into account. Studies by Adams et al (1986), Smith et al (1990a,b), and
Roberts et al (1993) all included shade as an endmember. More sophisticated modeling was incorporated
into the endmembers by Pech and Graetz (1986) to accommodate the shades cast by shrubs. In all cases,
the inclusion of shade as an endmember is important when there are changes in illumination within the
scene. This variation in illumination levels can be due to sloping terrain, or non-nadir lighting, and can alter
the spectral curves. For example, refer to Figure 2-16.
Endmember Spectrum (Reference)
Apparent 1 00% Abundance (Reference x 1
.0)
Apparent 40% Abundance














Figure 2-16 Illustrated example of a shadow influencing the apparent fraction
The directly lit portion of the target shows identical spectral shape and amplitude as the one in the
endmember library. However, the shadowed portion of the target is darker since it is not lit direcdy. Even
though both pixels are pure, the spectrum from the shadowed area looks as if it contains only a fraction of
that endmember spectrum when unmixed. This effect is seen especially in unconstrained unmixing where
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the sum ofthe endmember fractions in a pixel is not required to be 1.0. Furthermore, if the material deviates
from the Lambertian approximation, then it may have completely different spectra depending on the
illumination angle due to its bidirectional reflectance characteristics. Though shade somewhat influences
unmixing, according to Robinson ( 1 997), the inclusion of shade did not improve the result tremendously.
The parameter studies did not include shade as an endmember for simplicity. The shade was also excluded
as an endmember in the image unmixing study as well since the scene consisted mostly of flat terrain and
nadir illumination.
2.5 Endmember Selection with Regression Method: Stepwise Unmixing
So far all of the endmember selection methods discussed use a fixed number of endmembers throughout the
entire image. The regression method allows selection of different endmembers for each pixel in the scene so
that theoretically, an entire spectral library can be utilized to unmix the image which is almost impossible to
accomplish with traditional endmember selection methods where the number of endmembers are fixed. The
regression method uses a statistical multivariate fitting process to select the likely spectra as endmembers
then those endmembers are used to unmix that pixel. Regression is performed for each and every pixel, so
theoretically, the unmixed image may have more endmember candidates than allowed (Since unmixing is an
overdetermined system, the number of endmembers is limited to the number of spectral channels. If there
are m spectral channels in the image, there can only be m endmembers with no constraint, and m+1
endmembers with partial constraint. (Adams et al, 1986)) Essentially, unmixing incorporating regression
method exceeds the limits of traditional unmixing while preventing extraneous fractions from over-fit to the
image noise.
An approach by Gross (1996) uses a stepwise regression routine to select the subset of the spectral
library for each pixel. The stepwise method allows addition and subtraction of variables to satisfy the
statistical criteria. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is used as the method to determine if that particular set
of variables constitutes a good fit. The F statistic is calculated from the ANOVA table, and if the numbers
are not within the specified parameter, then the routine either adds or subtracts a variable until satisfied.
This stepwise approach is much less computational than searching through all possible combinations. In
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addition, the number of endmembers selected in the stepwise procedure can vary from pixel to pixel, so it
can prevent extraneous fractions from being over-fit to the image noise.
Consider the basic ANOVA table illustrated in Table 2-1. Such an ANOVA table is typically
formed to analyze the variance in a model, and it is used to determine if there is a linear relationship
between the response and any of the regressor variables. The total sum of the squares v 'y is partitioned into
sum of squares due to regression and a residual sum of squares. Define the model as in Equation 2-3. and let
y be an m-vector, x an n-vector, and A an m x n matrix. The y vector is the signal from the mixed pixel,
where the data has m number of channels; A matrix is the endmember library containing n number of








































Table 2-1 Basic analysis of variance (ANOVA) table
The first column in Table 2-1 contains the source of variation. The second column contains the
corrected degrees of freedom. The third column contains the expression for sum of squares, where y. are
the individual sampled data,
>'
is the mean of the sampled data, and yt are the individual predicted values.
The degrees of freedom and the sum of squares are referred to as corrected since the mean of y is subtracted
from the measurements. The forth and fifth columns show the uncorrected degrees of freedom and sum of
squares in matrix form. The Mean Square (MS) error, in the final column, is calculated by dividing the sum
of squares by the appropriate degrees of freedom.
If the errors are Gaussian with zero mean, then the sum of m normalized squared errors has a chi-
2
square distribution with m degrees of freedom, written X m (Dobson, 1990). If the errors are not Gaussian
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with zero mean, then the sum of squared errors will not be chi-square distributed. Thus, a hypothesis test
can be used to see if the model is an adequate one. This hypothesis test uses a relationship between the ratio
of two chi-square variables divided by their respective degrees of freedom, which has an F-distribution with




Now consider the SSR and the SSE from Table 2-1. If the errors are Gaussian, then SSR and SSE
2
are % distributed. They are normalized by their respective degrees of freedom to create the mean square
variables.
SSR y2n_!






F = ^SE- (2"26)
will then follow an Fn.lm_n distribution. The MSR/MSE ratio is formed and compared to a tabulated F-
statistic with n-1 and m-n degrees of freedom at a desired confidence level. If the ratio is greater than the
tabulated value, then the regression model is a good one. Large ratios occur when the regression model
explains a large portion of the variance. If the ratio is smaller, then it signifies that the regression model
does not explain enough variance so it is not a good model and a better model should be used.
Stepwise regression is based on an ANOVA calculation of the Extra Sum ofSquares (Draper and
Smith, 1981). In this method an n-term model is compared to an (n-l)-term model to determine the





where z is an (n-l)-vector and w is an m x (n-1) matrix. The sum of squares (SS) and mean square (MS) is

















Total m y'y (uncorrected)
Table 2-2 Extra sum of squares ANOVA table
As with Table 2- 1 , the sum of squares is chi-square distributed. The ratio of MScxtra ^m/MSE is
compared to the value in an F-statistic table with the appropriate degrees of freedom at the desired
confidence level. If the ratio is greater than the tabulated value, then we conclude that the more complex
model is required. If the MS ratio is smaller than the F-statistic, then the simpler model is retained. In
practice, the MS ratio is not compared to the actual numbers from an F-statistics table, but a fixed value of
F-to-enter and F-to-remove are used regardless of the degree of freedom in a particular model being
examined (Robinson, 1997). A very popular F-to-enter/exit value is 4.0, as it roughly corresponds to the
upper 5 percent point of the F-distribution (Montgomery and Peck, 1992). However, the choice of values
for F-to-enter/exit is largely a matter of the personal preference of the analyst, and considerable latitude is
often taken in this area.
2.6 Performance measurement metrics
The simplest performance measurement is to visually inspect the fraction maps to see if they make any
sense. The fraction maps should be spatially correlated with the original image. The
"shadow"
endmember,
which can be included to account for the illumination differences, should represent an inverted grayscale
image of the panchromatic image. The fraction images that appear to be noise should be excluded from the
endmember library because they probably are not abundant in the scene. Including rare materials as
endmembers in traditional unmixing only serves to add additional terms in the linear system to minimize the
error. This does not necessarily mean that particular material does not exist in the scene. It is the inherent
uncertainty within the inversion of a small numbers that causes the linear system to fail. One must exercise
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caution when adding spectrum that appears infrequently in the image as an endmembers in traditional
unmixing.
A more quantitative performance measurement metric is the RMS error. RMS error is calculated







where the term Ec, the error for the channel c, for each pixel is squared and summed over the M spectral
channels. An image-wise RMS is obtainable by summing 8 for the entire image and then dividing by N, the
number of pixels in the image.
Linear unmixing is much like regression, in that the residual represents the portion of the signal
that was not accounted for by the terms and their coefficients. However, RMS decreases monotonically;
therefore the more terms included in the model, represented by more endmembers in the endmember
library, the smaller the RMS will be. This is a direct result of the reduced degrees of freedom for the
residual. A low RMS value is desired, but it could just be from over-fitting the model. So in the RMS
residual analysis, a "lean and model is required.
"Lean''
in that there should be no extra terms that is
not necessary, and
"mean"
in that those terms included should produce a very small RMS error.
There are two major approaches taking advantage of the RMS error metric in an unmixing process
(Sabol et al, 1992). The
"continuum"
approach requires the target spectrum to be included in the
endmember library, so the unmixing solution actually contains a target class. This method is very useful
when a good endmember spectrum representing the target is available and is most effective when there is a
high contrast between the target and the mixtures of background spectra throughout much of the spectrum
(Sabol et al, 1992). Depending on the constraints imposed on the unmixing system, the inclusion of the
target as a class sometimes over-fits the model and generates an unacceptable result. Such problem is
virtually eliminated with the flexibility of the stepwise procedure to select endmembers on a per pixel basis.
The
"residual"
approach omits the target class from the unmixing process. Instead, it shows up in
the RMS image. This approach is useful when the target spectra are not available, or the spectra are highly
correlated. The residual approach is often used in detecting anomalies rather than finding a specific target It
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improves detectabhhty when the uniqueness of the target is found in a narrow absorption features (Sabol et
al. 1992). The disadvantage of the residual approach is if there are multiple target classes of interest in the
scene, the residual image will not be able to distinguish between the two without further spectral analysis.
A more comprehensive metric, which can be used in the rare cases where the truth data are
available, is the squared error, where it is defined as
SE=j~
X 1(ftruth ~ftestf (2-29)
pixelsmaterials
The summation over the pixel includes the entire region of interest (N pixels). The material summation is
over the entire material library. The relative magnitude of this error metric gives a convenient measure of
the match between the test fractions and the truth fractions. All errors of commission and omission are
penalized by this metric. The squared error metric capitalizes on synthetically generated scenes, where a
true material types for each pixel are known. Unfortunately, the truth map is not available for real images
therefore it becomes difficult to quantify the levels of error in fractions for real images. The squared error
metric in this case is used to analyze the performance in comparison to other metrics of the stepwise
algorithm under conditions it may encounter in an operational situation. Later when working with real data
when the squared error metric is not available, a correct conclusion may be drawn with available metrics
such as RMS using the comparative trends found in the previous simulation.
2.7 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The magnetic resonance phenomenon was discovered independendy by Bloch and Purcell in 1946. Soon
after, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was developed. NMR spectroscopy utilizes the
property of the nucleons called spin. Nuclei with either an odd number of protons, neutrons, or both possess
spin. When placed in a strong magnetic field, the nuclei with spin behave like small magnets. As shown in
Figure 2-17, there are two stable configurations for a nucleus with spin in an external magnetic field, B0.
Absorption of a photon by this nucleus will cause a transition between the two different configurations.
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Magnetic Field B0
Figure 2-17 Two stable states of nucleus with spin in a magnetic field
The frequency of the photon v required to resonate between the two states is governed by the equation
v = y-B0 (2-30)
where y is a constant for a given nucleus called the gyromagnetic ratio, and for hydrogen (*H) is 42.58
MHz /Tesla. This frequency v is known as Larmor or processional frequency.
When hydrogen is a part of a molecule, the electron clouds around the other nuclei shield the
hydrogen nucleus from the applied Bo magnetic field. So for that particular hydrogen nucleus to absorb a
photon, a stronger field must be applied. This variation in the Larmor frequency is called the chemical shift,
and it is a property used in NMR spectroscopy. For example, the hydrogen in the -OH group has a different
chemical shift than that of a -CH3 group.
The identical nucleus experiencing exactly the same magnetic field is defined as a spin packet
These spin packets behave like a top spinning with a wobble on a table top, shown in Figure 2-18. This
wobbling property in the nucleus is called precession. The
"spin"
of a nucleus is not a physical rotational
motion like that of a top but a quantum physical quality known as the spin angular moment. This
processional frequency co has a relationship
0) = 2kv (2-31)
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Figure 2-18 Spin packets behave similar to that of a spinning top
The Larmor frequency depends on the exact strength of B0. Since the magnetic field is not
perfecdy uniform, several spin packets form within the field. These spin packets precess at a different
frequency since they are experiencing a slightiy different magnetic field from one another, the spin packets
are all at different phase. The result is the cancellation of all the transverse magnetization or components in





Spin packets out of phase from each other results in cancellation of transverse magnetization (along xy plane)
Figure 2-19 Net magnetization from all spin packets precessing at slightly different phase
By applying a radio frequency (RF) either the x or the y axes, the net magnetization vector can be
rotated along the axis where the RF signal is applied. When the RF signal is modulated at the standard
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frequency, then the applied magnetic field would seem as though it is constant in the rotating frame. Figure





Figure 2-20 The laboratory frame versus the rotating frame
The rotation angle e in radians is defined as
9 = 2k y-Bxt (2-32)
where y is in Hz/Tesla, B , is in Tesla. and t is the length of time the RF field is applied. By applying the
appropriate parameters, the net magnetization, Mo can be rotated to any arbitrary angle. For NMR
spectroscopy, the net magnetization vector is rotated 90 degrees. Figure 2-21 shows the 90 degrees rotation




Figure 2-21 Rotation of the net magnetization vector M0 by application of external RF pulse
After M0 has been rotated, it starts to precess according to the Larmor frequency determined by
condition of each spin packets. As mentioned before, since the magnetic field experienced by each molecule
is slightly different from one another due to molecular motion, there are slight discrepancies of processional
frequencies between the spin packets. Over time, spin packets with greater processional frequency will start
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to move ahead, while the spin packets with smaller processional frequency will fall behind. The effect seen
is the
"fanning"
of the magnetization vectors which results in the reduction and ultimately the loss of
transverse magnetization. This is known as the spin-spin relaxation, and is governed by equation
M- = MQe (2-33)
T2. known as the spin-spin relaxation time, is the time to reduce the transverse magnetization by a factor of
e. However, Equation 2-33 shows that the observed signal decays with
T2*
('T2 star"), not T2. This is to
denote that the signal seen in reality is not only due to the interactions between the spins (which is governed









By using the same coil that was used to apply the RF pulse to the system, one is able to pick up the
electrical current caused by the rotating transverse magnetization vector. The signal from a simple type of
nucleus is a sinusoidal wave with its amplitude modulated by an exponential decay. The signal shown in





Figure 2-22 A free induction decay is the radio frequency signal due to the precession of the
transverse magnetization
Hydrogen atoms experiencing different magnetic forces from their neighboring atoms have different Larmor
frequencies associated with them. As a result, the NMR signal peaks observed from the different hydrogen
atoms shift in frequency. This effect is known as chemical shift. If the signal contains a number of different
Larmor frequencies, the FID becomes more complex.
The FID is then processed with a Fourier transform. As an example of a simple Fourier transform,
take the simple FID decay from a single type of nucleus shown in Figure 2-23. The FID labeled "A", is a
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product of two functions and can be broken up into components. B) exponential function, and C) a sinusoid.










Figure 2-23 Fourier relationships between a FID and a NMR spectrum
The Fourier transform of the exponential function is a D) Lorentzian line, while a sinusoid transforms to a
pair of E) delta functions. The multiplication process in a time domain is a convolution process in the
frequency domain, therefore the resulting spectra F. In practice, the transform process is done digitally
using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) routines. By applying the Fourier transform to a FID, the NMR spectra
can be obtained. More complicated molecules would have several nuclei with different processional
frequency due to chemical shift, so the collected FID would be more complex.




Figure 2-24 NMR spectrum of ethanol
As seen above, each of the peaks in the NMR spectrum depend on the location and the number of
unique hydrogen. The multiple peaks of the major peaks are due to splitting, where it is caused by proximity
effect of the neighboring hydrogen atoms.
NMR spectroscopy is traditionally used as an analytic tool to determine the molecular structure of
molecules, so often the samples are in their pure form. However, mixture analysis using NMR can be of
benefit. For example, a sample of biological tissue, which contains many different molecules, may be
analyzed for their constituent chemicals as well as percentage abundance, if the NMR signals follow a linear
mixture model or can be approximated by a linear model. In addition, Magnetic Resonance Imaging devices
are capable of acquiring NMR spectral data from deep within patient's body so that the NMR spectrum can
be obtained without any invasive surgeries. The aim of this portion of the research is to determine if NMR




The tradeoff between spatial and spectral resolution gives rise to a finite ground sample size, which
produces data with spectrally mixed pixels in a multispectral and hyperspectral systems. Assuming the
mixed pixel to be a linear combination of pure spectra known as endmembers, the fractional abundance of
the endmembers can be calculated by linear spectral unmixing. Constraints may be placed to force the
unmixed fractions to behave realistically. There are also different methods of selecting these endmember
spectra, including in-scene derived and laboratory measured spectra.
Stepwise unmixing uses regression to select candidate endmembers on a per pixel basis. It shows
promise of improving the unmixing process by introducing flexibility in endmember selection. However,
the stepwise procedure has not been rigorously tested, and its parameters are not well characterized.
NMR spectroscopy utilizes the nucleon's property known as spin. In a strong magnetic field, the
magnetic vectors from nuclei with spin precess like tops. The result is a net magnetic vector that can be
manipulated using a radio frequency signal. After such a manipulation, the net magnetic vector, now at an
unstable state, gives off radio wave signals as it is returning to the original stable state. This signal is
analyzed after Fourier transformation.
In Section 3, the approach to the experimental methods as well as the data sets used in the
experiments will be discussed.
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3. Approach
This section outlines the experimental procedure. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss the nature of synthetic
imagery and the test images, while Sections 3.4 through 3.10 identify the points of interest of this study and
explain the experimental procedures to test each point. In Section 3.11, the results of preliminary studies
that preceded this research are presented.
3. 1 Use ofSynthetic Imagery
Quantifying the result of unmixed fractions is difficult and often unfeasible with real data. The amount of
ground information thatmust be collected in order to know exactly how much of the material occupied each
pixel in the image is unimaginable, and unrealistic. Therefore, it is useful to perform the procedures on a set
of images whose radiometric, geometric, and spatial properties are known and can be controlled. Synthetic
Image Generation (SIG) is ideal for such an application. The Digital Image Processing and Remote Sensing
Laboratory's DIRSIG model developed at RIT is such an image generation tool. DIRSIG is a ray-tracing
algorithm that calculates radiometric signatures using a first principles approach. It can model such
processes as upwelled and downwelled radiance, shadowing, and various interactions between scene
elements and the environment, both earth and sky, over the range from 0.28 to 20.0 urn. The user can
construct scenes of varying complexity and also incorporate sensor geometry and responsivity
characteristics. The output of the model is a scene that closely simulates an image, including spectral and
spatial characteristics, that would be produced by the specified sensor under the identical conditions.
DIRSIG is capable of producing a material map that contains the information of exactly what
material occupied a given pixel, allowing a direct comparison between the experimental fraction map and
the truth.
3.2 Test Image Set Selection
The aim of this research is to characterize the behavior of stepwise spectral unmixing well enough so that it
can be used in operational conditions. In order to do so, it eventually must be run on real imagery. However,
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since there are so many changing variables in a real image, the analysis of a parameter of interest is
difficult. Therefore, it is more effective to first isolate the parameter through synthetic data and acquire a
trend, then applying the result to a real data.
A variety of synthetic and real cases were used in characterizing stepwise unmixing. Spectral
resolution will be an important factor in deciding the test images. The spectral resolution range is picked to
include the spatial resolutions from key sensors listed in Table 3-1.
Sensors Number of spectral channels




Table 3-1 List of key sensors and their spectral resolution. All of the data range roughly from 0.4 to
2.5 pm in wavelength.
The input signal data used in parametric studies were synthetic mixtures derived from the
individual spectra in the library. These data are in the reflectance measurement domain, with no
atmospheric effects or calibration errors. The unmixing algorithms require that the input library and the
image match in units, therefore as long as they do so, the units can be reflectance or digital count
Throughout this research, digital count was chosen as the unit of preference since the larger numerical value
(0 - 255 in DC as compared to 0 - 1 .0 in reflectance) produced fewer underflow errors during calculation.
To do so. the data in reflectance units were simply multiplied by a scalar value of 255. The idealized
conditions of no atmospheric effects or calibration errors are to make analysis easier. The derived trends
will then be subjected to variation due to noise. And finally, the capstone of this research is to perform
stepwise unmixing on an image.
A synthetically generated image instead of a real image was used for the image-unmixing portion
of the research. A detailed explanation of the reason why a synthetically generated image was used is given
in Section 4.6. In the Figure 3-1, one of the bands from the test image is shown. The "Western
Rainbow"
scene simulates the Malapai proving ground taken during the Western Rainbow data collection effort
(Joseph, 1998) This particular data cube simulates the HYDICE hyperspectral imaging radiometer with 210
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spectral bands from 0.39 to 2.49 pm. The approximate ground sample size is one meter. Some of the

























HYDICE Band 38 (^center = 552nm)




DIRSIG image used in the imagewise unmixing experiment
The image on the left represents HYDICE band 38. Image on the right is the pixel by pixel material
map used as the truth. Some notable materials are labeled.
3.3 Spectral Library Set Selection
The contents of the spectral library are important to the overall unmixing performance. The following four
spectral libraries were selected to provide variety in size and content. Refer to Appendix B: Contents ofthe
Spectral Libraries, for the complete listing of the materials in the library.
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Name Number of Spectra Spectral Resolution Remarks
Small DIRSIG material
Library
30 250 channels, A10 ran Natural and synthetic
JPL Mineral Library 160 200 channels, A10 nm Geological minerals
Southern Rainbow 447 431 channels Field spectral collection
USGS Spectral Library 498 224 channels Minerals and some vegetation
Table 3-2 List of libraries used for parametric tests using synthetic mixtures.
Name Number of Spectra Spectral Resolution Remarks
DIRSIG material library
(Small)




108 210 HYDICE channels Natural and Synthetic
materials. Texture averaged.
Table 3-3 List of libraries used for imagewise unmixing testing.
3.4 Effect ofSpectral Resolution
There are many multispectral instruments collecting data today. The
current generation of imaging
spectrometers such as HYDICE (Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment) and Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL)'s AVIRIS (Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer) are capable of delivering
images with each pixel containing over 200 spectral channels at 10 nm bandwidth, while multispectral
sensors such as Environmental Research Institute ofMichigan (ERTM)'s M7 can deliver 15 spectral bands
at much wider bandwidth. The data from each of these different sensors can drastically affect the result and
the fidelity of the unmixed fractions. The increase in spectral
resolution will inherendy reveal the subde
structures of a given spectrum. As seen in Figure 3-2, the spectrum with better spectral resolution displays
finer detail in their structure than the spectrum with wider spectral bandwidths. Therefore, spectral
unmixing will perform
better since ambiguities between spectra will be reduced.
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Figure 3-2 Change in spectral resolution can alter the shape of the spectrum.
On the other hand, the high spectral resolution will require more computational time per pixel, making
spectral unmixing very time consuming. Initial studies confirmed the above hypothesis that the spectral
resolution has a large effect on the unmixing process (Konno et al, 1997). An essential piece of information
to know in spectral unmixing is the tradeoff point between computational time and spectral ambiguity,
which affects the fidelity of the fractions.
A fairly large library of spectra (20-30) with very high spectral resolution (250 bands lOnm
bandwidth) is used as a baseline. A variety of mixed spectra will be unmixed with the given library. Then
the number of bands in the spectral library will be reduced to a 150, 100, 50, 30, and 15 using linear
systems approach of convolution and resampling, and the same mixed spectra will be unmixed. Ideally, we
would like to test at spectral resolutions that would reflect the real sensors. The fidelity of the unmixed
fractions, denoted by squared error, will show at what point the spectral ambiguity becomes a problem for
the given library size. The same procedure will be performed on a 160 member spectral library, subjecting
the stepwise algorithm to amore realistic scenario. The purpose of studying the effect of spectral resolution
is to find the optimal resolution where the unmixed product is still reliable, while minimizing the
computational time.
3.5 Effect of Spectral Library Size and Content: Pixelmixture complexity
The strength of stepwise unmixing is that it is capable of searching through a
spectral library containing
many spectra and finding the correct endmembers. It becomes
a more and more difficult task as the size of
the library increases. It is of interest to find at what point the library size starts becoming a factor in finding
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the correct endmembers. The possible size of the library depends on the spectral resolution. As discussed in
Section 3.4. a high spectral resolution reduces ambiguities between each of the spectra, therefore the library
can be populated with spectra with subtle differences without degeneration.
In addition, the contents of the library plays a larger role in deciding whether or not the correct
endmembers will be chosen. All of the spectra from real material have texture, introducing uncertainties to
the spectral curves. What spectra should be included in the spectral library to account for texture becomes a
question. Unless unmixing algorithms can accommodate for the slight variations from texture, the library
must contain hundreds if not thousands of spectra just to account for spectral differences caused by the
texture effects. Furthermore, the number of spectra in the mixture adds to the complexity. It is of interest to
test the robustness of the stepwise procedure. What if there are spectra in the image that are not present in
the spectral library? Preliminary studies suggests that the stepwise algorithm is able to suppress the
tendency of over-fitting a given spectrum as opposed to a traditional unmixing procedure, so it shows
promise on handling absent spectra. The stepwise procedure must be characterized with more rigors in
order for it to be a reliable exploitation tool.
To test the performance of the stepwise procedure with various library sizes, unmixing is
performed on mixtures using the small DIRSIG material library (30 members) and the JPL mineral library
(160 members). The latter contained several variations of the same material to simulate texture. A
comparison is made between the results for RMS error. Squared Error (SQE), and computation time. To
test the performance of stepwise procedure on mixtures with unaccounted spectra, various mixtures with
spectra present and absent in the library is unmixed with both DIRSIG material library and JPL mineral
library. An analysis is then made using RMS error and squared error metrics to correlate the results of
unmixing mixed pixels with unaccounted spectra and the RMS
metric to distinguish these mixtures.
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3.6 Stepwise Unmixing vs. Hierarchical Unmixing
Another method of incorporating a large collection of spectra in a library is by hierarchical methods, where
the detailed fraction maps are produced by using the traditional unmixing algorithm repeatedly. For
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Figure 3-3 Hierarchical Unmixing Example
Those pixels flagged, as vegetation, can be unmixed as grass and trees, and so on, until a desired
level of unmixed fractions is achieved. At each of the levels, endmembers of from the previous hierarchy
must be included. For example, if the mixed pixel contained 75% vegetation, 20% urban, and 5% water,
then at the next level, when the vegetation is broken down into grass and tree, the spectra from water and
urban must be included to account for the non-vegetative fraction. Hierarchical unmixing is a repetitive
process, and it is time consuming due to this nature. Each level is an unmixing process, and in this example,
four separate unmixing processes had to be applied in order to separate between oak and maple trees. At
each level of unmixing, a separate library set must be used to break the images down to categories.
Stepwise unmixing, on the other hand, is a one step procedure. Since the stepwise procedure can
select endmembers from a large library, there is no need for setting up multiple spectral libraries. If the user
wishes to introduce a new spectrum into the library, it can simply be added to the existing library without
any further
process. On the contrary, in a hierarchical system, the user must categorize the new spectrum
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according to the class system of the existing hierarchical library before it can be inserted into the library. If
stepwise unmixing can accomplish in one step what hierarchical unmixing does in 4 or 5, then stepwise
unmixing would be the better choice, saving both preparation and computation time. And if both
approaches show promise, then incorporating hierarchical organization to a stepwise library may prove to
be useful.
3.7 Effect of F-to-enter/exit
The F-to-enter/exit parameter dictates the threshold at which the candidate spectrum is considered either
significant to be included in the model or not. As with any threshold, there is no one number that will work
for every situation, as stated in Section 2.5. Preliminary studies show that a larger F-to-enter/exit value is
needed as the size of the library grows. But as the scene becomes more complex (more numbers of spectra
mixed in a pixel), the system needs to relax the selection criteria and allow more spectra to enter the model
as endmembers. Pixel mixture complexity is often associated with spatial resolution of the sensor.
Due to the variable nature of spectral unmixing, and the lack of a good error metric, finding an
exact optimal value for F-to-enter/exit proved difficult. It is a goal of this research to derive empirically
through observation, a range or a guideline for F-to-enter/exit value at a given spectral resolution, library
size, and pixel mixture complexity.
3.8 Effect ofNoise
No real images are void of noise. In addition, there are inherent variations or textures in a real material. So
far the synthetic data used in the study have been without noise to simplify the analysis. However, the
sensitivity of the stepwise algorithm to noise
must be addressed in order even to consider the use of the
stepwise procedure in realistic situations. The same set of data used in the spectral resolution study outlined
in Section 3.4 is degraded with Gaussian noise, and stepwise unmixing was performed on the noisy data.
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3.9 Unmixing of Images
A subset of the DIRSIG generated HYDICE Western Rainbow scene shown in Figure 3-1 was
unmixed in order to subject the stepwise unmixing algorithm to the non-linear effects of "real imagery".
The image was calibrated by a three point linear fit using the in-scene calibration panels. At the original
resolution, DIRSIG pixels are spectrally pure, so it had to be degraded using linear mathematics. The image
was first convolved by a 4 x 4 lowpass kernel. Then the image was sub-sampled with 4: 1 nearest neighbor
operation. These calculations make the high-resolution image appear as though it was taken with a lower






















Figure 3-4 A representation of the resolution degradation process using linear mathematics.
A suitable level of mixture had to be chosen to test the sensitivity of the unmixing algorithms. A 4 by 4
kernel lowpass filter was chosen for the desired degree of mixture of 0.0625 as the smallest fraction. In
comparison, degradation by a 3 x 3 kernel would yield a mixture with a minimal fraction of 0.1 1, which is
too large. A 5 x 5 kernel would yield a mixture with a minimal fraction of 0.04. While the stepwise
procedure is able to unmix such a small fraction, the focus of this study was on the fidelity of the unmixed
fractions of endmembers with significant fractions, and not the sensitivity of the procedure to the
constituents with very small fractions. Although the 4 x 4 kernel is perfect in terms of the minimal fraction,
the fact that the kernel is even posed some problem. Since the kernel is even in dimension, the center pixel
is not well defined. Therefore it is important to avoid misregistration between the truth and the low-
resolution image.
The 64 x 64 subset used in the unmixing study contained 28 materials in the scene. A subset had to
be used instead of the whole scene because of the memory limitation in the current configuration of IDL.
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The lower left quadrant was selected as the primary test scene because it contained the most number of
materials, including the various camouflages and calibration panels as well as some armored vehicles. At
the convolved resolution, the most complicated mixture contained only three material constituents per pixel.
All other pixels were either materially pure, or two constituent mixtures. However, materially pure does not
necessarily mean spectrally pure because of the texture effects.
4x4 convolved HYDICE test
scene used for imagewise
unmixing experiment
Truth map at high resolution with notable
targets identified by their DIRSIG material
number
Figure 3-5 Magnified image of the subset used in the image-unmixing portion of the experiment. The
truth image on the right is identified with notable targets with their DIRSIG material number
The Figure 3-5 shows the 64 x 64 subset of the Western Rainbow scene used in the imagewise unmixing
experiment. The high-resolution truth map on the right was used to calculate the true fractions for the
squared error calculations. The image on the right is the true material map with some notable targets
identified by their DIRSIG material numbers. The DIRSIG material number is a numerical ID system used
to assign material properties to a particular object in the scene during image generation. The materials and
their DIRSIG material numbers are listed in Appendix C.
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3.70 Applications to Other Hyperspectral Data: Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance
Linear stepwise unmixing would not just be limited to remotely sensed data, as long as the mixture
phenomenon adheres to a linear model. Such assumptions may apply to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectra. NMR works on the atomic
nucleus'
property called spin. When placed in a strong magnetic field,
nuclei with spin behave like magnets. In such conditions, the nucleus can absorb and emit electromagnetic
energy. Using this property, NMR is able to extract spectrum unique to each type of compound, not unlike
the spectra found in remote sensing. NMR is traditionally used as an instrument to find the molecular
structure of a compound, so often the samples are pure. There are methods developed to determine the
NMR spectra of a mixture, but it involves certain steps during the acquisition. If the mixture of different
chemicals adheres to a linear model, then stepwise unmixing may be able to search through a large library
of chemicals and find the appropriate constituents. This may have medical diagnostic applications using
certain Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) pulse sequence called spatially localized spectroscopy pulse
sequence. This pulse sequence is able to acquire NMR spectrum from a volume inside a body. The
combination of stepwise unmixing and this pulse sequence would allow a non-invasive chemical analysis of
a human body.
Proton NMR spectra of nine pure organic substances listed in Table 3-4 were collected using the
Bruker 300 MHz DRX NMR spectrometer running the XWinNMR software. Then four mixtures listed in
Table 3-5 was also collected. The spectra from the pure substances were imported into IDL and assembled
into a spectral library. Then the stepwise unmixing were performed on the fourmixtures.
Substance Molecular formula
Ethanol CH3-CH2-OH
tertiary Butyl Alcohol (3-butanol) (CH3)3C-OH
secondary Butyl Alcohol (2-butanol) (CH3)2CH-CH2-OH
2-Propanol (CH3)2CH-OH
Acetone CHj-CO-CH




Table 3-4 List of pure chemicals used in the NMR spectral unmixing experiment
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Mixtures Constituents (in equal parts)
1 Benzene, Cyclohexane
2 Benzene. Cyclohexane, Toluene
3 Benzene, Cyclohexane, Toluene, Acetone
Benzene. Cyclohexane, Toluene, Acetone, Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK)
Table 3-5 List ofmixtures used in the NMR spectral unmixing experiment.
3.11 Results ofPreliminary Studies
Prior to the completion of this proposal, preliminary studies of the effect of spectral resolution on
spectral unmixing had been performed. A case study by Robinson (1997) was used to confirm the
importance of spectral resolution. A stepwise unmixing was performed on a synthetically generated image
of 15 spectral bands, with 12 materials in the scene. All 12 materials were placed in the spectral library
from where the stepwise procedure would choose the endmember candidates. Then one extra spectrum was
added to the spectral library, making the library size of the second case to be 13. Ideally, the stepwise
procedure should not pick the added spectrum since it does not appear in the actual image. The comparison
of squared error showed a dramatic increase in error, with the selected fractions drastically different from
one another, just with one added spectrum.
Then a spectrum with high spectral resolution was used to make a library of 15. An unmixing test
was conducted on a pixel by pixel basis with pixels containing from simple two material mixtures to
complicated 5 material mixtures. The result was astonishing; stepwise urimixing unmixed most cases
perfectly, even cases where one of the spectrums in the test mixture was not present in the spectral library.
A similar result was obtained with an increased library size of 20.
The traditional method of unmixing was also compared to the stepwise procedure. To reiterate,
traditional unmixing does not have the flexibility to pick and choose the endmembers on per pixel basis.
The exact pixel by pixel test was performed on traditional unmixing. Though most of the results were
identical to the stepwise procedure, traditional unmixing failed in the case where the test mixture contained
spectrum that was not present in the spectral library.
The preliminary study showed that the stepwise procedure showed promise of the ability to unmix
from a large library, compared to a typical endmember library used by traditional unmixing. However, in
order to progress from the multispectral to hyperspectral data set the procedure must be adjusted to
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accommodate the increased number of spectral channels. In addition, the larger spectral library will change
many of the parameters necessary for a successful unmixing. However, prior to this research, there was no
guideline for selecting these parameters. This research addresses the impact of each of the parameters as
well as methods used to achieve the best results.
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4. Results
The result section will discuss first the effects of the individual parameters. Most of the parameter studies
were performed using synthetic spectral mixtures created manually, with the assumption that the sensor
calibration and atmospheric correction is perfect. The ideal condition is useful for isolation of each
parameter, though it also make the results less robust since unique effects inherent to images are ignored.
Therefore, subsequendy, an overall performance study was performed on a synthetically generated image.
4.1 Improvements to the Algorithm
Some logical improvements were made to the stepwise procedure written by Robinson (1997) in DDL. The
two significant areas of improvements are the increased tolerance on SS (Sum of the Square) during the
ANOVA analysis, and the increased flexibility during the model adjustment
The original stepwise procedure by Gross (1996) written in
MATLAB
discarded any model with
^Regression ^at exceeded the SSTota[ . In conventional linear regression analysis, it is essential that the
model follow this criterion. Robinson (1997) faithfully translated the algorithm to IDL, including this error
check. However, during the testing of the algorithm, it was seen that sometimes the SSRegression for the
correct model exceeded the SSTolal ever so slighdy, in the order of
10"
The previous stepwise algorithm
labeled this as a
"incorrect"
model and discarded it from the choice, and oftentimes the algorithm did not
find the correct model in this case. An adjustment was made to include models with SSR ression slighdy
greater than SSTotaI and the problem was resolved.
A detailed explanation for this phenomenon was not pursued, but a few areas are suspected. First,
the precision of the IDL compared to MATLAB may be of an issue. The mathematics engine in MATLAB
handles small numbers far better than IDL; therefore, some rounding could make SSR ession greater than
SSToml . A second and more significant cause may be the matrix treatment of the Sum of the Squares
calculation implemented in the stepwise regression routine. Traditionally, in analysis of variance, the sum of
the squares are
"corrected"
by subtracting the sample mean, corresponding to one less degree of freedom as
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displayed in Table 2-1. However, in this stepwise regression routine, a matrix form of sum of the squares is
used, where the sample mean is not subtracted from each data point. The
"uncorrected"
calculation neglects
the mean of the sampled data. The averaging process to calculate the mean reduces the noise by the square
root of the number of data points averaged. By not subtracting the mean from each data point, the
uncorrected calculation of the sum of the squares may be leaving enough variability in the data to deviate
from the conventional regression assumptions and therefore causing the SSRegression to exceed the SSTotal .
A second major improvement is the increased flexibility during the model adjustment The
necessity for this improvement came from the increased number of spectral channels. In the stepwise
algorithm, after a spectrum is added to the model, all of the terms in the model are re-checked to see if they
are worth being included in the new model. During this stage, more than one term could all of a sudden turn
to zero because an
"exact"
spectrum was just introduced. This caused failure in the previous program
because in the term elimination subroutine, only one term could be removed at a time. However, by
improving the subroutine so that more than one zero term can be removed from the model at one time, the
problem was eliminated. This problem was first encountered when the number of spectral channels was
increased
4.2 Spectral Resolution vs. F-to-enter/exit Parameter
The effect of spectral resolution was studied using synthetic mixtures derived from the small DIRSIG
library (30 spectra) and JPL mineral library (160 spectra) as outlined in Section 3.4. A total of 30 random
mixtures with random constituents were unmixed for each number of spectral channels and F-to-enter/exit
parameter. The constituents were completely unique for each trial. The spectral resolution degradation was
accomplished simply by convolution and resampling, and no attempt was made to select the optimal bands.
As expected, the degradation in spectral resolution caused a larger error in the overall unmixed
result The origin of the large error is in the stepwise procedure, when the algorithm is selecting the
endmembers to be entered into the model from the spectral library. At some threshold resolution, the
stepwise algorithm completely fails to identify the correct constituents; therefore, the entered model is made
of the wrong endmembers. The unmixed fraction images from an incorrect model are likely to look
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obviously wrong, signified by noise and speckling, and are often accompanied by large and negative
fractions. This threshold between the correct and the incorrect models depends on the mixture and it varies
quite a bit. The average trend, as seen on Figure 4-1 of the plot of squared error (SQE) as a function of
number of spectral channels and F-to-enter/exit parameters, shows the stepwise procedure with the small
DIRSIG material library performed well when the data had spectral resolution better than 150 channels. The
result deteriorated as the number of spectral channel decrease from the hyperspectral resolutions of 100 or
more to the multispectral resolutions of 10 to 20 spectral channels.






Number of Spectral Channels
Figure 4-1 Plot of squared error from spectra resolution study with five constituentmixtures derived
from the small DIRSIG material library.
In order to understand the significance of squared error, a simple example with a single constituent
mixture displayed in Figure 4-2 is helpful. In the top case, the unmixing routine was unable to correcdy
identify the true constituent: therefore, the squared error for a complete miss was calculated as 1.
True Fractions Unmixed Fractions Squared Error











Figure 4-2 Example illustrating the significance of squared error to the unmixed result
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In the bottom case where the unmixing routine not only missed the correct constituent, but also
misclassified the pixel as something else, the squared error calculated to be 2. So as a benchmark, any
squared error value less than 1 is a sign of acceptable unmixing result, while any squared error value over 2
signifies that the unmixing result was less than acceptable. However, other indicators such as RMS and
number of endmembers should be considered along with the squared error to fully evaluate the fidelity of
the unmixing result.
The F-to-enter/exit parameter showed a general trend where an increase in F-to-enter/exit resulted
in a larger error for the same number of spectral channels. This trend indicate that in order to use a large
value for the F-to-enter/exit parameter, the data must have a large number of spectral channels. A library of
30 would require an F-to-enter/exit range of 5 to 20 and the spectral resolution to be better than 100
channels. To explain this trend, a brief look at the nature of the F statistics is helpful. The F-statistic is
computed from the sum of squares and the degrees of freedom as outlined in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 in
Section 2.5. There we see that the degree of freedom depends on m, the number of spectral channels, and n,
the number of endmembers in the model. The F-statistic values varies with the degree of freedom; an F-
statistic value of 15 for a 210 spectral band image corresponds to roughly upper 0.01 percent point of the
F-
distribution, while the same value for a 15-band image corresponds to upper 0.1 percent point This
constitutes an order of magnitude difference in confidence interval. Though these cutoff levels seem
stringent the unmixed results show good results when the F-to-enter/exit value is fairly high. Unmixing with
a high F-to-enter/exit value shorten overall computation time, and reduce the tendency of unmixing routine
to overfit to the noise.
The larger JPL mineral library with 160 spectra also exhibited a similar result as shown in Figure
4-3. The general trend of diminishing error with better spectral resolution is present However, as shown in
the figure, the requirement for a larger number of spectral channels in order to achieve a good model
becomes apparent. For a library size of 160, stepwise unmixing requires an F-to-enter/exit value between 5
to 20 and the spectral resolution to be better than 200 bands for stepwise routine to select the right set of
endmembers. The unusually high squared error for the case with F-to-enter/exit of 20 and 250 spectral
channels is most probably due to the anomaly in the randomly picked mixture, which may not have
represented the typical data.
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Figure 4-3 Plot of squared error from spectral resolution Study with five constituent mixtures
derived from the JPL mineral library.
To explain this need for high spectral resolution with increasing number of spectra in the library,
the effect of the spectral resolution to each of the spectra in the library must be considered. In Section 3.4,
we saw that the coarse spectral resolution introduces spectral ambiguity between each material in the
library. This effect is amplified when the library size is increased. Generally, the larger library contains
many like materials often distinguished by subtle spectral features. It is more and more likely that these like
materials start to look identical at the coarse spectral resolutions. It becomes necessary for the data to have a
higher spectral resolution in order to distinguish between similar materials.
But how significant is the level of spectral ambiguity in a given library to the overall stepwise
unmixing process? Should the spectral library be completely void of any ambiguity, or is stepwise
procedure more tolerating than traditional unmixing? To measure the spectral ambiguity in a spectral
library, looking at the rank of the library is useful. The rank of a matrix in linear algebra is associated with
the linear dependency of the columns or the rows. A library used in spectral unmixing should be of full
rank; in other words, each of the spectra should be linearly independent of each other. In fact, the traditional
unmixing requires the endmember library to be of full rank, or else the fractions of the linearly dependent
endmembers will be incorrect. If the matrix becomes underdetermined, the rank will be less than full. This
applied to our case would mean that any library containing n number of endmembers must have at least n
number of spectral channels. Any less spectral channels would result in a degenerate library, as illustrated in
Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4 Number of endmembers and spectral channels determine if the library is of full rank
The illustration above pictorially explains this issue. As shown in Equation 2-3, the endmember
library can be expressed as matrix A. where the endmembers are separated columnwise. The rows then
represent each spectral channel. An overdetermined library contains more spectral channels than
endmembers, while a square library contains the same number of spectral channels as endmembers. Both
the overdetermined and square library can theoretically have full rank if the endmembers are carefully
chosen. However, in an underdetermined library where there are more endmembers than spectral channels,
the library mathematically cannot be of full rank.
The small DIRSIG library with 30 members in the library at the spectral resolution of 30 channels
was of rank 28, slighdy less than full rank, signifying some of the members were not completely unique
from one another. Despite the degenerate library, the stepwise algorithm was able to unmix well at smaller
F-to-enter/exit values. The JPL mineral library with 160 members in the library became less than full rank
when the resolution was less than 160 channels. Despite the fact that the library was degenerate, the
stepwise algorithm continued to select the right endmembers until it failed at around 100 spectral channels.
This could suggest that the spectral ambiguity in the library is not entirely related to the linear dependency
of the spectral library. In addition, since the endmembers are selected by using a statistical F-test in the
stepwise procedure, unmixing is never performed with the entire spectral library. Even when there are tens
of spectra in the spectral library, it is unlikely that the rank of the endmember library will be less than full if
it is kept at a sensible size. As mentioned before, a guideline of 6 to 8 endmembers per pixel at maximum is
a good rule of thumb to follow. However, the test case was small compared to the population of the library;
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therefore a further testing should be done to confirm the trend. It is recommended until then to keep the full
rank criteria fulfilled for a library if possible.
The F-to-enter/exit parameter also changed the spectral resolution requirement for good urimixing
results. This parameter is the "stopping
rule"
for selection of endmembers, where it controls the latitude of
how close the model entered should match the given input signal. At moderate spectral resolutions such as
50 and 100 channels, spectra starts to lose small features that distinguish them from the others. At low
spectral resolutions such as 15 and 30, the spectra have been reduced down to just their general shapes.
When the stepwise algorithm needs to rely on these general shapes of the spectra for selection, there must
be some latitude in the algorithm to accommodate the ambiguity introduced by this generalization of the
spectra. Thus, a low F-to-enter/exit value is needed for correct unmixing at low spectral resolutions.
Correspondingly, the stepwise procedure performed with high F-to-enter/exit value often enters fewer
endmembers into the model than when the same procedure is performed with low F-to-enter/exit value.
Therefore, such a high F-to-enter/exit value is suitable and should be limited for use with a library with a
large number of spectral channels, which reduces spectral ambiguity.
The RMS metric showed a similar trend as the squared error as seen in Figure 4-5. It indicates that
RMS error has strong correlation to squared error under certain conditions. This implies that it can be used
reliably for distinguishing between a good and a bad model. However, this use of the RMS metric can
reliably be used only when the number of endmembers in the model is fairly small since the RMS error
tends to be misleadingly lower with a large endmember model due to over-fitting.
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Figure 4-5 Plot ofRMS error spectral resolution study with five constituents from the small DIRSIG
material Iibrarv.
The importance of the RMS error is the fact that it is available with any unmixing result. It does
not require a truth map as does the squared error, so the RMS error can be used to determine the model
fidelity for any given image, to a certain extent. In the previous study by Konno et al. (1997), RMS error
did not provide a great deal of insight in the correctness ofthe model. However, for a model with a small set
of constituents, such as most models selected by the stepwise procedure with an appropriate F-to-enter/exit
value, the RMS error provided a great deal more information.
The five-constituent mixture case was the most complicated mixture studied under this parametric
study. The simpler mixtures, such as with three or four constituents, unmixed well with a smaller number of
spectral channels. A conclusion can be drawn through extrapolation that complexity of the mixture also
affects the required spectral resolution. The effect of the pixel mixture complexity to the unmixing result is
discussed in Section 4.4.
4.3 Effect ofSpectral Library Size and Content
Effect of spectral library size and content as a factor in the performance of stepwise unmixing was studied
with the two smaller libraries from Table 3-2. The two libraries, the small DIRSIG material library and the
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JPL mineral library, were used to test the computational time required to complete a designated unmixing
set
Computation Time
Small DIRSIG Material Library
Time (sec)
No. Spectral Channels
Figure 4-6 Computation time required to unmix 15 test pixels for the small DIRSIG material library
set
Figure 4-6 shows the time it took to unmix 15 test mixtures created for the small DIRSIG material library.
Unmixing was performed on a DEC Alpha platform running DDL 5.0. Compared to the results from Figure
4-7 below, unmixing 13 similar test mixtures with the JPL mineral library, the larger JPL mineral library
took almost four times as much time required as unmixing with the smaller DIRSIG material library.
Computation Time, JPL Library
'200 150 100 50 30 15
No. Spectral Channels
F-to-enter/exit
Figure 4-7 Computation time required to unmix 13 test pixels for JPL mineral library set
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The increased number of spectra in the library translates to the increase in the number of possible models.
Thus, analysis of variance must be performed for each and every one of the spectra in the library during the
stepwise procedure.
The F-to-enter/exit value regulated the computation time tremendously. However, since the results
of the unmixing change with the F-to-enter/exit value, it becomes increasingly important to select the right
F-to enter/exit according to spatial resolution. The author found the guideline of about 6 to 8 endmembers at
the most per pixel to be useful in determining a right balance between unmixing fidelity and computation
time. Although allowing more endmembers in the models than the actual mixture (in this case, five) seem
counterintuitive, the fractions calculated for the insignificant endmembers often result in a very small
numerical value, so even though the model may be large, the calculated fractions reflect that of a smaller
model. This approach is more desirable than selecting a smaller model in the first place, because too high of
an F-to-enter/exit does not give enough flexibility to account for small fraction constituents, and variability
due to texture and the atmosphere.
This unmixing algorithm currently takes about 6 to 8 hours to run on a 64 x 64 x 210 image with a
108-endmember library. The amount of time it takes for stepwise unmixing is significandy more than
traditional unmixing. However, this code is by no means optimized for speed because it was developed as
an experimental algorithm. Considering the rapidly increasing computational power, the time required to
perform the same operation will be reduced to about 15 minutes in about 5 years assuming the trend of
current computers which doubles in computational power every year or so. With the optimization of the
code for speed and efficiency, the stepwise unmixing process will become feasible and practical.
4.4 Effect of Pixel Mixture Complexity
The pixel mixture complexity study was performed on the small DIRSIG material library and the JPL
mineral library. In this case, pixel mixture complexity is defined with two controlling factors. First the
effect of the actual number of the constituents in the mixture was studied as a function of the spectral
resolution. Second, several "unaccounted
spectra"
cases were studied, where one of the constituents in the
mixture did not exist in the spectral library. A total of 30 random mixtures with random constituents were
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unmixed for each number of spectral channels and number of constituents in the mixture. The mixtures were
unique for each trial. The spectral resolution degradation was accomplished simply by convolution and
resampling, and no attempt was made to select the optimal bands.
The number of constituents dictates how complicated the mixture is. It becomes an increasingly
difficult task for the stepwise process to distinguish all of the constituents as the number of endmembers in
the pixel increases. At first, all of the fractions were randomly chosen for each of the mixture, with the
constraint that all of the fractions are positive and they sum to one. This method, however, proved difficult
to analyze because some fraction in the mixture dominated the signal while others were in miniscule
amounts. Even when there were five supposed constituents in the mixture, it would appear that there were
only two or three because they constituted over 95% of the total mixture. Therefore, the fractions were
changed so that they all were equal to each other; 0.5 for 2 mixture case, 0.33 for 3 mixture, and so on. A
total of 30 random mixtures were unmixed for each spectral resolution and number of constituents in the
mixture. This distribution of the fractions was set arbitrarily The random fractions would have been
provided amore robust result: however, set fractions were utilized for simplicity ofthe experiment.
Scene Complexity (Number of Constituents)
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Figure 4-8 Squared error for the pixel mixture complexity (number of constituents) study of the JPL
mineral library, F = 15.0
As seen in Figure 4-8, the stepwise unmixing results start to generally suffer from error at 150 spectral
channels. Intuitively, one would expect the error to increase as the number of constituents in the mixture
increases since the algorithm requires more spectral channels to identify the correct endmembers. However,
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this is not apparent here; the squared error seems to decrease as the number of constituents in the mixture
increases. This contradictory result is most probably due to the nature of the squared error instead of
fractional error. Let us examine a hypothetical example as shown in Figure 4-8, where the squared errors for
two mixtures with different numbers of constituents were calculated.




























In both cases, the fractions are off by 50%.
Figure 4-9 An example showing the inequality between error in fraction and squared error
In the top case, the mixture contained two constituents with fractions of 0.50 each, while the bottom case,
the mixture contained four constituents, with fractions of 0.25 each. The hypothetical outcome shows one
correct and one incorrect fraction for the two constituent case, while the fractions for the four-constituent
case shows two correct and two incorrect fractions. In both cases, however, the fractions were off by 0.50,
making the degree of error the same. Nevertheless, when the squared errors are calculated, the result seems
worse for the two-constituent case than the four-constituent case. The exponential operation during the
squared error calculation makes the two-constituent case look worse when in fact the degree of total error
in fraction is the same. The squared error should be multiplied with some proportionality constant to keep
equivalent to the total fraction error.
Let us now get back to the results from Figure 4-8. Keeping this proportionality in mind, the
squared error increase with the number of constituents in the mixture. Note the number of spectral channels
required for minimizing the error is upwards of 200 channels. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the spectral
ambiguity is inversely related to the number of spectral channels and the bandwidth of each of the channels.
By utilizing higher spectral resolution data, better unmixing can be achieved, at least in the area of
identifying and unmixing more complex mixtures.
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More than likely, each spectrum in a small library would be spectrally distinct from the other. In
this case, a smaller F-to-enter/exit value can be and should be used to compensate for spectral variations in
the scene. It is recommended that a moderate F-to-enter/exit value of 10 to 15 be used for optimal
performance, with as many spectral channels as possible.
The unaccounted spectra study investigated one of the flaws that stepwise and traditional unmixing
is susceptible to over-fitting. Even when the input signal is a spectrum from one material, the algorithm
picks as many spectra as necessary to make the model signature appear like the input signal, if that
particular spectrum is not present in the spectral library that the unmixing algorithm is deriving the model.
The stepwise procedure is far more flexible than the traditional unmixing because of the ability to select the
model on a per pixel basis: but even that flexibility will not be effective in unmixing a spectrum
unaccounted for in the library.
Many times in stepwise unmixing, the over-fitted model is obvious because the model contains as
many as 14 endmembers depending on the F-to-enter/exit value. Exploiting this property to detect pixels
with over-fitted models is as easy as recording the number of endmembers that the stepwise procedure
picked for each pixel in the image. By monitoring for an excessive number of endmembers in the model
(i.e. 10 or greater), the pixels where the stepwise procedure couldn't model the input signal well can be
identified and flagged. A further analysis of the pixel could be performed individually, and/or the spectrum
from the pixel could be added as a member in the library. If the excessive number of endmembers is
persistent throughout the image, then either the F-to-enter/exit value is too low, or the library does not
spectrally match the image very well. The general solution to the problem is to choose a high
F-to-
enter/exit value to reduce the number of endmembers in the model, while monitoring the RMS error for any
large values, another sign of input signature not existing in the spectral library.
The performance of the stepwise procedure with unaccounted spectrum in the mixture varied
mainly with the percentage abundance of that spectrum in the mixture. The test mixture consisted of two
constituents, one of them included in the library, and the other not included in the library. The unaccounted
spectrum remained constant, while the other constituent was randomly chosen out of the library. A total of
30 mixtures were tested for each spectral resolution and fraction abundance of the unaccounted spectrum.
As seen in Figure 4-10, the unmixing error got worse as the fractional abundance of the unaccounted
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spectrum increased. In addition, the spectral resolution affected the result as well. When the spectral
resolution fell below 30. the result contained a higher error. This is probably attributed to the rank of the
library associated with the spectral ambiguity between the spectra.
Scene Complexity (Unaccounted Spectra)









Figure 4-10 Result of pixel mixture complexity (unaccounted spectra) vs. number of spectral
channels, with the small DIRSIG material library, F=10.0
It is recommended that any spectra that may appear in some abundance in the pixel, with even a minute
possibility, should be included in the spectral library. The consequence of unaccounted spectra far
outweighs the large library factor. In other words, it is imperative to avoid the unaccounted spectra scenario
as much as possible. However, it is difficult to include everything in the spectral library. So, recognizing the
over-fitted models by monitoring the number of endmembers in the model and the RMS error is probably
the best approach to controlling unaccounted spectrum.
4.5 Effect ofNoise
The noise study was performed on the small DIRSIG material library and the JPL Mineral library. The
purpose of this elementary study was to see the sensitivity of the stepwise procedure to random noise, often
caused by electronics. The test mixtures used in the spectral resolution study in Section 3.4 were subjected
to Gaussian noise with several variances. Then the noisy data was unmixed using the corresponding library.
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Because of the size, the small DIRSIG material library withstood larger noise than the JPLMineral
library. On the average, the General library accommodated up to about 10% Gaussian noise, while the JPL
mineral library only accommodated up to 7% Gaussian noise. F-to-enter/exit had to be adjusted slighdy to
improve the performance, but the range of 10 to 15 produced the best results. This experiment showed that
stepwise unmixing could operate with noisy data.
Although the stepwise procedure showed that it could accommodate noise, the effect of the natural
variance of the material (texture) was not tested in the parametric study. However, the robustness
demonstrated in this random noise test along with the stepwise unmixing of some textured data in the
hierarchical unmixing study in Section 4.6, it look as though the stepwise unmixing will perform well when
subjected to texture. A further testing of the effect of texture is necessary to confirm this extrapolation.
4.6 Hierarchical Unmixing vs. Stepwise Unmixing
The hierarchical unmixing was tested using the Southern Rainbow (SR) library containing 447 spectra. This
particular library was chosen because of its size, and also the components of the library. Since the library
contained mosdy vegetation and natural materials, establishing the hierarchy was simpler than trying to
classify a mineral library like the JPL mineral library which would require an expertise in geology. The
hierarchy was set up in 3 levels as detailed in Section 7.3 Appendix D according to their material class. The
library in the hierarchy contained an average of the spectra from the library one hierarchy level below. On
the average, 7 spectra made up a class; however, as many as 30 spectra were averaged together for some of
the classes. Several IDL routines were written to assist the compilation of the libraries at each level of the
hierarchy.
The major issue in hierarchical unmixing is whether or not the procedure is able to advance
properly through the hierarchical tree structure to the specific target spectrum. To illustrate the concept a
simple example is useful. A specific spectrum exacdy as is in the library was chosen as the target spectrum
then unmixing using the hierarchical method. An easy way of designating a spectrum in the library was
devised to see where it exists exacdy in the hierarchy, so a simple nomenclature was used. For example, the
spectrum used as the target Concrete_Pad/t824rco.007 (spectra number 227 in the fully expanded library),
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has a class hierarchy of URBAN-CONCRETE PAD-Concrete_pad/t824rc0.007. following the class name



















Level 3 CONCRETE PAD
class expanded
Figure 4-11 Example of the hierarchy class nomenclature for the Concrete_Pad/t824rco.007
The Concrete_Pad/t824rco.007 was used as the input signal and unmixed with level 1 library set which had
6 endmembers in the library. The unmixing result from the highest hierarchy or level 1 library is shown in
Table 4-1.
Class Unconstrained Partial Constraint Full Constraint
Camo 0.70 0.51 0.31
Manmade -0.34 -0.20 0.00004
Soil -0.41 -0.29 0.0001
Urban 0.43 0.29 0.24
Vegetation 0.25 0.179 0.09
Vehicle 0.50 0.524 0.34
Table 4-1 Hierarchy level 1 unmixing result for Concrete_Pad/t824rco.007
The desirable result would have been that the URBAN class, which is the class that the target spectrum
belongs, dominated the fraction. However, as seen in the above table, the URBAN class is not the dominant
fraction in the unmixed result for any of the constraint conditions. At this point, the CAMO class would
have been expanded since it is the dominant fraction. But nevertheless, the expansion of the library was
continued with the correct class expansion, shown in Table 4-2. The URBAN spectrum was removed and
replaced by five level 2 classes, which made up the URBAN class.
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Class Unconstrained Partial Constraint Full Constraint
Camo 0.70 0.51 0.31
Manmade -0.34 -0.20 0.00004
Sod -0.41 -0.29 0.0001
Vegetation 0.25 0.179 0.09
Vehicle 0.50 0.524 0.34
Urban-Concrete Pad 0.76 0.84 0.30
Urban-Dune Road 0.39 0.31 0.39
Urban-Gravel 0.030 0.07 0.002
Urban-Gravel/Asphalt 0.004 0.25 0.002
Urban-Road bed -0.30 -0.57 0.002
Table 4-2 Hierarchy level 2 unmixing result for Concrete_Pad7t824rco.007
In level 2. the URBAN-CONCRETE PAD class appears as the dominant fraction; however, the CAMO
class still has significant fraction. The URBAN-CONCRETE PAD class was expanded to level 3 hierarchy,
resulting in the library with 14 endmembers. The unmixed fraction had the target spectrum of
Concrete_Pad/t824rco.007 of 1 .0 while every other fraction equaled 0. At level 3 hierarchy, the unmixing
algorithm was indeed able to identify the correct target spectrum and unmix perfectly. In comparison, the
stepwise procedure was able to unmix the target perfectly from the entire library containing 447 spectra.
A 50/50 mixture of concrete (spectrum 227) and grass (spectrum 259) was then tested. The result
was similar for hierarchical unmixing, where at the upper hierarchy levels, the unmixed fractions did not
contain one dominant class with a large fraction. Therefore, it would have been difficult to find the right
class without a prior knowledge of the mixture. Following this trend, it would be impossible for the
hierarchical unmixing procedure to find a pixel constituent if the fraction of that constituent is small, since
the procedure is only suited for constituents with large fractions. In contrast stepwise procedure selected 4
endmembers out of the entire library of 447 spectra, then unmixed with two non-zero fractions. 50%
concrete, and 50% grass the correctmodel.
As illustrated with the above examples, the hierarchical unmixing relies heavily on the setup of the
classes in the hierarchy. It is essential that the library is set up correctly, or else it will fail, especially at the
higher hierarchy when the classes are averaged together. One bad expansion in the top few levels will result
in a very bad model.
On the other hand, the stepwise procedure does not need any effort to set up the
library. Incorporating an additional spectrum to the library is no easy task in the hierarchical method. First,
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where the spectrum belongs in the classes must be identified. Then the higher library must be recalculated
for the new tree structure. For the stepwise procedure, adding a spectrum is as simple as augmenting the
existing library.
It is possible to improve the performance of the hierarchical unmixing. The library should be set up
with as few spectra in one class as possible. This will increase the number of hierarchical levels that the
algorithm must work through, but it will counter the effect of averaging signals as much as possible. It may
also be better to classify the classes according to their spectral shape instead ofwhat their classification are;
since the algorithm identifies what they are by their spectral shapes, the hierarchy should be organized
according to spectral shapes. If this means that the spectrum of grass seems similar to spectrum of
camouflage, then they should be put together in the same class although they may be of different materials.
Also, it is conceivable to incorporate some hierarchical organization to utilize in stepwise unmixing. The
advantage would be the reduced library size. Again, each class must contain a small number of spectra so
that the higher hierarchy spectrum represents the subdeties of the spectra from the lower hierarchy. But with
the ability of stepwise procedure to handle fairly large libraries as demonstrated, numerous levels of
hierarchy are not necessary.
The stepwise procedure was also tested along with a hierarchical procedure implemented by Newland
(1999). A real HYDICE image with 121 effective bands (atmospheric bands removed) shown in Figure
4-12 was unmixed with 18 in-scene derived materials consisting of natural and synthetic spectra (Newland,
1999).
Figure 4-12 A color composite image of real HYDICE scene used in the hierarchical unmixing
experiment
The hierarchical library consisted of three levels: first level with two materials in the library, second level
with five materials, and the third level with 18 materials. The same scene was also unmixed with the
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stepwise procedure as well as with the traditional method with a fixed endmember library. The unmixed
results were compared to a truth map created by Newland using ground truth data as well as a supervised
classification algorithm
The results in Figure 4-13 show the best results for several unmixing methods. The hierarchical
unmixing performed better than the traditional method, with the calculated squared error almost as half as
small. The stepwise results were even better, even without the constraint condition placed for the traditional
and hierarchical cases. The results of the stepwise unmixing with partial constraint had the lowest squared
error.
Unmixing Results

















Figure 4-13 Squared errors for unmixed results from several unmixingmethods
The unmixed images reflect the trend above. As displayed in Figure 4-14, the stepwise unmixing results and
the hierarchical unmixing results are similar to one another, except that the stepwise unmixing results were
scattered slightly more but contained less negative fractions and fractions over one, as compared to the
hierarchically unmixed results. The 1 8 endmembers in the library proved to be too much for the traditional
method, as the fractions did not reflect the truth at all.
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Figure 4-14 Images ofunmixed results for stepwise, hierarchical, and traditional unmixingmethods.
The truthmap is displayed on the far right hand column
The hierarchical unmixing performed almost as well as the stepwise unmixing, given a small
library set. It can be speculated from the trend indicated by the hierarchical unmixing study with the 447
material library that the results will favor the stepwise method as the library size grows larger. The results
obtained from the hierarchical unmixingmethod is comparative to that of the stepwise procedure, as long as
the library remains small and the hierarchy is set up correcdy. The computation time also seems about
equal for both methods. However, given the time it takes to set up the hierarchy, the stepwise unmixing is
the easier of the two methods to use.
4.7 Unmixing of Images
A synthetically generated image, instead of a real image, was used for the image-unmixing portion of the
research. An attempt to unmix a real image acquired by the AVTRIS hyperspectral imaging radiometer was
made; however, the analysis proved to be more difficult than expected. The lack of a detailed imagewise
truth map made calculation ofthe squared errors impossible. Instead, images described in Section 3.9 were
unmixed using the "small DIRSIG material
library"
with 28 materials, and the "large DIRSIG material
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library"
with 108 materials, mentioned in Table 3-3. A detailed list of each of the materials in the library
can be found in Appendix C; Contents of the Spectral Libraries used for the Image Unmixing Study. The
library was processed with the same sensor characteristics as the image. During the conversion from
radiance to reflectance of the image, the channels with values over 1 .0 were flagged as bands affected by
the atmosphere, and these bands "blacked
out"
by setting them equal to zero so they do not contribute any
values. The same bands were eliminated in the spectral libraries as well. Figure 4-15 shows the bands






Figure 4-15 Graph representing the bands eliminated in the "Standard
Atmosphere"
set. There are
76 bands blacked out, making the effective number of channels for this set to bel34.
Several runs of unmixing were performed with the above atmospheric bands blacked out. The large
DIRSIG material library with 108 materials and the small DIRSIG material library with 28 materials were
used for stepwise unmixing. The F-to-enter/exit parameter was varied between 10 and 20, and the best
result was obtained with F-to-enter/exit was set to 15.0; however, the typical RMS error (RMS) was
between 40 to 70 per pixel, and the squared error (SQE) was between 5 and 15 per pixel. To compare these
values, consider the example illustrated in Figure 4-2.
With the benchmarks of squared error in mind, the result obtained with the initial trial is then
considered a generally bad unmixing result. The unmixed images of the above unmixing results confirmed
the conclusion. As shown in Figure 4-16, the fractions from the stepwise unmixing with 160 materials show
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very large fractions, both over 1.0 and negative. In comparison, the traditional unmixing with five major
endmembers including desert wash, TEC road, desert pavement, T-72 green, and deciduous tree unmixed
with a RMS error value of 47.66 per pixel, and a square error value of 2.45 per pixel. The fractions from
traditional unmixing also contained very large fractions, as well as misclassification of major endmembers
such as the TEC road.
Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Traditional Unmixing Truth Image
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Figure 4-16 Images of the initial unmixing results of the test scene with standard
atmospheric bands blacked out. Note the abundance of negative and fractions over 1.0
To get a grasp of how well the library is fitting the image spectra, calculating a "perfect
unmixing"
result is useful. A
"perfect"
unmixing is accomplished by first calculating the fractions of each endmembers
in the pixel from the true material map. Then the true fractions are multiplied by the endmember spectrum
from the library. The result should be a signal containing exactly the
"true"
fractions of the endmembers
present in the pixel. Therefore, the squared error should equal zero. Ideally, we would expect the RMS error
between the image spectrum and this
"perfect"
spectrum to be small, and this happens if and only if the
image spectrum and the library spectrum match. But in this case, even the
"perfect"
unmixing case
produced a result with RMS error of 122.43 per pixel. This means that the spectrum between the one from
the image and the spectral library did not match sufficientiy. A further investigation was made to find the
reason for the initial unacceptable unmixing results. Several hypotheses were made to explain the
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discrepancy between the spectrum from the image and the library. Three major possible sources of error are
the scene calibration, the atmosphere, and the texture.
4.7.1 Scene Calibration
One obvious possible source of error that may affect the unmixing result is the process of conversion of
the
image from radiance units to reflectance units. If the calibration curve is not sufficientiy modeled, then the
reflectance image will not have the proper reflectance values. This will cause a mismatch between the image
and the library. Three calibration panels (2%, 24% and 48% reflectors) were used to calculate a calibration
line for each spectral channel. The calibration curves were calculated for each single spectral channel.
Comparison of Calibration Panel Spectra
Band number
Figure 4-17 Graph of calibration panel used in radiance to reflectance conversion. The dotted lines
represent the spectra from the library, and the solid lines represent the spectra from the image. The
shaded areas represent the bands blacked out.
The graph shown in Figure 4-17 represents two pairs of curves from calibration panels used for
converting the radiance image to
reflectance units. In both reflectance panels, the library spectra, where the
measurements were taken with spectrometers, and the converted reflectance image match fairly well. Only
noticeable deviations are in the atmospheric bands; however, those bands are eliminated before unmixing so




The second possible source of error is the atmosphere present in the image. Even though the obvious
atmospheric absorption bands are blacked out in the standard atmospheric bands shown in Figure 4-15,
atmosphere may be introducing subtle spectral features that are not as obvious. To test this hypothesis, a
residual error analysis of the unmixed result was performed. A total of 28 pixels with a high squared error
(greater than 10.0) from the initial unmixing result of the data set with the standard atmospheric bands
blacked out was selected as the test set for the residual error analysis. A plot of residual error as a function
of the wavelength should appear as a random distribution with mean of zero. A constant variance is a basic
assumption for regression (Montgomery. 1 992) and should not be deviated from. However, plots of residual
errors shown in Figure 4- 19a displays an organized error trend. Some bands, especially in the infrared
region, exhibit more errors than others, so more bands in the image were blacked out to eliminate the
spectral channels with high residual errors. The corresponding bands in the library were also blacked out as
















Figure 4-18 Graph representing the bands blacked out in the "More
Atmosphere"
set There are 136
bands blacked out, making the effective number of channels for this set to be74.
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The result of blacking out more bands, shown in Figure 4- 19b, is a reduction in residual error;
however, there still remained a trend of overall increasing variance as a function of the wavelength. In order
to reduce this uneven variance, a variance stabilizing transformation of squared root was taken as
recommended by Montgomery and Peck (1992). The transformation was applied to both the image and the
library.
The residual error for the unmixing the square root of the data set with more bands blacked out,
shown in Figure 4-19d, shows a better behaved variance, as they are clustered together more tighdy than
without the transformation. The data set with square root taken with only the standard bands blacked out
shown in Figure 4- 19c, shows a little more clustering compared to no transformation, but certain bands still
display a large residual error.
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Figure 4-19 Four plots of residual errors from data setwith: a) standard atmospheric bands blacked
out, b) more atmospheric bands blacked out, c) square root of (a), and d) square root of (b)
The unmixed results of the four combinations of what bands to black out and the variance
stabilizing transformation directly reflect the amount of residual errors. As shown in Table 4-3, the lowest
squared error was achieved with blacking out more atmospheric bands, and applying the variance stabilizing
transformation of square root. Independently, the blacking out more atmospheric bands achieved lower
squared error than the application of the variance stabilizing transformation, but not to a significant degree.
For the cases with more atmospheric bands blacked out a single outlier was eliminated.
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Transformation
Blacked out None Square root
Standard atmospheric bands SQE = 27.07 per pixel SQE = 3.37 per pixel
More atmospheric bands SQE = 2.22* per pixel SQE=
1.95*
per pixel
*a single outlierwas eliminated from the result
Table 4-3 Squared error of unmixed results of the four cases of atmospheric bands and variance
stabilizing transformation, with the large DIRSIG material library (108 materials)
The larger unmixing libraries seems to benefit from the application of the variance stabilizing
transformation and the elimination of more bands affected by the atmosphere the most. Shown in Figure
4-20, the traditional unmixing and stepwise unmixing with the small DIRSIG material library set shows
about an equal reduction in squared error. On the other hand, the squared error from the stepwise unmixing
with the large DIRSIG material library was reduced by more than an order ofmagnitude. The combination
of band elimination and the variance stabilizing transformation was able to get the image and the library
spectra to match better.







Traditional Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing
(5 endmembers) (28 materials in (1 08 materials in
library) library)
Figure 4-20 Unmixing results of stepwise and traditional methods. The dark bar represents the
squared error before the variance stabilizing transformation and band elimination, while the light
bar represents the squared error after the transformation and band elimination
The unmixed images shown below in Figure 4-21 also show dramatic improvements over the results of just
eliminating the standard atmospheric bands.
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Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Traditional Unmixing Truth Image
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Figure 4-21 Unmixed images ofthe test scene with more bands eliminated and the variance
stabilizing transformation applied. Note thatmost of the fractions are now in the acceptable range of
0.0 and 1.0 without any constraint conditions.
The unmixing results improved by eliminating more bands associated with the atmospheric
absorption, and applying variance stabilizing transformation. The atmosphere tends to introduce subtie
spectral features that are not apparent; however, due to the sensitive nature of stepwise procedure to the
narrow bandwidth spectral features, the effect of the atmosphere controls the unmixing results significantly.
In order to ensure a good unmixing result, the atmospheric effects must be minimized by eliminating
spectral channels susceptible to atmospheric effects, applying variance stabilizing transformation such as
the square root or eliminating the effect of the atmosphere by using atmospheric inversion algorithms.
However, care must be taken when eliminating spectral bands because fewer bands mean more chance that
the library can become degenerate. One can bypass the problems associated with atmosphere by utilizing in-
scene endmembers. However, by using in-scene endmembers, one will be working on an assumption that
the materials in the scene can be identified. In addition, the in-scene endmembers may contain mixed
spectrum, especially for sub-pixel targets that may not occupy the entire pixel. The user must carefully
weigh the factors associated with in-scene and the lab-derived endmembers and choose accordingly.
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When unmixing with in-scene derived endmembers, the effects of atmosphere are minimized as
long as the atmospheric conditions were constant throughout the image. The in-scene endmember approach
is attractive for situation such as this where the atmospheric effect is spread throughout the spectra, and
blacking out the bands affected by the atmosphere is not effective. The in-scene spectra are more likely to
be a better match to the scene spectra because of the fact that it is collected from within the image, but the
problem of identifying and selecting pixels that contain the different materials is difficult. The Section 2.4.1
explains the process of in-scene derived endmembers in detail.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the in-scene derived endmembers, 28 in-scene spectra were
selected using the truth map, then used as a spectral library for the stepwise procedure. The image was also
unmixed with traditional unmixing method with five endmembers, the same materials as the previous
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Figure 4-22 Unmixed images of "Desert
Wash"
and "Deciduous Tree" by the stepwise and the
traditional unmixing methods with in-scene derivedmaterial library. The truth map is displayed on
the right hand column
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The unmixed fractions show a very similar fraction maps for the stepwise and the traditional
unmixing. The negative fractions and the fractions over 1.0 are abundant; however, they are only over or
under the limit of zero and one by 0.1. so the fractions are acceptable when the texture phenomenon is
considered. The fraction maps for the traditional unmixed images tend to contain the fractions for the
calibration panels and other targets that were not included as a part of the five endmembers used for
unmixing.
Numerically, stepwise procedure performed better than the traditional method when unmixing with
in-scene derived materials. As seen in Figure 4-23, the fractions from the stepwise procedure resulted in a
smaller squared error than the fractions from the traditional method. From this result a conclusion can be
drawn that when the endmember library and the scene spectrum correspond well with one another, the
stepwise procedure outperforms the traditional unmixing method.
Unmixing Results
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Traditional Unmixing Traditional Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing
(5 lab derived (5 in-scene derived (28 in-scene derived
endmembers) endmembers) materials in library)
Figure 4-23 Comparison of squared errors for stepwise and traditional unmixing with in-scene
endmembers. The squared error calculated reflects all materials present in the image.
4.7.3 Texture Effects
The third possible source of error is the texture in the image. This western rainbow scene was rendered with
texture in most areas. For example, there are five possible spectra in the desert wash, five possible spectra
in desertpavement and 100 possible spectra in deciduous tree. Each spectrum is slightly different from one
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another, and this may cause some spectral confusion and cause the algorithm to select some other spectrum
or combinations of spectra to compensate for the variation. The library, on the other hand, contains only one
spectrum for each class, created by averaging the entire set of spectra that is associated with texture.
To test the effect of the texture to unmixing result, another image was synthetically generated
without any atmosphere. Since the atmosphere caused many problems with unmixing results, as discussed
before, it had to be eliminated to isolate the effects of the texture.
As shown as the dark bars in Figure 4-24, the stepwise unmixing results were generally worse than
the traditional unmixing, given an image with an uncompensated atmosphere and texture. This result
reflects the mismatch between the scene spectra and the library spectra, as explained in the Section 4.7.2.
The mismatch is mosdy due to the atmosphere, where the absorption bands introduce peaks that allow more
room for spectral confusion, even though the scene was calibrated using the empirical line method. The
results reflect the best unmixing achieved from this scene, with "more atmospheric
bands"
ehminated and a
variance stabilization transform of square root applied.
Comparison of Unmixing Results
Effect of Texture and Atmosphere
with atmosphere
Ow/o atmosphere
Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Traditional Unmixing
(28 materials in the (108 materials in the (5 lab derived
library) library) endmembers)
Figure 4-24 Comparison of squared errors of unmixing results. The dark bars represent the results
from a scene with atmosphere and texture, while the light bars represent the results from the texture
only.
The light bars shown in Figure 4-24 are the results from unmixing the same scene but without atmosphere,
and represent a case where the atmospheric effects would be completely cancelled by an ideal atmospheric
correction algorithm. The spectral variance left in the image is thus completely due to the texture effect
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This image was unmixed with "standard atmospheric
bands"
plus extra near infrared bands eliminated, but
without any variance stabilizing transform. The stepwise procedure performed very well; compared to the
optimal traditional unmixing case, the squared error was reduced by half with the stepwise procedure. The
unmixed images also reflect this improvement in performance, as shown in Figure 4-25.
Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Traditional Unmixing Truth Image
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by the stepwise algorithm and
the traditional unmixing method with lab-derived endmembers. The scene contained spectral
variability due to texture, and lacked any atmospheric effects.
The unmixed images show both a sparsely distributed material (deciduous tree) and an abundant material
(desert wash). The unmixed fraction maps reflect the truth well. The stepwise unmixing with 108 materials
in the library is starting to show some errors when unmixing a heavily textured deciduous tree with 100
different texture spectra. This is understandable considering there are several vegetation spectra in the 108
material library.
This result shows that the stepwise algorithm is capable of handling the variability due to texture. It
also reinforces the fact that the match between the image and the spectral library is critical for stepwise
unmixing. The atmospheric effect must be compensated well in order control the flexibility of the stepwise
algorithm thatmay otherwise try to over-fit the variability introduced by the atmosphere.
4.7.4 Comparison to Traditional Unmixing
The results from the stepwise unmixing procedure were compared with the results from the traditional
unmixing results. This comparison will help us determine the strengths and the weaknesses of the stepwise
procedure measured against a traditional method, which has been used frequently as a reliable image
exploitation algorithm. The results are from unmixing the data set with more atmospheric bands blacked out
and the variance stabilizing transform of square root applied.
The obvious strength of the stepwise procedure is its model flexibility. The mixture model can be
adjusted on a per pixel basis, therefore, it is not limited to a small fixed set of endmembers as in the
traditional methods. For example, the "JHU woodland
camouflage"
as seen in Figure 4-26, constitutes a
small fraction of the image therefore it was not included in the fixed endmember library for the traditional
unmixing. On the other hand, the stepwise procedure was able to pick out the appropriate spectrum from the
library of 108 materials and unmixed to good fractions. If this endmember were included in the fixed
endmember library in the traditional unmixing, it would have suffered from over-fitting.
Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Traditional Unmixing Truth Image
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camouflage. The true fractions are displayed on the rightmost column
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The stepwise algorithm was also able to find the isolated targets of 'T72
Green"
as shown in Figure 4-26.
The traditional unmixing performed fairly well; however, there are many extraneous pixels in which the
traditional unmixing identified as 'T72
Green"
when in fact they were not Over-fitting is a major problem
in the traditional unmixing method; it increases the false alarm because the model is not flexible enough to
exclude the materials that appear sparsely throughout the image. Because of this reason, the sparse materials
are often not included in the endmember library. This is not the case in the stepwise procedure; the library
can be significantly larger than that used in traditional unmixing. The stepwise procedure is well suited for
identifying isolated targets because of the pixel independent selection of endmembers.
The same tendency that gives advantage for the stepwise procedure over the traditional method in
finding the isolated target becomes a disadvantage when trying to unmix targets that are abundant and
continuous over the scene. Because the model is independent between the pixels, there is no continuity
between one pixel and the next. If one pixel is of the same material as another but slightly different
spectrally, then it is often likely that the stepwise procedure identifies them as two separate materials, if the
material library contains many like spectra. The traditional unmixing is also unmixed on a per pixel basis;
however, the endmember library never changes throughout the image. In another words, the model is
constant throughout the entire unmixing process. So even if the two pixels are of the same material that are
spectrally different the traditional unmixing only has one spectrum to pick from the library, given that the
endmember library contains only one spectrum of the material.
Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Traditional Unmixing Truth Image
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Figure 4-27 Unmixed images from stepwise and traditional unmixing of "Desert
pavement"
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For an example, the material "desert
pavement"
is an abundant material in the scene, shown in Figure 4-27
above. The unmixed fraction from the traditional method is nicely distributed like the truth. However, the
same fraction from the stepwise method is discontinuous, with many scattered pixels. Incidentally, the
stepwise result contains a much smaller number of pixels with negative fractions or fractions over one
compared to the traditional result. This is again due to the model flexibility. The fractions from images
unmixed with the small DIRSIG library (28 materials) were less scattered because the material library
contained fewer similar spectra. So it seems that the stepwise procedure is well suited for identifying
isolated targets, while the traditional method is suited for identifying abundant targets because it is less
susceptible than the stepwise procedure to spectral variance caused by either the texture or the atmosphere.
The stepwise procedure does identify abundant targets, however. The problem lies in the spectral
library. Because the library may contain similar spectra from similar materials the model may pick one
material for a pixel, while it may pick another material for a different pixel, when in truth, the pixels were of
the same material but with slightly different spectra. For example, Figure 4-28 shows the unmixed fraction
images made by stepwise unmixing of "deciduous tree".
Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Truth Image
(108 materials in library) (108 materials in library) 24 DecidUOUS Tree
24 Deciduous Tree 61 Grass/dirt
Fractions
<-1.0 -0.3 -0.1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 +1.1 1.3 >2.0
Figure 4-28 Unmixed images from stepwise unmixing of "deciduous
tree"
The fractions for the actual "deciduous
tree"
endmember by the stepwise unmixing is not good at all; the
fractions are scattered and isolated, without much correspondence to the truth. However, the
"grass/dirt"
endmember, which is not in the scene at all, contains most of the fractions associated with the "deciduous
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tree'"
endmember. This is caused by the spectral variance The "deciduous
tree"
in reality is a heavily
textured material. However, the spectrum in the material library is an average of the all spectra, so there are
some differences between the two. In addition, the physical nature of the tree makes it vulnerable to
shadows, which change the strength of the observed spectrum. So in this case, the
"grass/dirt"
looked much
more spectrally similar to the observed signal than the real "deciduous tree".
By reintegrating the fractions spread out between similar materials, the fraction image will look
less and less discontinuous. However, by clustering materials together, you are also losing the uniqueness of
the individual endmembers. But when there are hundreds ofmaterials in the library, this becomes necessary.
One can also reduce the discontinuity in the fractions by reducing the number of materials in the library.
Both the methods of clustering the fractions from a large library, or reducing the number ofmaterials in the
library, will reduce the discontinuity observed in the fractions. A further study is necessary to determine
which is the more effective method.
Overall, the traditional unmixing with five endmembers slighdy outperformed the stepwise
unmixing. However, selection of the right set of endmembers is a very difficult task that cannot be easily
accomplished. Without a priori knowledge of what is in the scene, it is unlikely that the five endmembers
selected in the experiment would have ever been chosen. In addition, a knowledgeable user must supervise
the unmixing process, making the proper selection of endmembers time consuming and difficult. This
traditional unmixing case is a best case scenario because the optimal set of endmembers were already
known, while the stepwise procedure faced a realistic scenario where it was given a large material library to
choose from.
As shown in the Figure 4-29, the traditional unmixing with five endmembers produced the lowest
overall squared error. However, these five endmembers were chosen with a prior knowledge of what the
abundant constituents were in the scene. When the extra materials included as endmembers, the
performance of the traditional unmixing worsened. In comparison, the stepwise procedure performed as
well: the unmixed result with a smaller library set with 28 materials was comparable with the best case
scenario of the traditional unmixing with optimal set of endmembers. In addition, comparing just the five
endmembers used in the traditional unmixing to the same five from the stepwise unmixing, the fractions
from the stepwise procedure gave the lowest squared error.
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Comparison of Unmixing Results
Lab derived endmembers
Squared error from all
materials
? Squared error from
the 5 materials used
by traditional unmixing
Traditional Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing Stepwise Unmixing
(5 endmembers) (28 materials in (108 materials in
library) library)
Figure 4-29 Comparison of the squared error between traditional and stepwise unmixing. The dark
bar represents the error from all the materials in the library, while the light bar represents the error
from only the five materials used in the traditional unmixing
To conclude, by eliminating any spectrum that you know for certain will not appear in the scene, one can
expect the performance of the stepwise procedure to get better. Any knowledge of the constituents in the
scene will also help to increase the performance of the stepwise procedure. There is no need to be as
stringent in selecting the materials to go into the library as the traditional unmixing requires; just being able
to reduce the library to 30 to 50 will dramatically increase performance, provided that no spectra which
appear in the scene has been eliminated.
4.8 Unmixing ofNMR spectra
One of the main goals in this study was to determine whether a linear mixing model could approximate the
NMR mixing. The results showed a limited success in the ability of linear unmixing process to find the
constituents. The NMR spectrum is heavily dependent on the chemical environment; hence, the solvent the
chemical of interest is placed in has an influence on the spectral peak positions. This was the case in the
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mixed NMR spectra; the peaks shifted slightly as a result of mixing. This shifting of spectral peaks due to
the chemical environment is not unique to NMR; UV-VIS-IR spectroscopy also experiences this shifting.
However, the linewidths are typically much greater than the shifts, so they are not a problem. In NMR, the
linewidths are approximately equal to the shifts, so the peak displacements are more apparent. They start to
deviate from the linear mixture model necessary to perform spectral mixture analysis.
The NMR spectra are plotted with "parts per
million"
or ppm change in the frequency, v, or the
magnetic field, B0, for the abscissa, versus relative intensity of the signal in the ordinate. The actual values
of the ordinate is not important in NMR spectroscopy, because for traditional NMR spectra analysis, the
relative height of the peaks to one another is used, not the absolute values. The
"ppm"
relates to the
frequency scale ofmegahertz, and is a commonly used scale to quantify amounts of chemical shifts.
NMR spectra of benzene/cyclohexane mixture,















Figure 4-31 Details of the two NMR peaks from the benzene/cyclohexane mixture.
As shown in Figure 4-30. the mixture seems to look like a linear combination of two pure
materials. However, as Figure 4-31 shows, a slight non-linear shift is introduced due to the additional
constituent in the mixture. Since the peaks found in NMR are very sharp, the slightest shift of the peaks in
the mixture resulted in failure. The NMR spectra shown here has 16384 elements, which is over the limit of
stepwise algorithm implemented in IDL. Therefore in order to apply the algorithm, the pixels were binned
at a regular interval. The aggregation of the spectral channels helped to stabilize the peaks, but with that
introduced spectral ambiguity. Some of the intricate features that is found in the NMR spectra (such as
"triplets") were lost due to the clustering of the spectral channels. Due to this fact, the unmixing algorithm
was unable to unmix complicated mixtures.
Table 4-4 through Table 4-7 shows the result from the unmixing performed on the four test
mixtures mentioned in Table 3-5. The simple mixtures with isolated single peaks are unmixed with success,
but mixtures with numerous components and intricate overlapping structures, the unmixing attempts were
unsuccessful. The bold letters show the chemical that was in the mixture.
Unmixing result ofmixture 1: F-to-enter/exit = 1.0
128 channels 256 channels 512 channels
Endmembers Fraction Endmembers Fraction Endmembers Fraction
5. MEK -0.001 2. 2-butanol -0.002 6. Benzene 0.449
6.benzene 0.519 6. benzene 0.50 8. Cyclohexane 1.402
7. toluene 0.001 7. toluene 0.004
8. cyclohexane 1.46 8. cvclohexane 1.519
Table 4-4 Unmixing result of benzene/cyclohexane mixture
Unmixing result of mixture 2: F-to-enter/exit = 1.0
128 channels 256 channels 512 channels








Table 4-5 Unmixing result of benzene/cyclohexane/acetonemixture
Unmixing result ofmixture 3: F-to-enter/exit = 1.0
128 channels 256 channels 512 channels
Endmembers Fraction Endmembers Fraction Endmembers Fraction
4. acetone 0.44 2. 2-butanol 0.05 2. 2-butanol 0.07
6.benzene 0.09 4. acetone 0.53 7. toluene 0.03
7. toluene 0.09 7. toluene 0.05
8. cyclohexane 0.77
Table 4-6 Unmixing result of benzene/cyclohexane/acetone/toluene mixture
Unmixing result ofmixture 4: F-to-enter/exit = 1.0
128 channels 256 channels 512 channels
Endmembers Fraction Endmembers Fraction Endmembers Fraction
3. 2-propanol 0.152 3. 2-propanol 0.159 3 . 2-propanol 0. 162
4. acetone 0.862 4. acetone 0.317 7. toluene 0.236
6.benzene 0.473 7. toluene 0.481 8. cyclohexane 0.484
7. toluene 0.437 8. cyclohexane
8. cyclohexane 0.546
Table 4-7 Unmixing result of benzene/cyclohexane/acetone/toluene/MEKmixture
The effect of spectral resolution is clearly visible in the results. When the data points are binned
together, it cancels the effect of non-linear shift due to mixing. However, the most complicated mixture of 5
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constituents, as shown in Table 4-7, could not be unmixed. This is mostly because the triplet structure in the
methyl- ethyl- ketone was averaged together, making it indistinct from others in the library.
Since linear unmixing is susceptible to spectral shifts, it had a difficult time unmixing simple
mixtures. The magnitude of these chemical shifts is dependent not only the chemicals, but also the
concentration of the chemicals. It is very difficult to predict these shifts without a prior knowledge of the
concentration (hence fractions) of each constituents, which is what unixing is trying to determine in the first
place. However, a detailed investigation is necessary to determine the effect of concentration of chemicals
to the chemical shifts.
Distinguishing signals in vivo is more difficult than in vitro studies of a few distinct simple
chemicals, but the spectral line widths are wider in vivo, which may make unmixing possible. Unmixing
NMR spectra in vivo may have useful applications, such as the diagnosis of diseases, and is worth
investigating
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
The stepwise regression endmember selection method shows promise in improving overall linear
spectral unmixing performance. Compared to the traditional linear spectral unmixing method where the
linear math limits the number of endmembers in the library, the stepwise unmixing procedure has higher
tolerance to the degenerate libraries due to its unique endmember selection. This becomes an important
issue if the number ofmaterials in the library exceeds the number of spectral channels, as many of the large
spectral libraries do. The stepwise procedure is no longer limited to the mathematical limit as the traditional
method is. As long as the endmember library selected by the stepwise procedure is full in rank, meaning
each of the spectrum is independent of one another, then the stepwise algorithm can theoretically handle as
many spectra in the spectral library. However, the probability of the presence of spectra that may cause
spectral confusion grows more likely with a large spectral library. Two spectra may be mathematically
independent, but they still could be confused with one another. In these cases, it is necessary to increase the
F-to-enter/exit threshold.
The spectral resolution testing showed that stepwise unmixing performed better with high spectral
resolution. It required 50 or more spectral channels for unmixing with a library of 30 materials. The reason
for this is the reduction of spectral ambiguity. As the spectral resolution got better and better, the subde
absorption (or reflectance) features became more and more apparent. As the spectral library grew larger, the
stepwise procedure required a higher spectral resolution. It required 150 or more spectral channels for
unmixing with a library of 108 endmembers. This result is consistent with the relationship between the
spectral resolution and the spectral ambiguity mentioned earlier. Consequendy, the computation time
required to complete the same task increased significantiy with the higher spectral resolution.
The F-to-enter/exit parameter also played an important role in the performance of the stepwise
algorithm. The F-to-enter/exit requirement changed depending on the spectral resolution and the library
contents. As the spectral resolution degraded, the F-to-enter/exit parameter must be lowered to
accommodate the additional spectral ambiguity. For a 200 channel 160 spectra library, F-to-enter/exit is
recommended to be between 10 and 15. However, each library is unique due to its constituents; so the
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optimal F-to-enter/exit value will fluctuate for each library depending upon its size and contents. The
F-to-
enter/exit is a parameter that controls ultimately how many endmembers are entered into the endmember
library, and it is recommended it be adjusted so that the pixel would be unmixed with 6 to 8 endmembers at
most. Any less may miss some small fractions, while any more would encourage over-fitting.
A general guideline to find the optimal F-to-enter/exit value is outlined below. It is a trial-and-error
process, so the F-to-enter/exit value should be adjusted first by unmixing several random pixels, and not by
unmixing the entire image; it would take a prohibitive amount of time to test each case.
First, unmix the image with an F-to-enter/exit value roughly determined by looking at the number
of spectral channel and the number of constituents in the library. For an example, a 200-band image with
100 to 200 materials in the library will require an F-to-enter/exit value between 5 and 20. A 15-band image
with 20-30 materials in the library will require an F-to-enter/exit value between 2 and 10. Second, observe
the number of endmembers in the model that the stepwise procedure comes up with for each pixel. If the
number of endmembers in the models is over 6 to 8 on the average, then a lower F-to-enter/exit value must
be selected because the threshold is too low and the stepwise procedure is most probably over-fitting.
Contrarily, if the type of constituents in the model changed drastically when the F-to-enter/exit value was
increased, then the current threshold value is too high because the high threshold did not allow enough
flexibility in the model selection. Third, observe the unmixed fractions for the different constraint
conditions as well as the RMS errors. The fractions from the different constraint conditions should remain
fairly similar to one another. The RMS error generally increase with the introduction of constraint
conditions; however, in a good model, the RMS values between unconstrained unmixing and partially
constrained unmixing should be within 50% of each other. Lastiy, the fractions should be a reasonable
value. If the fractions consistently contain large negative or positive fractions, there may be a problem in the
image or the library, which require further analysis. Some common problems are a mismatch between the
image and the library spectra the library not containing the spectrum of interest, or library containing too
many like spectra which is causing spectral
ambiguity.
The two cases of pixel mixture complexity studies, number of constituents and unaccounted
spectra in the pixel, showed two important requirements for stepwise unmixing. The number of constituents
study focused on the parameters required to
resolve mixtures with multiple constituents, while the
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unaccounted spectra study focused on the degree of tolerance in the stepwise procedure to handle mixtures
which contained a constituent which did not exist in the spectral library.
The number of constituent study showed that the spectral resolution is the important parameter to
resolve the mixture. As the number of constituents increased, more spectral channels were required to
unmix correctly. This trend adheres to the conclusion made for the spectral resolution study; the increased
spectral resolution reduces ambiguity between the spectra. The F-to-enter/exit parameter did play a minor
role; by lowering the threshold to 10 to 15, a better result was achieved, by lowering the tolerance to adjust
the mode. However, the spectral resolution was the more dominant parameter for this study. A spectral
resolution of 150 to 200 channels is recommended for a library withmore than 100 materials.
The unaccounted spectra study showed that linear spectral unmixing is prone to over-fitting if the
correct parameters are not chosen. The stepwise algorithm was able to unmix well when the fraction of
unaccounted spectrum did not dominate the mixture. However, any larger abundance resulted in a bad
unmixing model. A high F-to-enter/exit ( 1 5 to 20) was required to contain the tendency to over-fit. It is
recommended that the unaccounted spectra case be avoided, by including any spectra that may be present in
abundance (more than 25%) in any ofthe pixels. It is possible to devise a way of flagging such pixels where
an unaccounted spectrum was encountered by monitoring the number of endmembers in the model and the
RMS error. From observation, when the RMS error is high and the number of endmembers is low, then that
usually indicates a major spectral component missing from the library. On the other hand, when the number
of endmembers is high (more than 6 to 8) even though the RMS error value is low, then it is more likely that
the pixel was over-fit. And if the RMS error is high though the number of endmembers is low, then the
unaccounted spectrum was suppressed effectively. It may be of interest to the user to actually include this
pixel spectrum as another material in the library. By monitoring these two parameters, one should be able to
indicate whether or not the pixel had an unexpected material not in the library.
Hierarchical unmixing proved to be cumbersome to utilize. Without the expertise of the material in
the library being analyzed (i.e. biology, botany, or geology), it became a daunting task to organize the
library into a hierarchy according to their material identification. Hierarchical unmixing may be prone to
the loss of characteristic spectral signatures due to averaging if the class contains too many spectra. This
problem became more pronounced at the higher levels of the hierarchy. Therefore, if the incorrect class is
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expanded, the entire solution will be incorrect. The hierarchical unmixing proved to be better than
traditional unmixing but not as good as the stepwise procedure for a small library of 18 materials. A larger
library would be more difficult to set up into a hierarchy, and that would reflect upon the fidelity of the
result. Compared to the stepwise algorithm, hierarchical unmixing took much more time to set up,
especially the initial development of the hierarchy. Considering all the factors including the set-up time, the
ease ofmodifying the library, and the resulting fractions, the stepwise approach is the better choice.
The unmixing of the image showed that the stepwise procedure is capable of unmixing a
hyperspectral image with a large library with fidelity. The flexibility of the stepwise procedure to select the
unmixing model for each individual pixels proved to be effective for unmixing isolated targets with small
area of exposure. This means that the stepwise procedure is strongly suited for sub-pixel targets that are
scattered all around the scene. The stepwise procedure is even more effective when there are multiple
isolated targets of different materials in the scene. However, that same flexibiUty introduced some undesired
effects for the abundant, continuous materials, often the characteristic of the background spectra. Because
the stepwise procedure has this flexibility to adjust the model, it is more susceptible to the effects of texture.
The fraction maps from the stepwise procedure looked more scattered than the fraction maps from the
traditional unmixing method. This is due to the flexibility of stepwise procedure to include or not include
the background spectra in the model, as opposed to the traditional method where they must be included
through out the entire image. There are several methods to reduce this scattering effect of the stepwise
procedure.
One method is to reduce the number of similar spectra in the library. This is the same approach
that the traditional unmixing methods use. The effect of texture is minimized by having only one spectrum
for each material type. However, this approach has several consequences. This will only be effective if the
variation due to texture is smaller than the spectral variation between the materials. Otherwise, entirely
different material would be chosen for the model. Another drawback to this approach is that this increases
the chance of the "unaccounted
spectra"
in the library. The user must weigh the consequences and decide
accordingly.
Another method to reduce the scattering caused by the stepwise procedure is to
"bin"
together
fraction maps from similar materials. For example, the "deciduous
tree"
material map in Figure 4-28 did not
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contain much information because most of it was unmixed as "dirt/grass". These two materials are very
similar spectrally, but because it was not explicitly unmixed as "deciduous tree", it contributed to an
increase in the squared error. By including like material together, the scattered fractions will be recombined
to form a more coherent fraction maps for the abundant and continuous materials.
Unmixing the image also exposed some important limitations of the stepwise procedure that must
be considered. One of the limitations is the tolerance to the variations introduced to the spectra by the
atmosphere. The stepwise unmixing requires the image spectra to match the spectra in the material library.
If there is a mismatch, then the result will not be as good. This effect is magnified for the stepwise
procedure because it is capable of selecting the endmembers in the model for each pixel in the image. The
traditional unmixing method doesn t suffer as much from this effect because the user is limiting the
endmembers for the entire image. There are three remedies for the image/library mismatch: One is to
eliminate more bands associated with the atmospheric absorption. This will reduce the effect of the
atmosphere if the effect is localized to several bands; if the atmospheric effect is wide spread over the entire
spectrum, then it is not as effective. The second remedy is to apply a variance stabilizing transform to the
image and the atmosphere. This will reduce the variance introduced from the atmosphere; however, the
transformation must be applied to the spectra in the digital count space, and not the reflectance space. If the
transform of square root is applied in the reflectance space, then the variance will actually increase. Third
is to use an in-scene method of deriving endmembers. By using spectra from the image as material spectra,
the effect of the atmosphere is automatically cancelled. This also has limitations, such as difficulty finding
pure spectra in the image, and requiring a priori knowledge of the objects in the scene.
Overall, the traditional unmixing with five endmembers outperformed stepwise unmixing.
However, selecting the right endmembers is a very difficult task. Without a priori knowledge of what is in
the scene, it is unlikely that the five endmembers selected in the experiment would have ever been chosen.
In addition, a knowledgeable user must supervise the unmixing process, making the proper selection of
endmembers time consuming and difficult. This traditional unmixing case is a best case scenario because
the optimal set of endmembers were already known, while the stepwise procedure faced a realistic scenario
where it was given a large material library to choose from. The result from stepwise unmixing with a
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smaller library was comparable to the best traditional unmixing case, proving that the stepwise unmixing is
operationally feasible with good results, if done correctly.
The unmixing of mixed NMR spectra showed a limited success. The mixing of different chemicals
introduced slight non-linear shifts in the peaks of each target chemicals, proving that the NMR signatures of
different materials mix in a non-linear fashion. However, the shifts introduced by the mixture were small
enough that reducing its spectral resolution can eliminate it. The stepwise procedure was able to
successfully unmix simple mixtures with isolated features. The unmixing of NMR spectra study showed an
important fact that the linear spectral unmixing in general is sensitive to the spectral shifts introduced to the
data. This could be a problem to many of the hyperspectral data where the data points are supposed to be at
regular interval and contiguous. If the sensor suffered from some spectral misalignment, then this would
cause some problem in unmixing. However, the degree of spectral shifts and the effect it has on unmixed
results was not pursued in detail.
From unmixing numerous cases, a few guidelines were developed to differentiate between
successful and unsuccessful unmixing results. First, the number of endmembers in the final model should be
reasonable. At most, the endmember library should contain 6 to 8 endmembers. Any larger model must be
investigated for signs of over-fitting. Second, the unmixed fractions should be consistent especially between
unconstrained and partially constrained cases. A method to visualizing this to calculate a difference image
of fractions from the two-constraint conditions. The image difference would be close to zero where the
fractions from the two constraint conditions agree, while pixels with potentially inadequate models would
show up as some larger value. Third, the RMS error should be relatively low. This threshold seems to be
between 50 and 100. The RMS error should be looked at in conjunction with the number of endmembers to
detect unaccounted spectra case. And lastly, if the unconstrained case sums close to 1.0 and the fractions are
not negative (or very close to zero) then that usually means that it was a good model.
No advancements were made regarding the utilization of the spatial aspects of an image. At this
point, the stepwise procedure still remains as a stateless process with no memory of the results obtained on
the previous pixel. (Robinson, 1997) A utilization ofthe spatial aspect of an image would help decrease the
scattering of the fractions as seen with the stepwise procedure.
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Overall, this research laid guidelines for stepwise linear spectral unmixing of hyperspectral data.
As more and more high spectral resolution data sensors begin to enter the remote sensing scene, such data
will be readily available to be exploited. One of the impending issues of the hyperspectral data is how to
represent such enormous amount of information in a form that a user can effectively utilize. The stepwise
procedure shows promise of converting the information from the hyperspectral cube that is otherwise
difficult to visualize, and present the user with meaningful information in the form of fraction maps with
fidelity. As of now, the stepwise unmixing of a small hyperspectral image take quite a while, but with a
steady increase in computing power, the time required for calculation will be significantiy reduced.
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7. Appendices
7. 1 AppendixA: Synthetic Mixture Unmixing Results
The complete results on the thesis CD contain the following from the two test cases. They also contain the
unmixed fractions as well as the square errors (SQE) and RMS errors.
7.2 Appendix B: Contents of the Spectral Libraries used for the Parametric
Studies
Small DIRSIG material library (Filename: thirty.dat)
# Name * Name # Name
0 din 11 fall grass 21 shingles
1 deciduous tree 12 sravel 22 asphalt new
2 canvas 13 pine tree 23 radome paint
3 lake water 14 sand 24 camo nets
4 bare wood 15 painted steel side 25 specular wood
5 grass 16 scrub oak 26 green steel
6 glass 17 dark green paint 27 water
7 concrete 18 tan steel 28 concrete texture
8 painted steel roof 19 tire 29 asphalt texture
9 camo paint 20 clav
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JPLMineral Library (Filename: jpl_rslib.dat)
# Name # Name # Name
0 ACTTN'OLTTE HN-4A 30 CASSITERITE 0-3A 60 FLUORITE PURPLE H-2A
1 ALBITE TS-6A 31 CELESTITE SO-5A 61 FORSTERITE SYNTHETI NS-2A
2 ALMANDINE GARNET NS^A 32 CERUSSITE C-10A 62 GAHNrTEO-llA
3 ALUNTTE SCMA 33 CHABAZnETS-15A 63 GALENA S-7A
4 AMBLYGONITE P-3A 34 CHALCOCITE S-8A 64 GrBBSITE SYNTHETIC OH-3A
5 ANALCIMETS-18A 35 CHALCOPYRITE S^tA 65 GLAUBERITE SO-8A
6 ANATASE SYNTHETIC 0-12A 36 CHLORITE (PYROCHLORTTE) PS-12E 66 GLAUCONITEPS-19A
7 ANDESINE TS-4A 37 CHLORITE (RIPIDOL1TE) PS-12A 67 GLAUCOPHANE IN-3A
8 ANGLESITE SO-10A 38 CHLORITE (THURINGITE) PS-12F 68 GOETHITE OH-2A
9 ANHYDRITE SO- 1A 39 CHLORITE PS-12C 69 GRAPHITE E-1A
10 ANORTHITE TS-5A 40 CLLNOZOISITE SS-4A 70 GROSSULAR GARNET NS-3B
11 ANTHOPHYLLITE DN-8A 41 COLEMANTTEB-IA 71 GYPSUM SO-2B
12 ANTLERITESO-11A 42 COLUMBITEO-7A 72 HALITE HAUTE
13 APATTTEP-1A 43 COOKEITE PS-9A 73 HEMATITEO-lA
14 APHTHTTALITE SO-9A 44 CORDrERITE CS-3A 74 HEMATITE SYNTHETIC O-IB
15 ARSENOPYRTTE S-5A 45 CORRENSITE PS-10A 75 HEMrMORPHITE SS-2A
16 ATACAMITE H-4A 46 CORUNDUM SYNTHETIC O-l 5A 76 HOWLITE B-5A
17 AUGITE TN-15A 47 CRISTOBALITE TS-7A 77 HYDROXYAPOPHYLLITE PS-22A
18 AZURnEC-12A 48 CRYOLITE H-1A 78 HYPERSTHENE IN-14A
19 BARiTE SO-3A 49 CUMMtNGTONTTE IN-6A 79 fLLTTEPS-HA
20 BERYL CS-2A 50 DICKTTE PS-3A 80 JAROSITE SO-7A
21 BIOTTTE PS-23A 51 DIOPSTDE IN-9B 81 JOHANNSENITE IN-12A
22 borax: B-6A 52 DOLOMITE C-5A 82 KAOLINITE DISORDERED PS-IB
23 BORNTTE S-9A 53 DOLOMITE C-5C 83 KAOLINITE WELL ORDERED PS-1A
24 BRUCITEOH-1A 54 ENSTATTTE IN-10B 84 KERNITE B-2A
25 BUDDINGTONITE FELDS TS-1 IA 55 EPIDOTESS-1A 85 LABRADORITE TS-2A
26 BYTOWNITETS-13A 56 EPIDOTE SS-1C 86 LABRADOR1TE TS-2B
27 CALCITE C-3A 57 FAYALTTE NS-1A 87 LEPrDOLrrE LAVENDER PS-13B
28 CALCITE C-3D 58 FERROAXINITE CS^A 88 LEPIDOLrrE YELLOW PS-13A
29 CALCITE C-3E 59 FLUORITE H-2B 89 MAGNESIOCHROMITE 0-8A
# Name # Name # Name
90 MAGNESTTE C-6A 120 QUARTZ ROSE TS-1C 150 TRONA C-tA
91 MAGNETITE 0-4A 121 QUARTZ SMOKY TS-1B 151 TSCHERMIGITE SO-6A
92 MALACHITE C-7A 122 REALGAR S-3A 152 ULEXTTE B-3A
93 MARCASITE S-10A 123 RHODOCHROSITE C-8A 153 VERMICULTIE PS-18A
94 MICROCLINETS-17A 124 RHODONITE IN-1A 154 VERMICULTTE PS-18B
95 MIMETITEA-1A 125 RIEBECKITE IN-7A 155 VESUVIAN1TE SS-3A
96 MOLYBDENITE S-l IA 126 RUTTLE 0-2A 156 WITHERITE C-2A
97 MONTEBRASITE P-2A 127 SANTDINETS-14A 157 WOLLASTONITE IN-2A
98 MONTMORrLLONiTE CAL PS-2B 128 SAPONITE PS-24A 158 ZINCITE SYNTHETIC 0-13A
99 MONTMORILLONrrE SOD PS-2D 129 SCHEELTTET-IA 159 ZIRCON NS-9A
100 MUSCOVITE PS-16A 130 SCORODITE A-2A
101 NATROJAROSTTE SO-7C 131 SEPIOLITE PS-5A
102 NATROLTTE TS-8A 132 SERPENTINE PS-20A
103 NEPHELINETS-16A 133 SIDERITE C-9A
104 NONTRONITE PS-6A 134 SIUJMANITE NS-8A
105 NONTRONITE PS-6B 135 SMnHSONlTEC-llA
106 NONTRONITE PS-6D 136 SODALITETS-10A
107 OLIGOCLASE TS-3A 137 SPHALERITE S-1A
108 ORTHOCLASE TS-12A 138 SPODUMENE IN-13A
109 PALYGORSKTTE PS-4A 139 STIBNITE S-6A
110 PERICLASE SYNTHETIC O-l 4A 140 STrLBITE TS-9A
111 PLUMBOJAROSITE SO-7B 141 STRONTIANnEC-lA
112 PREHNTTEPS-21A 142 SULFUR E-2A
113 PYRITE S-2A 143 TALCPS-14A
114 PYROLUSITE 0-6A 144 TINCALCONITE B^IA
115 PYROPHYLLTTE PS-7A 145 TITANlTE NS-7A
116 PYRRHOTrTES-12A 146 TOPAZ NS-6A
117 QUARTZCHRYSOPRASE
TS- 1 E 147 TOURMALINE DRAVITE-S CS- 1A
118 QUARTZMILKY
TS- 1 D 148 TREMOLITE IN-5A
119 QUARTZ ROCK CRYSTAL
TS- 1 A 149 TRtPHYLITE P-4A
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USGS Spectral Library (splib04aviris.dat)
# Name # Name # Name
0 AcmiteNMNH133746 50 Antigorite NMNH 17958 100 Clinochlore_Fe SC-CCa-l.b
1 ActinoliteHS116.3B 51 Arsenopyrite HS262.3B 101 Clinochlore FeSC-CCa-l.c
2 Actinolite HS22.3B 52 AugiteNMNH120049 102 Clinoprilolite GDS2
3 ActinoliteHS315.4B 53 AugiteWS588 103 ClinoptiloliteGDS152
4 Actinolite NMNH80714 54 Augite WS592 104 Clinozoisite HS299.2B
5 Actinolite NMNHR16485 55 Axinite HS342.3B 105 Clintonite NMNH126553
6 Adularia GDS57 Orthoclase 56 AzuriteWS316 106 Cobaltite HS264.3B
7 Albite GDS30 74-250um fr 57 Barite HS79.3B 107 ColemaniteGDS143
8 Albite HS324.3B 58 Bassanite GDS145 (syn) 108 Cookeite CAr- 1 .a 104- 1 50u
9 Albite HS66.3B 59 Beryl GDS9 <150um gs 109 Cookeite CAr-Lb 60-104um
10 Allanite HS293.3B 60 Beryl HS180.3B 110 Cookeite CAr-l.c <30um
11 AlmandineHS114.3B 61 Biotite HS28.3B 111 CopiapiteGDS21
12 Almandine WS475 62 BloediteGDS147 112 Coquimbite GDS22
13 AlmandineWS476 63 Bronzite HS9.3B 113 Cordierite HS346.3B
14 AlmandineWS477 64 Brookite HS443.2B 114 Corrensite CorWa-1
15 Almandine WS478 65 Brucite HS247.3B 115 Corundum HS283.3B
16 Almandine WS479 66 Buddingtonite GDS85 D-206 116 Covellite HS477.2B
17 Alunite GDS84 Na03 67 Buddingtonite NHB2301 117 Cronstedtite M3542
18 Alunite GDS83 Na63 68 Buderite GDS25 118 Cummingtonite HS294.3B
19 Alunite GDS82 Na82 69 BytowniteHS106.3B 119 Cuprite HS127.3B
20 Alunite AL706 Na 70 Calcite WS272 120 Datolite HS442.3B
21 Alunite HS295.3B 71 Calcite HS48.3B 121 DatoliteSU51399
22 Alunite SUSTDA-20 72 Calcite CO2004 122 Desert Varnish GDS141
23 Ammonioalunite NMNH145596 73 Carbon_Black GDS68 sm.ap. 123 Desert_Vamish GDS78A Rhy
24 Ammonium Chloride GDS77 74 CamalliteNMNH98011 124 Desert_Varnish ANP90-14
25 Ammonio-jarosite SCR-NHJ 75 Camallite HS430.3B 125 DiasporeHS416.3B
26 Ammonio-Illite/Smec GDS87 76 Cassiterite HS279.3B 126 Dickite NMNH106242
27 Ammonio-Smectite GDS86 77 CelestiteHS251.3B 127 Dickite NMNH46967
28 Amphibole NMNH78662 78 Celsian HS200.3B 128 DiopsideHS317.3B (Cr)
29 Analcime GDS1 79 ChabaziteHS193.3B 129 DiopsideHS15.3B
30 Andalusite NMNHR17898 80 Chalcedony CU9 1-6A 130 Diopside NMNHR18685 -160
31 AndesineHS142.3B 81 Chalcopyrite HS431.3B 131 Dipyre BM1959.505.HLsp
32 AndraditeGDS12 82 Chalcopyrite S26-36 132 Dolomite HS102.3B
33 AndraditeHS111.3B 83 Chert ANP90-6D (White) 133 Dolomite COD2005
34 Andradite NMNH1 13829 84 Chlorapatite WS423 134 Dumortierite HS190.3B
35 Andradite WS487 85 Chlorite HS179.3B 135 Elbaite NMNH94217-l.a 659
36 Andradite WS488 86 Chlorite SMR-I3.a 104-150 136 ElbaiteNMNH94217-l.b 196
37 Anhydrite GDS42 <250um 87 Chlorite SMR-13.b 60-104u 137 Elbaite NMNH94217-1.C <74
38 Annite WS660 88 Chlorite SMR-13.C 45-60um 138 EndelhteGDS16
39 AnniteWS661 89 Chlorite SMR-13.d 30-45um 139 Enstatite NMNH128288
40 Anorthite GDS28 Synth.<74 90 Chlorite SMR-13.e <30um 140 Epidote GDS26.a 75-200um
41 AnorthiteHS201.3B 91 Chromite HS281.3B 141 Epidote GDS26.b <75um
42 Anorthite HS349.3B 92 Chrysocolla HS297.3B 142 Epidote HS328.3B
43 Anthophyllite HS286.3B 93 ChrysotileHS323.1B 143 EpsomiteGDS149
44 Antigorite NMNH96917 >250 94 CinnabarHS133.3B 144 Erionite+Offretite GDS72
45 AntigoriteNMNH96917 165u 95 Clinochlore NMNH83369 145 Erionite+Merlinoit GDS144
46 Antigorite NMNH969 17 120u 96 Clinochlore_Fe GDS157 146 Eugsterite GDS140 Syn
47 Antigorite NMNH96917 70um 97 Clinochlore GDS158 Flagst 147 Europium_Oxide GDS33
48 Antigorite NMNH96917 32um 98 ChnochloreGDS159 148 FassaiteHS118.3B
49 Antigorite NMNH96917 <30u 99 Clinochlore FeSC-CCa-l.a 149 Ferrihydrite GDS75 Sy, F6
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USGS Spectral Library (Continued)
# Name # Name # Name
150 FluorapatiteWS416 200 Homblende_Fe HS1 15.3B 250 Lepidocrosite GDS80 (Sy)
151 Galena HS37.3 201 Hornblende HS16.3B 251 LepidoliteHS167.3B
152 Galena SI02-17 202 Hornblende HS177.3B 252 LepidoliteNMNH105538
153 Galena SI02- IB 203 HowliteGDS155 253 Lepidolite NMNH105543
154 Galena SI05-2 204 Hydrogrossular NMNH120555 254 Lepidolite NMNH88526-1
155 Galena S26-39 205 Hydroxyl-ApatiteWS425 255 Lepidolite NMNH105541
156 Galena S26-40 206 Hypersthene NMNHC2368 256 Limonite HS41.3
157 Gaylussite NMNH102876-2 207 Hypersthene PYX02.h >250u 257 Uzardite NMNHR4687.a 280
158 Gibbsite HS423.3B 208 Hypersthene PYX02.C 180um 258 lizardite NMNHR4687.b 165
159 GibbsiteWS214 209 Hypersthene PYX02.b 120um 259 Lizardite NMNHR4687.C 70
160 GlauconiteHS313.3B 210 Hypersthene PYX02T 60um 260 Uzardite NMNHR4687.d <30
161 Glaucophane HS426.3B 211 Hypersthene PYX02.e 34um 261 MaahemiteGDS81 Sy (M-3)
162 GoethiteWS222 212 Hypersthene PYX02.d 23um 262 Magnesite+Hydroma HS47.3B
163 Goethite HS36.3 213 Hypersthene PYX02.a 12um 263 Magnetite HS195.3B
164 Goethite WS219 (limonite) 214 Hypersthene PYX02.g 7um 264 Magnetite HS78.3B
165 Goethite WS220 215 niite GDS4 (Marblehead) 265 Malachite HS254.3B
166 Grossular HS1 13.3B-HCL 216 niitelMt-l.a 266 ManeaniteHS138.3B
167 Grossular NMNH15537 1 217 DliteIMt-l.b<2um 267 MareariteGDS106
168 GrossularWS485 ' 218 niitelLlOl (2M2) 268 MariaUte NMNH 126018-2
169 GrossularWS483
!
219 Illite IL105 (IMd) 269 Mascagnite GDS65.a (crs)
170 GrossularWS484 220 nmeniteHS231.3B 270 Mascagnite GDS65.b (fn)
171 Gypsum HS333.3B 221 Jadeite HS343.3B 271 MeioniteWS700.HLsep
172 Gypsum SU2202 222 Jarosite GDS99 K.Sy 200C 272 MeioniteWS701
173 H20-IceGDS136 77K 223 Jarosite GDS98 K.Sv 90C 273 Mesolite+Hydroxyapop GDS6
174 Halite HS433.3B ^224Jarosite GDS100 Na.Sy 90C 274 Microcline HS82.3B
175 Halloysite NMNH106236 225 Jarosite GDS101 Na.Sy 200 275 MicroclineHS103.3B
176 Halloysite NMNH106237 226 Jarosite GDS24 Na 276 Microcline HS107.3B
177 Halloysite CM13 227 Jarosite JR2501 K 277 Microcline HS108.3B
178 Halloysite KLH503 228 Jarosite NMNH95074-1 Na 278 Microcline HS1 5 1.3B
179 Halloysite+Kaolinite CM29 229 JarositeWS368 Pb 279 MicroclineNMNH135231
180 Hectorite SHCa-1 230 Jarosite SJ-1 H30. 10-20% 280 Mirabilite GDS 150Na2S04
181 Hectorite SHCa-l.Ac-B 231 Kainite NMNH83904 281 Mizzonite NMNH1 13775-1
182 Hedenbergite NMNH1 19197 232 Kaolinite CM9 282 MizzoniteBM1931,12
183 Hedenbergite HS10.3B 233 Kaolinite KGa-1 (wxyl) 283 Mizzonite HS350.3B HLSep
184 Hematite=2%+98%Qtz GDS76 234 Kaolinite KGa-2 (pxyl) 284 Mizzonite HS351.3BS
185 Hematite GDS27 235 Kaolinite KL502 (pxyl) 285 Monazite HS255.3B
186 Hematite GDS69.a 150-250u 236 Kaolinite GDS1 1 <63um 286 Monticellite HS339.3B
187 Hematite GDS69.b 104-150u 237 Kaolinite CM3 287 Montmorillonite SWy- 1
188 Hematite GDS69.C 60-104um 238 Kaolinite CM5 288 Montmorillonite SAz-1
189 Hematite GDS69.d 30-45um 239 Kaolinite CM7 289 Montmorillonite SCa-2.a
190 Hematite GDS69.e 20-30um 240 Kaolin/Smect KLF506 95%K 290 Montmorillonite SCa-2.b
191 Hematite GDS69T 10-20um 241 Kaolin/Smect KLF508 85%K 291 Montmorillonite CM27
192 Hematite GDS69.g <10um 242 Kaolin/Smect H89-FR-2 50K 292 Montmorillonite CM20
193 Hematite HS45.3 243 Kaolin/Smect H89-FR-5 30K 293 Montmorillonite CM26
194 HematiteWS161 244 Kaolin/Smect KLF51 1 12%K 294 Montmorillonite STx-1
195 Hematite FE2602 245 Kerogen BK-Comell 295 Montmorillonite+Illi CM37
196 Heulandite GDS3 246 Labradorite HS105.3B 296 Montmorillonite+Illi CM42
197 Heulandite NMNH84534 247 LabradoriteHS17.3B 297 MordeniteGDS18
198 Holmquistite HS291.3B 248 Laumontite GDS5 298 Mordenite+Clinopt. GDS 151
199 Hornblende_Mg NMNH1 17329 249 LazuriteHS418.3B 299 Muscovite GDS107
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USGS Spectral Library (Continued)
# Name # Name # Name
300 Muscovite GDS 108 350 Palygorskite PFL-1 400 Saponite SapCa-1
301 Muscovite GDS1 1 1 Guatemal 351 ParagoniteGDS109 401 Saponite SapCa- 1 . AcB
302 Muscovite GDS 1 13 Ruby 352 Pectolite NMNH94865.a 402 Sauconite GDS 135
303 MuscoviteGDS 1 1 4 Marshall 353 Pectolite NMNH94865.b 403 Scolecite GDS7 acid trtd
304 Muscovite GDS1 16 Tanzania 354 Perthite HS415.3B 404 Sepiolite SepNev-l.AcB
305 Muscovite GDS1 17 Isinglas 355 Phlogopite GDS20 fine fr 405 Sepiolite SepNev-1
306 Muscovite GDS1 18 Capitan 356 Phlogopite HS23.3B 406 Sepiolite SepSp-1
307 Muscovite GDS1 19 Mt Alamo 357 PhlogopiteWS496 407 Sepiolite SepSp-l.AcB
308 Muscovite GDS120 Pegma M. 358 Phlogopite WS675 408 Serpentine HS318.4B
309 Muscovite HS146.3B 359 PigeoniteHS199.3B 409 Serpentine HS8.3B
310 Muscovite HS24.3 360 Pinnoite NMNH123943 410 SideriteHS271.3B
311 Muscovite JL107 361 Pitch_Limonite GDS104 Cu 411 Siderophyllite NMNH104998
312 Nacrite GDS88 362 Polyhalite NMNH92669-4 412 SillimaniteHS186.3B
313 NatroliteHS169.3B 363 Praseodymium_Oxide GDS35 413 Smaragdite HS290.3B
314 Natrolite+Zeolit HS168.3B 364 Prochlorite SMR-14.a 115u 414 Sodium_Bicarbonate GDS55
315 Natrolite NMNH83380 365 ProchloriteSMR-14.b 32u 415 Spessartine NMNH14143
316 Neodymium_Oxide GDS34 366 Prochlorite SMR-14.C <30u 416 SpessartineHS112.3B
317 NephelineHS19.3 367 PsilomelaneHS139.3B 417 Spessartine WS480
318 Nephrite HS296.3B 368 Pyrite HS35.3 418 SpessartineWS481
319 NiterGDS43 (K-Salrpeter) 369 PyriteS 142-1 419 Sphalerite HS136.3B
320 Nontronite GDS41 370 Pyrite S26-8 420 Sphalerite SI 02-7
321 Nontronite NG-1 .a 371 Pyrite S29-4 421 Sphalerite SI 02-8
322 Nontronite NG-l.b <2um fr 372 Pyrite S30 422 Sphalerite S26-34
323 Nontronite SWa- 1 .a 373 PyropeWS474 423 Sphalerite S26-35
324 Nontronite SWa-l.b <2um 374 Pyrophyllite PYS1A fine g 424 SpheneHS189.3B
325 OligoclaseHS110.3B 375 Pyrophyllite PYS1A <850um 425 SpodumeneHS210.3B
326 01igoclaseHS143.3B 376 Pyrophyllite SU1421 426 StauroliteHS188.3B
327 Olivine NMNH137044.a 160u 377 Pyroxene HS119.3B 427 StilbiteGDS8
328 Olivine NMNH137044.b <74u 378 Pyrrhotite HS269.3B 428 Stilbite HS482.3B
329 Olivine GDS70.a GSB 165um 379 Quartz HS1 17.3B Aventurin 429 Strontianite HS272.3B
330 Olivine GDS70.b GSB 1 15um 380 Quartz GDS31 0-74um fr 430 Sulfur GDS94 Reagent
331 Olivine GDS70.C GSB 70um 381 Quartz HS32.4B 431 Syngenite GDS139
332 Olivine GDS70.d GSB <60um 382 Quartz GDS74 Sand Ottawa 432 Talc GDS23 74-250um fr
333 Olivine HS285.4B 383 Rectorite ISR202 (RAr-1) 433 TalcHS21.3B
334 OlivineHS420.3B 384 Rectorite RAr-1 434 Talc WS659
335 Olivine KI3005 <60um 385 Rhodochrosite HS338.3B 435 Talc TL2702
336 Olivine KI3054 <60ura 386 Rhodochrosite HS67 <250um 436 Teepleite+Tron NMNH102798
337 Olivine KI3 188 <60um 387 Rhodonite NMNHC6148 >250u 437 Tephroite HS419.3B
338 OUvineKI3189 <60um 388 Rhodonite HS325.3B 438 ThenarditeGDS146
339 Olivine KI3291 <60um 389 Richterite HS336.3B 439 Thenardite HS450.3B
340 Olivine KT3377 <60um 390 Richterite NMNH150800 HC1 440 Thuringite SMR-15.a 115um
341 Olivine KI4143 <60um 391 Riebeckite NMNH1 22689 441 Thuringite SMR-15.b 80um
342 Olivine GDS71.a TSD 65um 392 Riebeckite HS326.3B 442 Thuringite SMR-15.C 32um
343 Olivine GDS71.b TSD <60um 393 Rivadavite NMNH170164 443 Thuringite SMR-15.d <30um
344 Opal WS732 394 Roscoelite EN124 444 Tincalconite GDS142
345 Opal TM8896 (Hyalite) 395 RutileHS126.3B 445 TopazWigwam_Area_A_#10
346 Orthoclase NMNH1 13188 396 RutileHS137.3B 446 TopazWigwam_Area_2_#12
347 Orthoclase NMNH142137 Fe 397 Samarium_Oxide GDS36 447 TopazWigwam_Area_3_#13
348 Orthoclase HS13.3B 398 SanidineGDS19 448 TopazWigwam_Area_4_#14
349 Palygorskite CM46 399 Sanidine NMNH103200 449 TopazWigwam_Area_5_#15
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USGS Library (Continued)
# Name n Name
450 TopazWigwam_Area_6_- 1 6 500 Goethite (In-scene)
451 Topaz Harris_Park_#17 501 Fe+2 Minerals (In-scene)













465 Tremolite NMNH1 176 1 1 HC1
466 TronaGDS148
467 UlexiteHS441.3B
468 Ulexite GDS138 Boron. CA
469 Uralite HS345.3B
470 Uvarovite NMNH106661
471 Vermiculite GDS13 Llano











483 Blackbrush ANP92-9A leavs
484 Blue_Spruce DW92-5 needle
485 Cheatgrass
ANP92- 1 1A mix
486 Dry_Long_Grass AV87-2
487 Fir_Tree IH91-2 Complete
488 Juniper_Bush TH91-4B whol
489 Lawn_Grass GDS91 (Green)
490 Maple_Leaves DW92-1
491 Pinon_Pine ANP92-14A ndl
492 Rabbitbrush ANP92-27 whol
493 Russian_OUve DW92-4
494 Sage_Brush W91-1B Whole
495 Saltbrush ANP92-3 1A Gam
496 Tumbleweed ANP92-2C Dry
497 Walnut_LeafSUN (Green )
498 Hematite (In-scene)
499 Jarosite (In-scene)
Southern Rainbow (SR) Library
# Name # Name
0 ./A04_55_gal._barreLshaded/t819ra04.093. 49 ./A06_green_paint_shaded/t8 1 9ra06.029.
1 7A04_55_gal._barrel_shaded/t8 19ra04.094. 50 7A06_green_paint_shaded/t8 1 9ra06.030.
2 7A04_exhaust_grarting/t819ra04.095. 51 yA06Jeft_rear_fender/t820ra06.009.
3 ./A04_right_front_fender/t8 1 9ra04. 1 02. 52 ./A06_turret_green_paint/t820ra06.014.
4 ./A04_right_front_fender/t8 1 9ra04. 103. 53 JA5 1_top_turret/t825ra51 .09 1 ,
5 7A04_right_front_fender/t8 19ra04. 1 04. 54 JA5 1 top_turret_new_paint/t825ra51 .090,
6 JA04_right_front_fender/t8 1 9ra04. 1 05. 55
./A76_top_front/t825ra76.033,
7 ./A04_shaded_green_paint/t8 1 9ra04.096. 56 yA76_top_front/t825ra76.034,
8 7A04_shaded_green_paint/t8 1 9ra04.097. 57 ./A76_top_rurret/t825ra76.032,
9 ./A04_turret_shaded/t8 1 9ra04. 100. 58 7A76_top_turret_amphib/t825ra76.03 1 .
10 7A04_turret_shaded/t8 19ra04. 101. 59 ./AP_mine_O.D./t824rap.044,
11 7A04_rurret_sunlighted/t8 19ra04.098. 60 7AP_mine_O.Dit824rap.045,
12 7A04_turret_sunlighted/t8 19ra04.099. 61 7AP_mine_O.D7t824rap.047,
13 7A05_55_gal._Barrels/t820ra05.003. 62 7AP_mine_O.D7t824rap.048,
14 7A05_dk_green_engine_cover/t8 1 9ra05.042. 63 7AP_mine_O.D._l 1 .5_cm_diam./t824rap.043.
15 ./A05_exhaust_grating/t820ra05 .00 1 . 64 7AP_mine_O.D._l 1 .5_cm_diam7t824rap.046.
16 7A05_exhaust_grating/t820ra05.002. 65 7AT_mine_OD._w_duct_tape_3 1+_cm_diam/t824rat.05 1 ,
17 ./A05_front_sloping/t820ra05.006. 66 ./AT_mine_rusry_31_cm_diam7t824rat.052.
18 7A05_turret/t820ra05.004, 67 7AT_rusty_mine/t824rat.041,
19 7A05_turret/t820ra05.005, 68 7AT_rusty_mine_3 l_cm/t824rat.064.
20 7A05_left_fender_cover/t820ra05.007. 69 7AT_rusty_mine_31_cm_diameter/t824rat.038,
21 7A05_left_fender_cover/t820ra05.008. 70 ./B02_SP_gun/t825rb02.08 1 ,
22 7A05_left_front_fender/t8 1 9ra05.038. 71 7B02_SP_gun/t825rb02.082,
23 7A05_left_front_fender/t8 1 9ra05.039. 72 7B02_SP_gun_turret/t825rb02.080,
24 7A05_left_front_fender/t8 1 9ra05.040. 73 7B02_top/t825rb02.083.
25 7A05_left_front_fender/t819ra05.041. 74 ./B02_top/t825rb02.084,
26 7A05_shaded_tunet_green/t8 1 9ra05.034. 75 ./B3 1 SP_howitzer/t825rb31 .085,
27 7A05_shaded_tunet_green/t8 1 9ra05.035. 76 7B3 1_Sp_howitzer/t825rb31 .086,
28 7A05_sunlighted_turret/t8 1 9ra05 .036. 77 7B3 l_top_front/t825rb3 1 .087,
29 7A05_sunlighted_turret/t8 19ra05.037, 78 7B3 1_top_front/t825rb31 .088,
30 7A06_55_gal._drum/t819ra06.01 1. 79 7B3 1_top_turret/t825rb31 .089,
31 7A06_55_gal._drum/t8 19ra06.0 1 2. 80 ./B70_hood/t825rb70.0 19,
32 7A06_ammo_carrier_on_turret/t820ra06.013. 81 7B70_hood/t825rb70.020,
33 7A06_brown_paint/t8 19ra06.0 17. 82 7B70_hood/t825rb70.022,
34 ./A06_brown_paint/t819ra06.0 1 8, 83 7B70_hood_truck/t825rb70.02 1 ,
35 ./A06_cover_right_side_gray/t820ra06.01 5. 84 ./B70_top/t825 b70.017,
36 7A06_exhaust_grating/t819ra06 .0 10. 85 7B70_top/t825rb70.018,
37 7A06_exhaust_gratting/t820ra06.0 10, 86 7B70_top_w_rust_spots/t825rb70.014.
38 7A06_exhaust_gratting/t820ra06.0 1 1 . 87 7B70_top_w_rust_spots/t825rb70.0 15.
39 7A06_exhuast_grating/t8 19ra06.009. 88 7B70_top_w_rust_spots/t825rb70.0 16.
40 7A06_gray-green_paint/t8 1 9ra06 .015. 89 7B70_top_w_rust_spots_Ural_truck/t825rb70.013,
41 7A06_gray-green_paint/t8 19ra06.0 16, 90 7Blue_tarpaulin_plastic/t819rbp.023,
42 7A06_gray_paintjeft_side/t8 1 9ra06.026. 91 ./Blue_tarpaulin_plastic/t8 19rbp.000.
43 7A06_gray_paint_Ieft_side/t8 1 9ra06.027. 92 7C13_top/t825rcl3.064,
44 7A06_gray_pain_.left_side/t819ra06.028. 93 7C13_top/t825rcl3.065,
45 7A06_gray_paint_left_side/t8 1 9ra06.000. 94 7C13_top/t825rcl3.066,
46 7A06_green_paint/t8 19ra06.013, 95 7C13_top_amphib_tank/t825rc 13.063.
47 7A06_green_paint/t8 19ra06.0 14, 96 7C22_front/t825rc22.069,
48./A0 _green_paint/t820ra06.012, 97 7C22_front/t825rc22.070,
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98 7C22_front/t825rc22.07 1 . 148 7Chloris_Grass/t824rgr.009,
99 7C22_front/t825rc22.072, 149 7Chloris_Grass/t824rgr.010,
100 7C22_top_tunet/t825rc22.068, 150 7Camouflage_EGl_net_GN_O.D7t823regl.009.
101 7C22_top_turret_Amphib_tank/t825rc22.067. 151 7Camouflage_EGl_net_GN_O.D7t823regl.010.
102 7C41_top/t825rc41.051, 152 7Camouflage_EGl_ne
_.GN_O.D7t823reg
1 .0 1 1 ,
103 7C41_top/t825rc41.052, 153 7Camouflage_EGl_net_GN_black/t823regl.012.
104 7C41_top/t825rc41.053, 154 7Camouflage_EGl_net_GN_black/t823regl.013.
105 7C4 1_top_rurret/t825rc41 .049. 155 7Camouflage_EGl_net_GN_dk_brown/t823regl.015.
106 7C4 l_top_turret/t825rc4 1 .050. 156 7Camouflage_EGl_net_GN_dk_brown/t823regl.016,
107 7C59_front/t825rc59.038, 157 7Camouflage_EGl_net_over_soil_@_2_m/t822regl.040,
108 7C59_front_amphib7t825rc59.037. 158 7Camouflage_EGl_net_over_soil_@_5_m/t822regl.041,
109 7C59_top/t825rc59.036, 159 7Camouflage_EGl_shaded_O.D._net/t822regl.004,
110 7C59_top_amphib/t825rc59.035. 160 7Camouflage_EGl_shaded_O.D._net/t822regl.005.
111 7C6 l_front/t825rc6 1 .042, 161 7Camouflage_MM_green_mat/t823rmm.094,
112 7C61_front/t825rc61 .043, 162 7Camouflage_EGl_shaded_green/t822regl.029.
113 7C6 l_front/t825rc6 1 .046, 163 7Camouflage_EGl_shaded_light_green/t822regl.002,
114 7C6 1_front_APC/t825rc61 .041 . 164 7Camouflage_EGl_shaded_light_green/t822regl.003,
115 7C61_front_APC/t825rc6I.045. 165 7Camouflage_EGl_sunIite_O.D._net/t822regl.006,
116 7C6 l_top_tunet/t825rc6 1 .040. 166 7Camouflage_EGl_sumite_O.D._net/t822regl.007.
117 7C70_front_hatch/t825rc70.047. 167 7Camouflage_EGl_sunlite_O.D._net/t822regl.008.
118 7C70_front_hatch/t825rc70.048. 168 7Camouflage_EGl_sunlite_O.D._net/t822regI.009,
119 7C61_top_turret_rust_amphib/t825rc6 1 .039. 169 7Camouflage_EGl_sunhte_O.D._net/t822regl.010.
120 7Camouflage_MN_O.D7t823rmn.007, 170 7Camouflage_EG_net_dk_green/t82 1 reg.0 10.
121 7Camouflage_MN_O.D7t823rmn.008. 171 7Camouflage_EG_net_dk_green-brown/t82 1reg.009.
122 7Camoufalge_EGl_net_GN_bright_green/t823reg 1 .0 1 4. 172 7Camouflage_EG_net_Ught_gray/t821reg.008.
123 7Camouflage_EG-2_dk_green/t823reg2.058, 173 7Camouflage_EG_net_tan_underside/t82 1 reg.0 1 1 ,
124 7Camouflage_EG-2_dk_green/t823reg2.059. 174 7Camouflage_TN_black/t823rtn.0 18.
125 7Camouflage_EG-2_dk_green/t823reg2.060. 175 7Camouflage_TN_black/t823rtn.0 19,
126 7Camouflage_EG-2_dk_green/t823reg2.06 1 . 176 7Camouflage_TN_black/t823rtn.020,
127 7Camouflage_EG-2_dk_green_over_soil/t823reg2.056. 177 7Camouflage_TN_black/t823rtn.045 ,
128 7Camouflage_EG-2_dk_green_over_soil/t823reg2.057. 178 7Camouflage_TN_bIack/t823rtn.046,
129 7Camouflage_EGl_O.D._/t822regl.038, 179 7Camouflage_TN_dk_green/t823rtn.025.
130 7Camouflage_EGl_O.D._bright_green/t822regl.036. 180 7Camouflage_TN_green/t823rtn.043.
131 7Camouflage_EGl_O.D._net_background/t822regl.021. 181 7Camouflage_TN_green/t823rm.044,
132 7Camouflage_EGl_OD._net_background/t822regl.022. 182 7Camouflage_TN_light_tan/t823rtn.026,
133 7Camouflage_EGl_O.D._net_background/t822regl.023. 183 7Camouflage_TN_light_tan/t823rtn.047,
134 7Camouflage_EGl_O.D._net_background/t822regl.024. 184 7Camouflage_TN_Ught_tan/t823rtn.048,
135 7Camouflage_EGl_O.D._net_over_R07/t822regl.037. 185 ./D05_top/t825rd05.054,
136 7Camouflage_EGl_black_net/t822regl.025, 186 7D05_top/t825rd05.055,
137 7Camouflage_EGl_black_net/t822reg 1 .026, 187 7Camouflage_TN_tan/t823rtn.021,
138 7Camouflage_EG l_bright_green/t822regl .0 14, 188 7Camouflage_TN_tan/t823rtn.022,
139 7Camouflage_EGl_bright_green/t822regl.015, 189 7Camouflage_TN_tan/t823rtn.023,
140 7Camouflage_EGl_bright_green/t822regl.016, 190 7Camouflage_TN_tan/t823rtn.024,
141 7Camouflage_EGl_bright_green/t822reg 1 .0 17, 191 7Camouflage_TP_green_tape/t823rtp.027,
142 7Camouflage_EGl_bright_gieen/t822regl.027. 192 7Camouflage_Teledyne_OD/t82 1 rtn.0 17,
143 7Camouflage_EGl_bright_green/t822regl.028. 193 7Camouflage_Teledyne_dk_green-brown/t82 1 rm.0 1 8,
144 7Camouflage_EGl_green_over_yellow_cone/t822reg1.039. 194 7Camouflage_Teledyne_yellow-green/t821 rtn.0 1 9.
145 7Camouflage_EGl_ught_green/t822regl.012, 195 7Camouflage_US_ultraHte_blue-green/t821rmn.014,
146 7Camouflage_EG 1_Iight_green/t822reg1.013, 196 7Camouflage_US_ultralite_blue-green/t821rmn.015,
147 7Camouflage_EGl_light_green_over_R07/t822regl .0 1 1 . 197 7Camouflage_US_ultralite_tan_50/t821 rmn.0 12,
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198 7Camouflage_US_ultralite_tan_50/t82 1 rmn.0 13, 248 7E00_top_cab_rusty/t825re00.026.
199 7Camouflage_US_ultralite_yellow-green/t82 1 rmn.0 16. 249 7E00_top_cab_rusty_truck/t825re00.025,
200 7Camouflage_WM_dk_green/t823rwm.04 1 . 250 7E10_light_green_nylon_canopy/t823rel0.095,
201 7Camouflage_WM_dk_green/t823rwm.042. 251 7E10_light_tan_nylon_canopy/t823re 10.096,
202 7Camouflage_air_dry/t823reg2.064. 252 7E10_nisty_weathered_green_paint/t823rel0.097,
203 7Camouflage_green_rug_camtex/t821 rcm.003. 253 ./E13_Ural_truck/t825rel3.004,
204 7Camouflage__reen_rug_camtex/t823rcm.029, 254 7E13_hcod_Ural_truck/t825rel3.003.
205 7Camouflage_green_rug_camtex/t823rcm.030, 255 7E13_tarpaulin/t825rel3.007,
206 yCamouflage_green_rug_camtex/t823rcrn.038. 256 7E13_tarpaulin/t825rel3.008,
207 7Camouflage_green_rug_camtex/t823rcm.039, 257 7Grass/t819rgr.007,
208 7Camouflage_green_rug_milUgan/t82 1 rmm.004. 258 7Grass/t819rgr.0O8,
209 7Camouflage_green_tape/t82 1 rtp.00 1 . 259 7Grass/t825rgr.010,
210 7Camouflage_green_tape/t82 1 rtp.002. 260 7Grass/t819rgr.OOO,
211 7Camoulage_loose_air_dry/t823reg2.062. 261 7E13_top_hatch/t825rel3.005,
212 7Camouflage_loose_air_dry/t823reg2.063. 262 7E13_top_hatch/t825rel3.006,
213 7Cvamouflage_w_rnmel_WM_dk_green/t823rwrn.03 1 , 263 7E7 l_front/t825re7 1 .029,
214 7Camouflage_wummel_WM_dk_green/t823rwm.032. 264 7E7 1_front/t825re71 .030,
215 7Camouflage_wummel_WM_dk_green/t823rwm.033. 265 7E7 1_hatch/t825re71 .028,
216 7Camouflage_wummel_WM_lighter_green/t823rwm.034, 266 7E7 1 1 .027,
217 7Camouflage_wummel_WM_lighter_green/t823rwm.035, 267 7Grass_between_El3_and_E-70/t825rgr.009,
218 7Camouflage_wummel_black/t82 1 rwm.006. 268 7Gravel/t825rgv.044,
219 7Camouflage_wummel_dk_green/t82 1 rwm.007. 269 7Gravel_sand/t825rgv.001 ,
220 7Camouflage_wummel_light_green/t82 1 rwm.005. 270 7Gravel_sand/t825rgv.0O2,
221 7Camouflage_wummel_light_green/t823rwm.040. 271 7GraveUed_Asphalt/t824rga.005,
222 7Concrete_Pad/t824rco.OO 1 ; 272 7GraveUed_Asphalt/t824rga.006,
223 7Concrete_Pad/t824rco.002. 273 7Gravelled_Asphalt/t824rga.007,
224 7Concrete_Pad/t824rco.003. 274 7GraveUed_Asphalt/t824rga.008,
225 7Concrete_Pad/t824rco.004, 275 7GraveUed_Asphalt/t824rga.058,
226 7Concrete_Pad/t824rco.056, 276 7GraveUed_Asphalt/t824rga.059,
227 7Concrete_Pad/t824rco.057, 277 7Leaf_debris_dry/t823rlf.065,
228 7D05_front/t825rd05.059, 278 7Leaf_debris_dry/t823rlf.066,
229 7D05_front/t825rd05.060, 279 7Leaf_debris_shaded_dry/t823rlf.067,
230 7D12_camouflage_canopy_brown/t823rdl2.099, 280 7Leaf_debris_shaded_dry/t823rlf.068,
231 7D12_yellow_green_paint/t823rdl2.098. 281 7Iichen_light__green-gray/t822rli.034,
232 7D30_front/t825rd30.06 1 , 282 7Lichen_light_green-gray/t822rli.035,
233 7D30_front/t825rd30.062, 283 71ichen_light_green-gray_shaded/t823rli.069,
234 7D30_top/t825rd30.056, 284 7Uchen_light_green-gray_shaded/t823rli.070,
235 7D30_top/t825rd30.057. 285 7Iichen_light_green-gray_sunlighted/t823rli.071 ,
236 7D30_top/t825rd30.058, 286 7Iichen_light_green-gray_sunlighted/t823rli.072,
237 7D60_radar_mast/t825rd60.079, 287 7Lichen_shaded_light__ray-green/t819rli.083,
238 7D60_radar_mast_new_paint/t825rd60.078, 288 7Iichen_shaded_light_gray-green/t819rli .084,
239 7D62_top/t825rd62.073, 289 7Iichen_sunlighted_light_gray-_reen/t819rli.089,
240 7D62_top/t825rd62.074, 290 7Iichen_sunlighted_li_ht_gray-green/t819rli.090,
241 7D62_top/t825rd62.076. 291 70ak_tree_canopy/t823rok. 101,
242 7D62_top/t825rd62.077, 292 7Pine_2_m_talI/t8 19rsa.033,
243 7D62_top_left_side/t825rd62.075. 293 7Shrub/t820rsh.020,
244 7Dune_road_bed/t824rrd.06 1 , 294 7Shrub/t823rsh.077,
245 7Dune_road_bed_w_shells/t824rrd.060. 295 7Shrub/t823rsh.078,
246 7E00_front_hood_nisry/t825re00.024, 296 7Shrub/t823rsh.079,
247 7E00_front_hood_rusry_truck/t825re00.023. 297 7Pine_branch_over_A06_exhaust_grating/t8 19rpi.02 1 ,
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298 7Pine_branch_over_A06_exhaust_grating/t8 19rpi.022, 348 7R06_green_nose_cone/t8 19rr06.054,
299 7Pine_canopy_over_EGl_net/t822rpi.030. 349 7R06_green_nose_cone/t819rr06.055,
300 7Pine_canopy_over_EGl_net/t822rpi.031. 350 7R06_green_nose_cone/t8 1 9rr06.070,
301 7Pine_duff_sunlight/t822rpi.032. 351 7R06_green_nose_cone/t8 19n06.07 1 ,
302 7Pine_duff_sunlight/t822rpi.033. 352 7R06_rear_fins_green/t8 19rr06.068.
303 7Pine_needles_shaded_dry_brown/t8 1 9rpi.085, 353 ,/R06_rear_green/t819rr06.061,
304 7Pine_needles_shaded_dry_brown/t819rpi.086. 354 ./R06_reflector_dk_brown/t819rr06.066,
305 7Pine_needles_sunlighted_dry_brown/t8 19rpi.087. 355 7R07_brown_paint/t823n07.081,
306 7Pine_needles_sunlighted_dry_brown/t8 19rpi.088. 356 7R07_brown_paint/t823rr07.082,
307 7Pine_needles_sunlighted_dry_brown/t819rpi.091. 357 7R07_brown_paint/t823n07.085,
308 7Pine_needles_sunlighted_dry_brown/t8 19rpi.092, 358 7R07_brown_paint/t823rr07.086,
309 7Pine_tree/t819rpi.073. 359 ./R07_brown_paint/t823rr07.090,
310 7Pine_tiee/t8 1 9rpi.074. 360 7R07_brown_paint/t823rr07.091,
311 7Pine_tree/t823rpi.049, 361 7R07_tan_paint/t823rr07.083,
312 7Pine_tree/t823rpi.050. 362 7R07_tan_paint/t823rr07.084,
313 7Pine_tree/t823rpi.05 1 . 363 ./R07_tan_paint/t823rr07.087,
314 7Pine_tree/t823rpi.052. 364 7R07_tan_paint/t823rr07.088,
315 7Pine_tree_A06/t820rpi.0 1 8. 365 7R07_tan_paint/t823rr07.089,
316 7Pine_tree_canopy/t8 1 9rpi .003 . 366 7R07_tan_paint/t823nO7.092,
317 7Pine_tree_canopy/t8 1 9rpi.004. 367 7R07_tan_paint/t823n07.093,
318 7Pine_tree_canopy/t8 1 9rpi.0 1 9. 368 7Road_bed_shaded/t822rrd.001,
319 7Pine_tree_canopy/t8 1 9rpi.020. 369 7Road_bed_w_crushed_shells/t824rrd.0 1 5,
320 7Pine_tree_canopy/t820rpi.0 1 6. 370 7Road_bed_w_crushed_shells/t824rrd.0 16,
321 7Pine_tree_canopy/t820rpi.0 1 7. 371 7Sand-vegetation_mosaic_@_4_m/t819rsa.031.
322 7Pine_tree_canopy/t822rpi.0 1 8. 372 7Sand-vegetation_mosaic_@_4_m/t8 19rsa.032.
323 7Pine_tree_canopy/t822rpi.0 1 9. 373 7Sand_air_dry/t824rsa.036,
324 ./Pine_tree_canopy/t822rpi.020. 374 7Sand_air_dry/t824rsa.037,
325 7Pine_tree_canopy_????/t823rpi. 1 00. 375 ,/Sand_air_dry_on_dune/t824rsa.063,
326 7Pine_tree_canopy_above_A06/t8 1 9rpi .024. 376 7Sand_bag_on_bunker/t824rsa.054,
327 7Pine_tree_canopy_above_A06/t8 1 9rpi.025. 377 7Sand_dropseed/t824rsa.020,
328 7Pine_tree_canopy_above_A06/t8 1 9rpi.000. 378 7Sand_dropseed/t824rsa.02 1 ,
329 7Pine_tree_small/t8 19rpi.045. 379 7Sand_dropseed/t824rsa.022,
330 7Pine_tree_small/t8 1 9rpi.046. 380 7Sand_dropseed/t824rsa.023.
331 7R06_brown/t8 1 9rr06.072. 381 7Sand_dropseed/t824rsa.024,
332 7R06_cover_green/t819rr06.062. 382 7Sand_dropseed_grass/t824rgr.01 1,
333 7R06_dk_brown/t8 19rr06.067. 383 7Sand_dropseed_grass/t824rgr.012,
334 7R06_dk_brown_cab/t8 19rr06.052, 384 7Sand_dropseed_grass/t824rgr.0 1 8,
335 7R06_dk_brown_cab/t8 1 9rr06.053, 385 7Sand_dropseed_grass_air_dry/t824rgr.029,
336 7R06_front_green/t8 1 9rrO6.059. 386 7Sand_dropseed_grass_dead_and_green_veg./t824rgr.017,
337 7R06_fuselage_green/t8 19rr06.075, 387 7Sand_dropseed_grass_on_dune_crest/t824rgr.0 19.
338 7R06_fuselage_front_green/t8 19rr06.058, 388 7Sand_loose_air_dry_on_dune/t824rsa.062,
339 7R06_fuselage_rear_green/t8 19nO6.060, 389 7Sand_loose_moist_base_of_foredune/t824rsa.030,
340 ./R06_grayjeft_side/t81 9rr06.047. 390 7Sand_moist/t824rsa.03 1 ,
341 7R06_gray_left_side/t8 19rr06.048, 391 7Sand_soil/t823rsa.003.
342 7R06_grayJeft_side/t8 1 9rr06.049. 392 ./Sand_soilA823rsa.004.
343 7R06_green/t8 19rrO6.050. 393 7Sand_soil/t823rsa.055.
344 7R06_green/t8 1 9rr06.05 1 . 394 7Sand_soil_MN_green/t823min.005,
345 7R06_green/t8 1 9rrO6.063. 395 ./Sand_soil_MN_green/t823rmn.006,
346 7R06_green/t8 1 9rr06.069. 396 7Sand_soil_air_dry/t8 1 9rsa.064,
347 7R06_green/t819rr06.076. 397 7Sand_soil_air_dry/t8 1 9rsa.065,
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402 7Sand_soil_disturbed_air_dry/t820rsa.0 1 9.
403 7Sand_soiil_Ioose_air_dry/t8 1 9rsa.043 .
404 7Sand_soi l_loose_air_dry/t823rsa.053 .
405 7Sand_soi l_loose_air_dry/t823rsa.054.
406 7Sand soi l_loose_moist/t8 1 9rsa.00 1 .
407 7Sand_soi Joose_moist/t8 19rsa.002.
408 7Sand_soil_loose_moist/t8 19rsa.005.
409 7Sand_soil_loose_moist/t8 19rsa.006.
410 7Sand_soi l_loose_moist/t823rsa.OO 1 .
411 7Sand soiI_loose_moist/t823rsa.002.
412 7Sand_so:I_loose_moist/t8 1 9rsa.0OO.
413 7Sand_so: l_shaded_air_dry/t8 1 9rsa.08 1 .








422 7Sandy_soil_air_dry/t823rsa. 1 02,






429 7Shaded_gravel/t825rgv.0 1 1 .
430 7Shaded_gravel/t825rgv.0 1 2.
431 7Shrub_green/t823rsh.036.
432 7Shrub_green/t823rsh.037,
433 7Shrub_green_colored/t8 1 9rsh.044.
434 7Shrub_green_lea/t823rsh.073.
435 7Shrub_green_le.u7t823rsh.074.
436 7SoiI-vegetarion_mosaic/t8 1 9rsv.056.
437 7Soil-vegetation_mosaic/t8 19rsv.057.
438 7Soil-vegetation_mosaic/t819rsv.078.









7.3 Appendix C: Contents of the Spectral Libraries used for the Image
Unmixing Study
Small DIRSIG Material Library (28 materials)
Index DIRSIGMaterial # Name Comments
0 1 reflect 2 2% reflectance panel
1 2 reflect 4 4% reflectance panel
2 3 New jhu rp 12 12% reflectance panel
3 4 New jhu rp 24 24% reflectance panel
4 5 New jhu rp 36 36% reflectance panel
5 6 New jhu rp 48 48% reflectance panel
6 -T New_jhu_rp 60 60% reflectance panel
7 8 Desert wash Average of 5 curves
8 9 New_WR_TEC ROAD
9 10 Desert pavement Average of 5 curves
10 11 New jhu Oldodwood Camouflage
11 12 New jhu 33desert Camouflage
12 13 New_jhu_fallon 1 Camouflage
13 14 New_jhu_l lmilikn Camouflage
14 15 New_jhu_27woodld Camouflage
15 16 Tan steel
16 18 T72 green Armored vehicle
17 24 Missile TEC
18 25 Rusty tan
19 26 New black wood
20 27 New bare wood
21 28 Desert bush vegetation
22 29 New WR mod tire
23 30 New_glass
24 31 Deciduous texture Average of 100 curves
25 32 New nef 0014 alum
26 34 Kodak_white_card
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Large DIRSIGMaterial Library (108Materials)
# Name # Name # Name
0 reflect 2 50 desert sand 100 slate
1 reflect 4 51 dodwood 101 soil
2 new jhu rp 12 52 dry_grass 102 specular_wood
3 new jhu rp 24 53 emshld 103 spring_grass
4 new jhu rp 36 54 encelia bush 104 teldyn
5 new_jhu_rp 48 55 fall_grass 105 tire
6 new jhu rp 60 56 ferruginous 106 tracr
7 desert wash 57 glass 107 white wood
8 new_WR TEC ROAD 58 glauconite
9 desert_pavement 59 gloss_paint_on_steel
10 new_jhu_0 1dodwood 60 grass
11 new_jhu_33desert 61 grass_dirt
12 new_jhu_fallonl 62 grass_texture
13 new_jhu_llmilikn 63 gravel
14 new_jhu_27woodld 64 green_panel
15 tan steel 65 green steel
16 T72_green 66 greywacke
17 missle TEC 67 iraqic
18 rusty_tan 68 iraqin
19 new black wood 69 kodak_grey_card
20 new bare wood 70 lake water
21 desert bush 71 micaceous
22 new WR mod tire 72 muddy_water
23 new_glass 73 new WR PALO VERDE
24 deciduous texture 74 new WR WASH
25 new nef 0014 alum 75 new deciduous
26 kodak white card 76 new_jhu_26fallon
27 R20 77 painted_steel_roof
28 RPC tan 78 painted_steel_side
29 alum polished 79 pine_tree
30 arkosic 80 plant_leaf
31 asphalt_new 81 purple_banded
32 asphalt_texture 82 pvc
33 aster alum 83 radome_paint6
34 aster concrete 84 red
35 blue panel 85 red_panel
36 brick 86 reflect.12
37 bumper 87 reflect 24
38 camouflage nets 88 reflect 36
39 camouflage_paint 89 reflect_48
40 canvas 90 reflect_60
41 cinder 91 reflect 72
42 clay 92 road_asphalt
43 concrete 93 road_tar
44 concrete texture 94 roofing_asphalt
45 conifer 95 roofing_tar
46 copper 96 sand
47 com_field 97 scrub_oak
48 dark_green paint 98 scud missle
49 deciduous 99 shingles
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7.4 Appendix D: Hierarchical Organization of the SR Library
SRHierarchy Level 3:
As presented as SR Library in Appendix C
SR Hierarchy Level 2
# Class Name Indices of spectra in the class
(index of SR Library)
# Class Name Indices of spectra in the class
(index of SR Library)
0 A4 0-12 36 D60 237-238
1 A5 13-29 37 D62 239-243
2 A6 30-52 38 Dune Road 244-245
3 A51 53-54 39 E00 246-249
4 A76 55-58 40 E10 250-252
5 AP mine 59-64 41 E13 253-256,261-262
6 AT mine 65-69 42 Grass 257-260, 267
7 B02 70-74 43 E71 263-266
8 B31 75-79 44 Gravel 268-270, 429-430
9 B70 80-89 45 Gravel asphalt 272-276
10 Blue_Tarp 90-91 46 Leaf debris 277-280
11 C13 92-95 47 Lichen 281-290
12 C22 96-101 48 Oak tree 291
13 C41 102-106 49 Pine 292, 297-330
14 C59 107-110 50 Shrub 293-296,431-435
15 C61 111-116. 119 51 R06 331-354
16 C70 117-118 52 R07 355-367
17 Camo MN 120-121 53 Roadbed 368-370
18 Camo EG2 123-128 54 Sand_veg 371-372
19 Camo EG1 122. 129-147. 150-160. 162-169 55 Sand 373-390,415-418
20 Cloris Grass 148-149 56 Sand soin 391-414,420-422
21 CamoMM 161 57 Sea oats 423-428
22 Camo EG-NET 170-173 58 Soil_veg 436-439
23 CamoTN 174-184. 187-190 59 mine 411=446
24 D05 185-185.228-229 60 TP_green_tape 440
25 CamoTP 191
26 Camo Teledyne 192-194
27 Camo USUltra 195-199
28 Camo WM 200-201
29 Camo air dry 202
30 Camo green 203-210
31 Camo loose 211-212
32 Camo wummel 213-221
33 Concrete Pad 222-227
34 D12 230-231
35 D30 232-236
SR Hierarchy Level 1
# Class Name Indices of spectra in the class
(index of SR Hierarchy Level 2)
0 vehicle 0-4.7-15.31-35,37^0.49-50
1 camo 16-29
2 urban (non veg) 30.36.42,43,51
3 vegetation 41,42-48,55,56,60
4 man_made 5-6. 58. 59
5 soil 52. 53. 54. 57
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An user's guide to
Linear Stepwise Unmixing (v1 .0)
Daisei Konno
Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Laboratory
Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging Science
Rochester Institute of Technology
Aim of this Manual
The aim of this manual is to provide information about the Stepwise Unmixing routine. The following
topics will be covered:
Overview of the routine
How to set up for an unmixing run (with example)
Analysis tools
1 . Overview of the Routine
1.1 A briefhistory
The Stepwise Unmixing routine explained here is a culmination of several people. The routine was
developed as a part of a doctorate dissertation by Harry Gross in 1995 in MATLAB. The unmixing portion
of the routine was imported to DDL by Daisei Konno in 1995. The stepwise routine was developed by Gary
Robinson in 1997, then improved upon to hyperspectral capabilities by Daisei Konno in 1999.
Please refer to the respective theses and dissertation for more detail on each research.
1.2 Hierarchy ofRoutines
There are several modules necessary to run this stepwise procedure. The illustration below is a flow chart
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Figure 1 StepwiseUnmixing Procedure Flow Diagram (Robinson, 1997)
The stepwise.pro module is the top module where everything is called. Here, all the data from the
filenames specified in u_header.dat file is read in. I have made some hardwire coding in stepwise.pro like
atmospheric absorption bands, and applying variance stabilizing transform (square root). The
"kluge"
routine made by Harry Gross was never used for my research, but Gary did some work on it, so if you're
interested in learning more, please refer to Gary Robinson's thesis.
1.3 Logic behind step_reg.pro
Step_reg.pro is the main program that performs the stepwise unmixing. There are two major sections.
First, the procedure goes through adding a variable. After two terms or more in the model, the remove term
loop becomes a valid option. Otherwise, the more terms are added until there are no more term, which the F
statistics value greater than the F-to-enter/exit threshold. After each addition of the variable, the all
variables are tested if they are worth keeping.
INPUT:
spectrum of the pixel
F-to-enter/exit







Calculate extra sum of
the squares for all
possible supermodels with
one more term
'heck to see if the F statistics
from the largest sum of the
squares is larger than the
F-to-enter/exit
Calculate extra sum of





in the SS_extra terms in
vars_entered
Remove the term with the
smallest F value less than
the F-to-enter/exit and mark
it so that it does not enter







~^V as final result
Vdd the variable into the mode
Calculate Statistics
of the new SS_model
Figure 2 Flow chart of the step_reg.pro procedue
2 Setting up for an unmixing run
This section will familiarize you to two unmixing routines: stepwiscpro is a procedure used to unmix the
entire image, while step_pixel.pro is a procedure used to unmix an arbitrary pixel within the image.
2. 1 Overview of the stepwise.pro procedure
The stepwiscpro is a routine used to unmix the entire image at once. The parameters used for unmixing
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Figure 3 Typical u_header.dat file
2.1 .1 Definition of the parameters in stepwise.pro
INPUT_FILENAME= filename Name of the input image data cube. Recommended is a band-sequential
(BSQ) image of float (data type =4) data.
LIBRARY filename Name of the input spectral library. The library must be in a 2-D
ASCII (saved with printf in IDL) array with each spectrum separated column-wise. This means
that lib(0,*) should be a spectrum of the first material in the library. The data type is a double.
REFLECTION ATA- y/n Whether the input image and the spectral library are in reflectance units or
in digital count (DC). If the data is in reflectance (y), then it is multiplied by 255 to convert to DC.
This is done to avoid mathematical underflow. Must correspond with the input image and the
library.
TRUTH filename Name of the input truth file. Traditionally, this has been the DIRSIG
material map output. This file is a byte image with material numbers for each pixel. Since these
pixels are assumed pure for truth, the input data image must be convolved/resampled by some
factor n. So, the truth should be n times larger than the image for each dimension.
MATERIALS FILENAME= filename Name ofthe output material map image. The output is a column by
row by number of spectra, band-sequential file of double data type.
LOG_FILENAME= filename Name of the output log file. This text file will contain information about
the unmixing run for later review, such as filenames, parameters, date ofthe run, etc.
LONG_LOG= y/n Switch to turn on long log. Long log will have more detail on the unmixing run (pixel
by pixel log of what the statistic calculated.)
WIDTH= number Dimension of the input image in the horizontal direction
HEIGHT- number Dimension of the input image in the vertical direction
NUM_BANDS= number Number of bands in the image. It must correspond with the channels in the
spectral library.
NUM_ENDMEMBERS= number Number of spectra in the spectral library.
/ 2 3 4 . . n ; LIBRARY INDEX These numbers are the identification
numbers for the spectral library. If the truth map contains DIRSIG material numbers, then the
library index should contain those numbers, and the library should correspond to those library
indices. The library index should be in ascending order, so the library must too. If the spectrum
doesn't appear in the truth image and/or does not have a DIRSIG number, then you can assign
them. The bottom line is that there must be as many numbers in the library index as number of
endmembers.
WINDOW_SIZE= number This corresponds to the size of the convolution kernel used to
"mix"
the input
image. If there is no truth (TRUTH_EXISTS= n) then some arbitrary number will suffice.
UNMLX_CONSTRAINTS= 0/1/2 Constraint condition for the unmixing.
"0"
correspond to no constraint,
"1"
to partial constraint, and
"2"
as full constraint.
F_ENTER_EXIT= number F-to-enter/exit threshold value. Should be a floating-point number.
PRINT_SCREEN= y/n Switch to turn on print-to-screen. This will allow you to monitor each calculation
in by the stepwise procedure.
MAKE FRACTIONS- y/n Switch between outputting .TIF image or .BSQ fraction. I recommend leaving
this to
"y"
The output fraction file will be the name of the output file plus
"f"
tagged to the back
of the filename.
INPUT_FILE_TYPE= BSQ data ordering of the input image. BSQ is the standard band-sequential [col, row,
channels]. Others are
"BIL"
(Band Interleave by Line [col, channels, row] and BD? (Band Interleave
by Pixel [channels, col, row]).
TRUTH_FILEJTYPE= BSQ Truth file should always be a BSQ. Frankly I don't know why this is here,
because the truth is only 2-D.
TRUTH y/n Whether or not you want a Squared Error (SQE) calculation done after the unrxiixing.
Sometimes you don't want to calculate this because if the SQE calculation craps out, the whole
procedure crashes, so no data is saved, including the unmixing results. You can calculate the SQE
later.










if the input data is in reflectance units.
RMS_IMAGE= y/n The switch to turn on or off the output of the RMS image.
RMS_FILENAME = filename The filename of the output RMS image. RMS image is a 2-D double array
with RMS residual for each pixel.
The most difficult thing here is trying to keep everything consistent. Here is a checklist:
1. Must remember that the data types for the image and the spectral library must be the same, and they
must have the same units (reflectance or digital counts).
2. The spectral library must be in the special
"Robinson"
format where it is ASCII with each spectrum
separated column-wise. This is the opposite of the ENVT spectral library format, so it may not be a bad
idea to make some sort of a conversion program. The best way to check for that is displaying the
library array in IDL with the TVSCL command. If the lines run vertically, then the library is in the
right direction.
3. The REFLECTION flag has been set accordingly. This must correspond with the units of the
input image and the input spectral library.
4. The DATATYPE flag has been set accordingly. This must correspond with the units of the input image
and the input spectral library.
5. The dimensions for the image and the library match the entered parameters. Also, the number of
channels in the image must be the same as the number of channels in the library.
6. There must be the same number of entries in the library index as the number of endmembers in the
library. If the material number doesn't exist for the endmember, then make one up.
7. Be patient! There are many input parameters in the stepwise procedure, so if something doesn't work,
recheck the parameters before you start looking into the modules.
2.2 Sample unmixing with stepwise.pro
Here we will setup the necessary parameters to perform imagewise urrmixing with the stepwise.pro module.
You need to have all the files associated with the stepwise procedure listed in Section 2.6. Start IDL in a
DIGITAL Alpha processor such as the DIRS research server 'Titan". The routine will work on other
platforms like SUN, but the datamust be converted because of endian differences.
In this example, we will unmix a piece of a synthetically generated scene with a spectral library of 27
constituents. The truth is also available. The image was convolved then resampled at 4: 1 ratio to simulate a
mixed pixel.



















Information on the sample spectral library 31_new.dat
NAME: 31_new.dat
NUMBER OF SPECTRA: 27
CHANNELS: 210(hydice)
Information on the sample truth image truth2.bsq
NAME: truth.bsq
IMAGE SIZE (col): 40
(row): 40
DATA TYPE: 1 (byte)
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Figure 4 u_header.dat for unmixing sample2.bsq with 31_new.dat library
In this case, we are unmixing with no constraint, and the F-to-enter/exit value of 20.0. The SQE will be
calculated at the end of the unmixing run. The RMS image will also be outputted.
You also have to adjust the atmospheric absorption bands in the stepwise.pro , in tines 74 - 93 for the
image, and in lines 128 - 145 for the library. This method was chosen so that the atmospheric bands could
be changed, but such hard-coding could cause some trouble when forgotten to adjust. So remember this
was here for my convenience.
The atmospheric absorption bands used in this unmixing example was:





, 0 : 5 ) = 0.0
79 unage (*. *, 60:66) = 0.0
80 image(*,*,72:78) =0.0
81 image!*,*, 84:95) =0.0
82 Linage (*,*, 100: 115) =0.0
83 Linage!*.*, 135: 152) =0.0






, 0 : 10 ) = 0.0
87 image!*, *, 60:66) =0.0
88 image!*. ", 72: 78) =0.0
89 image!*, *, 84: 95) =0.0





Linage!*. *, 130:182) = 0.0
The commented out lines are not used in
this example. Note that the last group of
and channels (130:182) is included in this
130 lib(*,0:5) =0.0
example.
131 lib(*, 60:66) = 0.0
132 Lib!*, 72:78) = 0.0
133 lib(*, 84:95) = 0.0
134 lib(*,100:115) = 0.0
135 Lib!*, 135:152) = 0-0
136 lib(*, 199:209) = 0.0
137
138 lib!*, 0:10) =0.0
139 lib!*, 60:66) = 0.0
140 lib!*, 72:78) = 0.0
141 lib!*, 84:95) 0.0
142 lib!*, 100: 115) =0.0
143
144 lib!*, 50:100) 0.0
145 ]Lib!*, 130:182) 0.0
Figure 5 Atmospheric absorption bands eliminated for this stepwise unmixing example
Once the u_header.dat has been saved, type
IDL> stepwise
at the prompt. This will produce this result:
Reading in files.
start time Fri Jul 9 18:42:35 1999
INPUT FILE /dirs/home/dxkl280/idl/stepwise/example/sample2
.bsq
LIB FILE /dirs/home/dxkl280 /idl/stepwise/example/ 3 l_new.dat
Image Size 10 10 210
# OF Endmembers 27
Unmix Constraints 0
F to Enter,Exit 20.0000
MATERIALS FILE /dirs/home/clxkl280 /idl /stepwise/example /output, bsq
LOG FILE /dirs/home/dxkl280/idl /stepwise/example/ log. dat













CALCULATING SQUARI:D ERROR FOR IMAGE
squared error 0.027230876
Saving RMS file
elapsed time 0 hours 0 minutes 29 seconds
IDL>
Figure 6 Output from the stepwiscpro unmixing
The -0.10916690 and 1.1098259 refers to the minimum and the maximum fraction unmixed in this run. If
this range is close to 0 and 1.0, then that is a very good indicator of the success. For this example, the
squared error resulted in 0.027 per pixel, which is a very good result. The RMS error of this example is
6.63 per pixel.
The output.bsq is a 10 by 10 by 27 array of doubles, containing fractions for each endmembers in the
library. The rms.bsq is a 10 by 10 array of doubles, containing RMS error for each pixel.
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2.3 Overview of the step_pixel.pro procedure
The step_pixel.pro procedure is a routine to unmix one specified pixel out of an image. All of the
parameters are specified within the procedure, so you need to compile the procedure once you make any

























;LOAD IMAGE AND LIBRARY
image = dblarr (width, height, num_bands)
image = fltarr (width,height, num_bands)
print, '***Pixel Loc ',pix_loc
print,
'
F to enter:', f_enter
print, 'Reading image . .
'










Adjust to match the data
type of the input image
Adjust to match the data
type of the library
Figure 7 Sample portion of step_pixel.pro procedure
2.3.1 Definitions of parameters in step_pixel.pro
image_name=
filename'
The name ofthe input image filename. The data type is specified in the LOAD
IMAGE AND LIBRARY section.
lib_name= 'filename
'
The name of the input spectral library filename. The data type is specified in the
LOAD IMAGE AND LIBRARY section.
log_filename=
'filename'
The name ofthe file that will contain the logs from this unmixing run.
truth_filename-
'filename'
The name ofthe input truth file. Same requirement as in the stepwiscpro.
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height = number The vertical dimension of the input image in pixels.
width = number The horizontal dimension of the input image in pixels.
num_bands = number The number of spectral channels in the image. Should also be the number of
spectral channels in the spectral library.
num_endmembers = number The number of spectra in the library.
f_enter = number The F-to-enter/exit parameter.
pix_loc - [x_coord, y_coord] The location of the pixel that you want to unmix. Remember that the
upper left corner is [0,0] if the image has been displayed with /order option enabled.
window = number The size of the kernel used to convolve the image. This should be the factor between
the dimensions of truth and the image.
print_screen -
'y/n'
The switch to enable/disable the screen output from the stepwise procedure.
long_log =
'y/n'
The switch to enable/disable detail ofthe log output.
truth =
'y/n'
Whether or not the image is supplied with truth or not. Essentially, if 'y', the SQE is
calculated.
lib_index - [1,2,3,4,5, . . . ,n] Material numbers that corresponds to the spectral library. There should be
the same number of elements in this vector as in the spectral library.
2.4 Sample unmixing with step_pixel.pro
Here we will unmix a pixel out of the sample image sample2.bsq. This module is particularly useful if you
want to isolate a certain pixel for further investigation, as well as checking if the parameters you selected
will work or not. This example will use the same set of data as the example used in stepwise.pro.

























Figure 8 Set_up for step_pixel.pro to unmix the sample image
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Keep in mind that the atmospheric absorption band elimination is also done within the code. For this
example, we will use the standard atmospheric bands plus one extra region.
.********************** ********************* ***********************************





, 0 : 5 ) = 0.0
image!*,*, 60: 66) =0.0
image!*,*, 72 -.78) =0.0
image!*, *, 84:95) = 0.0
image!*,*, 100:115) = 0.0
; image (*, *, 50:100) =0.0
image!*,*, 130: 182) =0.0
image!*,*, 135 -.152) =0.0
image!*, *, 199:209) = 0.0
lib!*, 0.-5) =0.0
lib!*, 60:66) = 0.0
lib!*, 72:78) = 0.0
lib!*, 84:95) = 0.0
lib!*, 100:115) = 0.0
; lib!*, 50: 100) =0.0
lib!*, 130:182) = 0.0
lib!*, 135:152) = 0.0
lib!*, 199:209) = 0.0
.******************************************************************************
Figure 9 Atmospheric absorption band elimination for step_pixel.pro




This will unmix one pixel (pixel [7,3] from the sample2.bsq data set.) This particular pixel consists of





F to enter: 15.0000
Reading image
Reading library .
Total Variance (uncorr) 245558.04
ADDING VARIABLE 9 REMAINING ERROR 388.01407
F_enter 131426 .59
ADDING VARIABLE 7 REMAINING ERROR 58.040077
F_enter 1176.852 6
HALTING LOOP WITH VAR 21 F to ENTER 10.634306
Endmembers selected: 7 9
rank(E)= 2.00000
No Constraint Partial Full
7.0000000 0.17236663 0.16599444 0.16599444
9.0000000 0.82150521 0.83400556 0.83400556
Sum 0.99387184
RMS 7.6184038 7.6501420 7.6501420
SQE 0.025525469 0.021422196 0.021422196
Truth
10 10 10 10
10 10 8 10
10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10
% Program caused arithmetic error: Floating underflow
Figure 10 Output from the step_pixeI.pro
Note that in this unmixing, the stepwise overestimated the desert wash component by a little. However, this
is considered a good unmixing because the fractions between all the constraint cases agree with one
another. This is confirmed by the low squared error of 0.025525 for the unconstrained case.
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2.5 Analysis tools
The squared error (SQE ) is an important metric to evaluate the performance of the unmixing. As we saw in
the unmixing examples in the previous section, the squared error can be calculated within the stepwiscpro
routine. However, if you want to calculate the squared error afterwards, or produce squared error images,
then you need to use the sq_err_image.pro module. This module is responsible for calculation of the SQE
per pixel for the total image and endmembers, as well as producing squared error images for each
endmembers.
Below is an excerpt of the sq_err_image.pro routine:
pro sq_err_image
SQ_ERR_IMAGE Calculates imagewise squared error
OUTPUT: Squared Error
Squared Error map (Optional)
USAGE : sq_err_image
NOTE : The truth map should not contain shadow as material .
Shadow fraction map must be the first band.










lib_index =[1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 24,$
25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,34]; Material number






rm_shad =0; 1 to remove shadow from squared error calculation.
image_name = 'filename
'
The name of the input image which is a result of the unmixing procedure. The
data should be in a band sequential format. The data should be a double precision.
w = number The window size is the ratio between the truth and the real image. It should be the same as
the resample ratio.
x_dim = number The number of columns in the input image.
y_dim = number The number of rows in the input image.
num_materials = number The number ofmaterials in the library. This doesn't have to be the same as the
number of entries in the lib_index. If the numjnaterials exceed the entries in lib_index, the
squared error from the portion of the library not identified on the lib_index is calculated
automatically. The total squared error is the error that includes all materials in the library.
truth_name =
'filename'
The name of the input image which contains the truth. This image should be
(x_dim * w) by (y_dim
*
w) byte image.
libjndex = [1,2, . . . , [ The material ID numbers in the truth image which correspond to the library.




The name of the output image which consists of squared error images. The
data is a band sequential double precision.
save_image = y/n This switch allows you to save the squared error images as the square filename.
rm_shadow = 0/1 This switch removes the shadow endmember in the input unmixed image. I usually
left this as 0, which is do not remove the shadow, since none of the unmixing results included
shadow as an endmember.
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-calculates individual squared enor. Used as a module
-save as above
-FUNCTION returns 1 if any of the element satisfy the condition
-Calculates time to process. Used in Stepwise.
-converts .dat file to .ascii file. Used in making library from .ems files
-converts .dat file to .rsl (resampled library) file. Used with above.
-inverts a diagonalmatrix. Used in pinv
-FUNCTION finds index of element that satisfy condition. MATLAB equivalent of
'where'
-Module to load data. Used in Stepwise
-Module to load library data. Used in Stepwise
??
-Least Distance Problem. Used for unmixing.
-Least Square Equality. Used for partiaUy constrained unmixing.
-Least Square General. Calls LSE, LSI or LSU
-Least Square Inequality. Used for fully constrained unmixing.
-Least Square Unconstrained. Used for unconstrained unmixing.
-Finds 1-D max value of a vector.
-Makes mixture of specified constituents and fractions.
-makes equality constant matrix for partially constrained unmixing.
-makes inequality constraint matrix for fully constrained unmixing.
-Used to make .tifdisplayeable image
-Finds number ofdigits in an element
-Non Negative Least Squares: The heart of fully constrained unmixing!
-Finds norm vector of an array. MATLAB function
-Moore-Penrose Pseudo-Inverse
-Finds rank of a matrix.MATLAB function
-Reads Band Interleave by Line data
-Reads Band Interleave by Pixel data
-Calculates RMS
-Removes fraction associated with the shadow and recalculates the fraction so that the shadow is removed.
-Finds the significant digit?
-Finds the size of the array. I think it's replaceable with n_elements.
-Calculates squared enor for one pixel
-Calculates squared enor for thewhole image
-Performs Stepwise unmixing for one pixel. This is in a function form.
-Performs Stepwise unmixing for one pixel. This is in a procedure form
-Performs stepwise regression.
-TOP program to ran stepwise unmixing for the whole image.
-Returns a complete matrix of Singular Value Decomposition.
-Used with svd_sort.
-My attempt to recreate svd_full.
-temporary unmixing procedure used to in the stepjeg.pro
-Transposes amatrix. This is okay to do IDim vector as well as a single element
-Header for STEPWISE
-Procedure to perform traditional unmixing.
-Unmixes one pixel. Used in Stepwise.
-Creates a zero matrix of specified size. AMATLAB function.
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2.7 Names of spectra in 31_new.dat spectral library































2 new_jhu_rp_l2 . ref
3 new_jhu_rp_24 . ref
4 new_jhu_rp_3 6 . ref
5 new_jhu_rp_4 8 . ref














2 0 new_bare_wood . ref
21 desert_bush.ref









Calibration panel 3 6%
Calibration panel 48%
Calibration Panel 60%
Desert wash (loose sand)
Road















Deciduous tree texture (ave 100) vegetation
Aluminium
Kodak white card
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